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ABSTRACT 
The Singers is a term used to refer to a volunteer chorus association in existence 
for nearly one hundred and fifty years in the U.S.A. The official names of the two 
organizations to which the term refers are the Norwegian Singers Association of America 
and the Pacific Coast Norwegian Singers Association of America. This thesis presents 
the results of ethnographic case study research completed on the Singers via a conceptual 
framework, grounded in the ideas of Italian philosopher Antonio Gramsci, of and about 
cultural hegemony. 
The purpose of this study was to encounter the Singers through a Gramscian 
framework and in so doing, discern ways in which the practices and functioning ofthe 
Singers might suggest alternatives (philosophical and practical) to those extant in music 
education where issues of cultural diversity are concerned. The questions that guided the 
study were: 
1. In what ways can the organization and practices of the Singers be disentangled 
and understood through the concepts and ideas of cultural hegemony, folklore 
and common sense as developed and articulated by Italian philosopher 
Vl 
Antonio Gramsci? 
2. By undertaking a study of the Singers from a Gramscian perspective what 
suggestions can be discerned for contemporary music education in the U.S.A. 
insofar as it seeks to address issues of difference in a culturally-diverse 
environment? 
This analysis of the Singers endeavored to discover ways in which the 
organization embodied Gramsci's ideas about organic intellectuals, for example, the 
Singers' usage of terminology; generally, those in charge ofthe musical development of 
an ensemble are referred to as the "conductor" but in the case of this organization are 
spoken about as the "leader." Gramsci's concepts offer a perspective from which these 
related but separate ideas can be contextualized and the significance of their distinction 
understood. 
The Singers exhibit much greater ethnic and cultural diversity now than when the 
choruses first appeared in the U.S.A.; that is, they are far less explicitly Norwegian. 
Therefore, the overall organic functioning of the Singers was analyzed via a Gramscian 
framework in order to uncover the ways in which Norwegian-ness is interpreted and 
understood by the group in the present, how it has changed and reasons as to why this 
may have occurred. 
Gramsci's ideas about the intersections of political and civil life address the ways 
in which hegemony is expressed and experienced by the non-dominant through the 
institutions of society. The implications of this study for music education can be located 
in what it suggests for advancing a philosophical perspective from which issues of 
Vll 
cultural diversity are considered, spoken about, and eventually incorporated in the 
education of students. This is to suggest that Gramsci' s ideas, manifested in this case as a 
study of the Singers, offer for music education ways in which to broaden understandings 
of the subtle ways hegemony operates in everyday life and thus, for countering and 
mitigating its effects in the musical education of students. 
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As of2012 I have been a choral music educator for nearly twenty years. I have 
had many wonderful opportunities during the course of my school music education 
career; it has been a privilege to teach a great many students from grades seven through 
twelve. Most of my educational experience has taken place in either rural or suburban 
school districts in areas where the students were predominantly white and middle class. 
A portion of a choral conductor's responsibilities, the programming of repertoire, 
is a significant challenge. It is a task I enjoy, as do my colleagues for the most part, I 
believe. I have often selected repertoire one might categorize as multicultural, though I 
admit it was not until somewhat recently that I considered this term anything other than 
part of the nomenclature utilized in the profession. As I both programmed and attended 
concerts, festivals, contests, and so on over the course of my career I found myself 
questioning such repertoire; it did not seem the benign category implied by the 
terminology. To me it began to feel as if an implied dichotomy existed, perhaps even a 
hierarchy. Thus, I began to wonder what multicultural really meant. It seemed to refer to 
that which lies outside the canon of Western music most familiar to choral music 
educators. Multicultural music was somehow different; it was not written by dead 
Europeans or white contemporary EuroAmericans and its difference seemed to be a 
significant reason for its codification. For example, I found myself questioning the 
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common practice of programming African-American spirituals near the end of choral 
concerts, thereby treating it as something of an afterthought; what does this communicate 
to student and audience member about the horrors that begat this music? I found myself 
wondering not only about implied understandings and hierarchies but what such covert 
messages might say or teach to my students about difference and cultural diversity-after 
all, if I sensed this dichotomy, might not they as well? 
In the fall of 2009 a collegiate choir of which I was the conductor was invited to 
participate in an area choral festival with a handful of other collegiate and high school 
choral ensembles from around the region. As part of the event the choirs would be 
performing three selections together-a "Mass Choir"-under the direction of a special 
guest conductor and whose responsibility it was to select the music for this combined 
ensemble. One of the selections began with a quotation of the ancient Christmas carol 
"Of the Father's love begotten," which speaks of the birth and sacrifice of Jesus Christ as 
the manifestation of God's love. 1 The middle section of the piece featured a South 
African freedom song arranged to fit within the parameters ofWestem music (clef, time 
signature, key signature, appropriate ranges, etc.). The concluding section commenced 
by bringing together both of these fragments in such a way as the freedom song served as 
a "ground" with the Christian hymn intoned, literally, "above" it, as it was sung by the 
whole of the soprano section. From the outset I was very troubled with this selection as it 
seemed to make blatant an uncomfortable and sadly familiar hierarchy: the Western (in 
this case the Christian church) seeming to ride above, or upon the backs of, the non-
1 Based on the Latin poem Corde natus by the poet Aurelius Prudentius (A.D. 348-405). 
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Western-not to mention the fact that a great many Africans are not Christian but 
Muslim; and those that happen to be African and Christian are so as the result of 
colonization. Rather than celebrating "Africa" this could be interpreted as another 
example of cultural imperialism. When I expressed my concerns to several colleagues I 
was shocked to be sternly rebuffed and told that I was "overreacting." Such music, it was 
said, exposed the students to traditions they might not otherwise encounter and impressed 
upon them a message of coexistence and tolerance. I explained that I was uneasy in that 
it seemed to me to be a celebration of a Western ideology over that of the non-Western; is 
it not possible that an arrangement of a song of African origin presented as if subordinate 
to a Christian hymn could be interpreted as implying a hierarchy that placed Western 
musical practices at the center? If that could be then would this not seem to subvert 
oblique references to coexistence and tolerance? I was told that such music helped 
students to understand others different from themselves and in so doing, fostered a "sense 
of brotherhood" by "breaking down barriers" and ostensibly forging a more pan-global 
worldview. Needless to say, my concerns remained, becoming more significant since 
this experience. 
Conversely, I recall a different choral experience when I was fourteen years old 
and when, together with my family I attended the year-end banquet of a group to which 
my grandparents belonged, referred to as "the Singers." This chorus was a local chapter, 
part of a larger organization known as the "Norwegian Singers Association of America."2 
2 The research subject is known formally as the Norwegian Singers Association of American 
(NSAA) and the Pacific Coast Norwegian Singers Association of America (PCNSA)-related 
associations with similar histories, constitutions, by-laws and manners of organization-though I 
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Eventually the moment arrived for the Singers to perform a few songs as part of the 
evening's festivities. I was surprised to see one member of the tenor section; he appeared 
to be African-American, clearly not of Norwegian or Scandinavian heritage. When the 
opportunity arose I asked my grandfather about this gentleman-who was he and why 
was he part of this group? He replied simply that he was Cuban, had a fine tenor voice, 
that he enjoyed singing with them and they, having him as a member. He left it at that 
and I asked no further questions though I would ponder this experience often. While I 
may not have realized it then I was troubled by what appeared to be an ethnic incongruity 
seemingly fraught with multicultural dissonance: why would a man of Cuban ethnicity 
choose to be part of a Norwegian chorus so specific in its ethnic delineation and choice of 
musical repertoire? What satisfaction did he derive from his participation? Why did the 
group not change its name to be more reflective of the heritage of its members? 
As I went on to a career in music education I would confront these issues from 
many vantage points as I became immersed in the discipline's own struggles with 
questions such as those I first encountered in that banquet hall in Brooklyn, New York 
City. Additionally, that experience would serve as the catalyst for my own dealings with 
such issues, culminating in this study. 
have heard references made by many members and on repeated occasions to "the Singers." This 
is used interchangeably to refer either to the overarching organization, the chorus, or both. In the 
interest of space and brevity hereafter I adopt the member's own nomenclature and shall refer to 
the NSAA/PCNSA and the member choruses as the "Singers." 
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Context 
The U.S.A. is culturally diverse as a result of several centuries of immigration that 
have created a richly multi-ethnic society. The U.S.A. is not unique in this regard: 
"Multi-cultural societies are not new. Long before the age of European expansion (from 
the 15111 century onwards )-and with increasing intensity since-the migration and 
movement of peoples has been the rule rather than the exception, producing societies 
which are ethnically and culturally mixed" (Hall 2000, 212). Famine, war, political 
unrest, the seeking of freedom from persecution, or merely the pursuit of a better life 
(e.g. , chances for more gainful employment, religious freedom, freedom from political 
persecution, educational opportunities, etc.), have all contributed to this change (Hesse 
2000).3 
One result of the tremendous influx of people with diverse ethnic and cultural 
backgrounds has been a heightened awareness of cultural and ethnic differences 
(Dinnerstein and Reimers 1982). Consequently, attempts at dealing with difference 
within American society have been ongoing for over century. Such movements initially 
conceived for "reducing prejudice and building cooperation," or "assimilation," can be 
traced to the African-American scholarship of W.E.B. DuBois and Carter G. Woodson 
(Campbell 2002). From its earliest strivings, such developments and efforts have figured 
prominently in the field of education and have remained a high priority since that time 
(e.g., "intergroup education," "interethnic education," etc.) (Daniels 2002; Gunew 1997; 
Habermas 1998; Montalto 1982). 
3 See also Bodnar (1987), Daniels (2002). 
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Well into the twentieth-century "old attitudes persisted, many teachers and 
administrators continued to see their role as civilizing agents or leveling agents of 
cultural difference" (Montalto 1982, 142). Such exertions encountered resistance. For 
example, early efforts towards assimilation were challenged as so-called "anti-
assimilationists" sought, in both ideology and action, to address what they perceived as 
the "problem" of immigration and assimilation by promoting the appreciation of cultural 
difference, primarily for the purpose of compartmentalizing the American society and the 
communities within it (Dinnerstein and Reimers 1982; Park 1950; Ravitch 2002; Takaki 
1987; Wong and Hirshman 1983; Yetman 1985). 
Multicultural Education 
More recently, in the period after World War II, efforts toward achieving 
equitability in education continued to advance, specifically in the 1960s concomitantly 
with the civil rights movement. Efforts from within historically oppressed groups, 
specifically African-American, catalyzed the first impulses toward what would come to 
be called multicultural education. This educational movement was animated primarily 
from within the African-American community and sought to enact an activist pedagogy 
that endeavored to counteract extant hegemonies through the education of children of the 
minority group(s). Its most influential advocates were those with close ties to community 
movements and social protest politics (Banks 1989, 1993; Bennett 1990; Delpit 1988; 
Gay 1983; Gibson 1984; Gollnick and Chinn 1990; Grant 1977; Nieto 2011; Parekh 
1986, 2000; Sleeter and Grant 1977). Thus "multicultural education became a body of 
advocacy regarding specific changes in classroom instruction" articulated from within 
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oppressed groups (Gay 1983, as quoted in Sleeter 1996). That changes were specific is to 
acknowledge that such efforts were directed primarily at the children of minority groups; 
that is, it was "conceived as the project of improving the educational and social 
opportunities of cultural and linguistic minorities" (Kalantzis and Cope 1999, 245). 
By the mid-1970s the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) 
contained over two hundred documents pertaining to issues pertaining to multicultural 
education (Gollnick, Klassen and Yff 1976). As educational scholarship in this area 
expanded it drove the development of multicultural education both in theory and practice, 
defining and codifying the connection between the transformation of schools and social 
change, embodying and partaking in the activism that both inspired and informed the 
movement (Grant 1977; Nieto 2011; Sleeter 1989, 1991, 1996; Smyth 1989). As with 
earlier efforts on behalf of assimilation, tensions have arisen both from within 
multicultural education and areas adjacent to it. The development of multicultural 
education has not been universally embraced and advanced. This is important, as its 
development can be located at a point from which education in general made a decisive 
4 tum. 
Nearly from the moment of its inception, multicultural education encountered 
resistance. This occurred as a result of biases directed at either those who promoted it or 
the reformations to both pedagogy and curriculum it suggested and endorsed (Boggs 
1986; Eyerman and Jamison 1991). As time has passed and the necessity and 
4 For a more detailed study of the earliest iterations of interethnic education as well as the 
movements that have undergirded and informed them see Cook and Cook (1954), Gellner (1983), 
Montalto (1982), Taba, Brady and Robinson (1952), Vickery and Cole (1943). 
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inevitability of multicultural education have both become clearer, more recent iterations 
of and trends within modem multicultural education have encountered resistance from 
the scholars and communities through which it initially took hold. This can be most 
clearly seen in recent iterations of multicultural education through the employment of 
"units" on famous persons of color or women, or to limit its scope to a sampling or single 
facet of the educational establishment (Banks 1981, 1989). Such efforts have garnered 
criticism due to the fact that they appear both poorly defined and non-substantive, or 
colloquially, to be "paying lip service" to a philosophical bearing that requires more 
serious and focused attention. Those who have contributed to multicultural education 
both recently and from its inception point out that, as a philosophical stance, 
"[M]ulticultural education advocates a long, comprehensive, non-patriarchal view of 
history and contributions of marginalized groups to the traditional curriculum. It 
challenges and calls into question previous omissions and distortions. It offers a set of 
related propositions that are used to explain how a phenomenon was arrived [at] 
historically" (Grant 2006, 1 0). As representative of such distortions one is reminded of 
the choral music selection from the festival I recounted earlier; this piece represented a 
Westernized historical view and reinforced theological hierarchies. Indeed such cursory 
and seemingly superficial practices in the managing of difference as highlighted above 
appear to have become more common while endeavors seeking both to educate and 
empower minority groups from within have diminished. 
As Sleeter ( 1996) notes, "[ C]learly articulated calls for political changes to benefit 
collectives have waned" (239). In articulating what she refers to as the "silenced 
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dialogue," Delpit (1988) describes the estrangement she and other teachers of color feel 
from "the progressive movement" which she and others claim has become too skills 
versus process oriented; a disenfranchisement that, in light of her assertion that "issues of 
power are enacted in the classroom," contribute to "alienation and miscommunication" 
between those "within the process" (teachers and students) who happen to be of color and 
those who are not (281 ). This alienation, she suggests, results from the temporal 
disconnection from the sites of struggle that catalyzed multicultural education at its 
origin. Thus this temporal disconnection has become philosophical as well. Indeed, 
others question the motives of academic institutions for whom diversity has become a 
high priority and that inform and promote cultural diversity (Bahri 1997). Those 
incredulous of such efforts refer pejoratively to the burgeoning "diversity industry" as 
contributing to the transforming of diversity into an "[E]conomic asset that can be 
acquired and actively managed" (Prasad 2001, as quoted in Marvasti and McKinney 
2011, 632). This perspective holds that this "industry" not only promotes difference for 
difference's sake in the academy but is also constituted by the instructional materials it 
creates, promotes and provides (Bahri 1997; Giroux 2001 ). Within general education, 
publishers of multicultural musical instructional materials subsidize professional 
publications and underwrite conventions for educators. In this way the industry gains 
access to them and controls the materials with which the students are instructed. 
Multicultural Music Education 
Music education has also felt the influence of multicultural education; those 
working within the discipline have sought to find ways to navigate the philosophical and 
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pedagogical perambulations that have held sway within general education. Campbell 
(1994) has deemed the mid-twentieth century through the 1970s the "watershed years" as 
Western music education sought to embrace those musics beyond the sphere of the 
Western tradition (67). As Volk (1998) notes, it was in 1967 that the "Tanglewood 
Declaration" recommended that "all musics" be placed in the curriculum ( 18). Not long 
thereafter a series ofthree special focus issues (1972, 1983 and 1992) in one of the most 
widely-read professional publications for American music educators, the Music 
Educators Journal, dealt with such topics as "curriculum development, unit lessons, 
teacher's source-books, and the like" (Volk 1998, 4). Not long after these issues were 
followed by the publication of "Music in Cultural Context," "an in-depth series of 
interviews [on the subject] in the 1995-1996 volumes" (Campbe112002). 
In tracing the history of music education and difference through more recent 
developments, my training for and career as a music educator began during the 1990s, an 
epoch in music education that Bradley (2006) has described as being characterized by 
intense "reflexivity," specifically on the moral and ethical issues surrounding making 
music education more "multi-cultural," or reflective of the continued cultural diversity of 
the society of the United States (Bowman 2002; Campbell1994; DeNora 2000; Elliott 
1995; Jorgenson 1998, 2003; Reimer 2002, 2003; Shepherd and Wicke 1997). This 
impulse came as a result of increasing levels of awareness to music and musical traditions 
beyond the Eurocentric ideals of Western music education, reflective of multicultural 
education or "[A] way of thinking about the rationales, content and methodologies of 
teaching and learning that acknowledges the diverse racial, ethnic, social-class and 
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cultural groups of students" (Dunbar-Hall2002, 58). Yolk (1998) identifies three 
rationales for this trend of which I will paraphrase the two most pertinent: to focus on 
better understanding a diverse American society and to develop a "world-mindedness" in 
our students (5). That American society has been and continues to be diverse (ethnically) 
is not a recent development, but what can be inferred from the term "world-mindedness?" 
The term is very broad but what of issues of power, of the dominant and the dominated? 
Perspective too seems unclear; from what vantage point and whose standpoint are we to 
conceive of this idea? What does it mean, what import does it bear for music education 
and how are such things considered within the discipline by its practitioners? For 
example, is the choral music from the aforementioned festival representative of world-
mindedness? 
Need for the Study 
By way of finding an answer and connecting practices in multicultural music 
education to objections raised about general multicultural education, as well as 
articulating a need for the study, I highlight the "Resources" section of a popular website 
for choral music educators, www.choralnet.org. This website and the pages it contains 
are important because it is a resource developed and utilized by many choral music 
educators; it is a place where such educators can "meet," albeit electronically, ask 
questions and share suggestions. Often the webpages themselves are quite rudimentary, 
nothing more than a topical heading, a question and a strung-together series of email 
responses to it. Nevertheless, it is a popular resource and is frequently visited, as 
evidenced by the number of posts and emails listed on the site each day and the 
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timestamps they contain. 
If one visits the drop-down menu of the Resources tab and selects the 
"Repertoire" option another menu appears with a list of various categories of choral 
music codified by voicing, difficulty, theme, etc. Among the choices is a category 
entitled "List by Country or Culture." Selecting this option directs one to a page 
containing hyperlinks to other pages of choral repertoire; most are delineated by country 
of origin, though this list is incomplete and arbitrary in its categorizations. There are two 
such pages I wish to highlight as examples of resources created by and available to choral 
music educators. 
The first is captioned "Ethnic-Sounding Music for SATB."5 This page contains a 
list of available choral music and the composer or arranger. One wonders what is being 
implied by the descriptor "ethnic-sounding music." To what does "ethnic" refer? If we 
are to gauge an answer by the page one visits when selecting the link it is meant to 
connote non-Western music; that is, the title of the page seems to place the Western 
musical tradition at the center. The choice of wording is curious for another reason. 
What is meant by ethnic sounding music? What does ethnic music sound like? The 
webpage label, as it is worded, seems to suggest common knowledge or something taken 
for granted. Furthermore, as this is choral music and meant to be sung, one might 
wonder that if someone was looking for "ethnic-sounding music" to what degree the text 
and subject matter being sung about would figure in their selection criteria; is the desired 
result merely an "ethnic sound"? 
5 http://www.choralnet.org/view/221755, accessed May 2, 2012. 
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The second repertoire list I wish to provide as an example can be found under the 
"List by Country or Culture" hyperlink and is labeled "African."6 In that Africa is an 
enormous continent comprising some fifty-three countries which themselves are 
constructed of myriad cultures with their own languages, special dialects, and forms of 
religion, how is such a generalized category title helpful? Furthermore, that the continent 
of Africa has, for the last five hundred years or more, been subjected to many and violent 
incursions by European explorers, dictators and slave traders, to what temporal frame 
does this category refer? One might come to the reasonable conclusion that such 
categories are themselves oversimplifications and the result of a generalized and non-
specific approach to the understanding of the subject matter. Moreover, they once again 
seem to blatantly position Western musical culture at the center. By selecting the link 
one is brought to a page that consists of a long list of strung-together email responses to a 
general request for "multicultural choral music." These responses include suggestions 
made by choral professionals in response to the request. The text of one such email 
response was, "[S]hut-de-do is a wonderful selection. It is acapella [sic] and you can 
always add a bongo or congo [sic] drum to it."7 "Shut-de-do" is an arrangement of an 
African-American spiritual; its inclusion in a category of "African" music is curious to 
say the least. These examples, when juxtaposed alongside Yolk's rationale for "world-
mindedness" seem to indicate that many contemporary efforts on behalf of difference 
within music education appear to be naive. 
6 http://www.choralnet.org/view/221144, accessed May 1, 2012. 
7 http://www.choralnet.org/view/221144, accessed May 1, 2012. 
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Schippers (20 1 0) makes specific mention of the tenacity of ideas, methods and 
materials that support claims to superiority on behalf of Western music and musical 
traditions in many parts of the world. However, he further observes that efforts are also 
being successfully undertaken that deal more specifically with music and less with 
hierarchies, points of origin or issues of authenticity. Campbell (2004) has written about 
altering our perspective with regard to engaging with and within a culturally-diverse 
world; she posits that we ought to: 
Recognize each musical culture for which it offers in the way of 
understanding music as music, as human experience, as culture, and in 
context; study unfamiliar music cultures by listening, reading, viewing, 
tapping into the expertise of local musicians, culture-bearers, and scholars 
as resources; teach in culture-specific units; teach in a comparative manner 
that honor[ s] the pedagogical system in which the music is embedded, for 
example, teaching via oral/aural techniques (and not with notation) if they 
are traditional to the musical culture. 8 
Such a perspective has been expanded by both ethnomusicologists and music 
educationalists who seek to develop not only supporting philosophical standpoints but 
also ways in which it may be implemented; such scholars, loosely categorized as working 
within "CDIME" or "Cultural Diversity in Music Education," include Campbell (2004), 
Drummond (2010), Dunbar-Hall (2000), McCarthy (1999), Omolo-Ongati (2005), 
Schippers (1996, 2010), Wade (2004) and Wiggins (2009). I do not mean to 
misrepresent CDIME or the work of those that have influenced or continue to influence 
its direction as strongly cohesive or homogenous, yet a central tenet of the philosophy 
which largely undergirds such work has been voiced by Omolo-Ongati (2005) who writes 
8 Campbell 2004: 
http://www. artistshousemusi c. org/ articles/thinking+glo ball y+acting+ locall y+cul tural +di versi ty+i 
n+music+education, accessed March 22, 2012. 
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that, "[T]he first thing we need to clarify is that we are teaching music within diverse 
cultures not teaching about them" (65, original emphasis). 
I recognize Omolo-Ongati' s ideas to be a critical point of separation or 
disentanglement when compared to recent iterations of managing difference in music 
education. Furthermore, I find them to be strongly resonant with my ideas about music 
education, my conceptions of this research and, as shall be shown, my interpretations of 
the Singers. It implies a greater recognition of the more-diverse world of which each 
person finds themselfto be a member as well as shift in perspective. As Drummond 
(2005) states, "[T]he learning of the music of other cultures has a musical impact, in that 
it can increase musical vocabularies, stimulate creativity and enlarge music-making 
choices" (8). He later posits that insofar as music and music making are an innate part of 
human culture, "music may therefore become part of identity formation, and its practice 
may become part of an assertion of identity" and the advantage for the individual and 
society lies in "the apparently more compelling argument that those with culturally plural 
musical experiences and understandings are better equipped to participate in a culturally 
plural world" (ibid., 9). Such criteria reach beyond world-mindedness and can be enacted 
with specificity in the classroom yielding results more visceral, more multicultural and 
less managed. In his utilization of the word "participation" Drummond seems to be 
referring to a level of understanding that goes deeper than an individual's ability to 
compete in a culturally-plural society towards the creation of a more egalitarian existence 
for all. 
In engaging practices such as those highlighted so far that seek to address issues 
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of difference in music education, I contend that seeking to develop world-rnindedness is 
not the same as a comprehensive recognition of the cultural diversity of the world's 
societies and looking for to find ways to work within it. World-rnindedness can be 
interpreted as engaging the cultural diversity of the world on one's own terms or in the 
case of EuroAmerican music education, from the top-down. Drummond (2005) is 
specific in his commenting that music is a practice and that it can be understood as part 
of identity formation, the assertion of which is an exercise in participation in a culturally-
diverse world. There exists in this notion a hint of reciprocity-down-up-that is 
missing in the systemization or consumption of difference in the earlier examples. It 
acknowledges cultural diversity in a way that the aforementioned practices and examples 
do not; that we are of a culturally-diverse world, not removed from it, gazing inward at 
that which is different from ourselves-the heterogeneity of which in so doing has 
become cemented and fixed, an oddity (Caws 2004). Rather, we are all equal partners in 
the formation and assertion of our identity in this world as part of our shared human 
expenence. 
In light of the earlier-exhibited samples from the online choral music educator 
resource, the choral festival to which I have referred and the programming of music to 
which I will refer in future chapters, I submit that, in spite of its wide-ranging and 
significant potential for change with regard to pedagogical and curricular practices in 
music education, the ideas, concepts and practices embodied in the work of Campbell, 
Omolo-Ongati, Schippers and others do not appear to have made an observable impact in 
American music education practices. Thus, this study is grounded in such notions, that 
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music education in the U.S.A. at the school level remains disconnected from sites of 
struggle, is firmly rooted in the hegemonic establishment and has embraced a nai"ve 
conceptualization of multiculturalism whereby the music of "other" cultures is sampled 
as an insincere nod to appreciating difference. 
Such practices resonate with Schippers' (2010) aforementioned acknowledgement 
of perspectives that center Western music and musical traditions and thus, force non-
Western practices to the margins. As Italian philosopher Antonio Gramsci writes, the 
State represents "every attempt to crystallise permanently a particular stage of 
development, a particular situation" (SPN, 245). Gramsci' s ideas and relevance to this 
study shall be discussed to much greater depth in subsequent sections and Chapter Two, 
however, the "situation" to which he refers is the status quo whereby the dominant group 
exerts its influence over the non-dominant. Gramsci posits the State not as a monolithic 
entity or merely "political society" but rather a confluence of political and civil society: it 
is "the entire complex of practical and theoretical activities with which the ruling class 
not only justifies and maintains its dominance, but manages to win the active consent of 
those over whom it rules" (ibid., 244). This "complex" is comprised of the various civil 
institutions that serve as sites for the dominant to exert their dominance-their 
"hegemony"-and include the Church, trade associations, the press, unions and schools, 
centers of education (Germino 1986; Gupta 1988). According to Gramsci the system of 
education plays a significant role in the dissemination and perpetuation of hegemony: 
"Schools transmit the dominant culture, habits of mind, and perhaps most important of 
all, they inculcate in a large portion ofthe society's population the knowledge and values 
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that are deemed appropriate for citizenship within a given social formation" (Aronowitz 
2002, 113). For Gramsci and his theory of cultural hegemony, education, as a formative 
institution, is inculcated with a normativity that serves a political function, to form, 
distribute and continue the hegemony of dominant classes. When considered from this 
perspective, insofar as music education embraces naive conceptualizations of difference, 
may it tread perilously close to imposing the State's wares? 
The Singers 
According to Blegen (1940) and Semmingsen (1978), Norwegian immigration to 
the United States began in earnest in the 1830s. Norwegians emigrated from their 
homeland in vast numbers and spread across the United States of America, settling 
primarily in the northern half of the country. By 1880, significant concentrations of first, 
second and third-generation Norwegian immigrants were to be found in New York City, 
the upper Midwest (Iowa, North/South Dakota, Minnesota and Wisconsin) as well as the 
northwest (Washington and Oregon) (Semmingsen 1978). These immigrants brought 
with them the rituals and traditions that constituted their community: language, religion, 
cuisine and music. These social practices served as a foil for comprehending what to 
them was a new and foreign culture. Blegen (1940) categorizes as significant the 
moment when the Norwegian immigrant and established American encountered one 
another, positing that the Norwegian had become a "focal point for the interplay of two 
creative forces in our national life, the European heritage and the American environment" 
(vii). 
Among the creative forces Norwegian immigrants brought with them was an 
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idiosyncratic and deeply rooted tradition of folk music and music-making. Dal and Pihl 
(1956), in their survey of Scandinavian musical traditions, refer to the strength of such 
things: 
Today the Scandinavian countries look back upon a thousand-year old 
history. Common languages and common interests have promoted 
friendship at one time, enmity at another, and the countries have been 
governed ... by one, by two, or by three kings ... the continuity, however, 
has proved stronger than breaks and violent changes ... in the sphere of folk 
music, as well as in other fields, Scandinavia thus constitutes a unity. (6) 
The tradition of choral singing, male choral singing in particular, is traced by Grinde 
(1991) to the 1840s when a number of male singing societies emerged in Norway (146). 
As Sandvik (1949) has observed, male choral singing played a serious role as Norwegian 
immigrants sought to make a life for themselves amidst a new, poly-cultural society.9 
Male choruses began to crop up within the pockets ofNorwegian immigrants across the 
country. 10 These choruses were founded primarily because this was part of the popular 
musical tradition of their homeland; this singing was explicitly Norwegian and to serve as 
a cultural bridge between their adopted home and their homeland. It was not until 1897 
that the overarching group, the Norwegian Singers Association of America (NSAA) was 
founded, bringing these groups together (Knudsen, 1989). 
It was nearly from the moment these individual choruses were formed that their 
common Norwegian ethnicity began to be diversified as singers from other, non-
Norwegian, yet Nordica ethnicities joined their ranks. Swedes and Danes, for example, 
affiliated themselves with the groups to the extent that by 1910, Bie Ravndal, then 
9 See also Knudsen (1989). 
10 As Grinde (1991) notes, during the period between 1840-1920 approximately 800,000 
Norwegians had emigrated to the United States. 
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President of the NSAA wrote the following in the Sangerhilsen, the official newsletter of 
the organization: 
We would recognize no distinction between Americans of Swedish, 
Danish or Norwegian extraction; they were all equally interested in 
Scandinavian Song in America as well as legitimate co-heirs on an equal 
basis to any cultural heritage from their 'old countries.' 
Ravndal's egalitarian comments came at a time when the numbers of choruses were at 
their zenith, totaling some three hundred and seventy-eight (Knudsen 1989). The ethnic 
demographic characteristics of their rosters continued to expand and would soon boast 
singers not only of Scandinavian derivation but also Germans, Russians, etc. (ibid.). The 
Singers continued to thrive through the early twentieth century, though, along with 
stricter immigration laws in the 1920s, fewer Norwegians were immigrating to the United 
States and fewer still joined the ranks of its subset of ensembles (Daniels 2002). By 1980, 
the organization was truly a cosmopolitan, ethnically-diverse enterprise with singers 
tracing their cultural identity to all countries in Scandinavia, most of Europe, as well as 
Russia, China, and by 1985, parts of Africa and Cuba (Knudsen 1989). As revealed in 
my analysis of the data, very few singers in either organization identify as first or second-
generation Norwegians or even speak the language; their ties to Norway and proximity to 
Norwegian traditions grow more and more distant; these traditions and current 
interpretations and understandings of them in the organization figure prominently in my 
analysis. Yet the Singers remain and perhaps more remarkably, continue to use their 
ethnically specific name and as a portion oftheir repertoire, continue performing 
Norwegian music in the native tongue. 
The questions for which I seek answers concern the apparent disparity between 
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the ethnic specificity outlined in the Singers' organizational documents, its name and in 
the tradition it celebrates as juxtaposed against the cultural diversity present among the 
participants. I consider the Singers to represent an ethnocentric entity and the apparent 
ethnic diversity of their present and past members as indicative of the ways in which they 
may have overcome, or usurped their own ethnic homogeneity. I have sought to uncover 
the ways in which the Singers have conceived of and approached difference and they 
ways in which these conceptions may have been transformed consciously and 
unconsciously over the course of their history. In undertaking my analysis I have 
employed the ideas of Antonio Gramsci in the construction of a conceptual framework 
with which to read the organization. 
Antonio Gramsci 
A central motivation for this research is found in the potential it contains to 
unwind the practices of the Singers in such a way that could prove influential to music 
education insofar as it contemplates and approaches, both pedagogically and within 
curriculum, difference. That is, I seek for music education in this area and by way of 
Gramsci a "new moral life": 
One must speak for a struggle for a new culture, that is, for a new moral 
life that cannot be intimately connected to a new intuition of life, until it 
becomes a new way of feeling and seeing reality. (SCW, 98) 
My familiarity with and connection to the Singers is significant. From before the 
moment I inquired about the Cuban tenor in the Brooklyn chorus to present-day I have 
been aware of differences in the "way" the Singers operate; a hunch that has only become 
more significant through my career as a music educator. 
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As I initially undertook this research I explored the Singers and issues of diversity 
in multicultural music education from a postcolonial perspective. I sought a way of 
conceptualizing who and what the Singers are as well as a way of positioning their 
functioning; in so doing I first encountered Antonio Gramsci ' s notions of subaltemity and 
hegemony in the work of Spivak (1988). Reading further into the work of Gramsci, this 
early-twentieth century Italian, neo-Marxist philosopher and writer I realized it contained 
the potential to provide my research with a conceptual framework that would allow the 
uncovering and positioning of the Singers, who they are, who they consider themselves to 
be (and what they represent), as well as their manner of functioning. 
Gramsci's work has been categorized as dealing mainly with issues of class and 
the inherent sub-constructs within, power and institutions of power, the maintenance of 
the status quo through the manipulation of a subdominant group's sense of itself, etc. His 
work is diverse and complex and as an extrapolation of orthodox Marxism, seeks to 
address and account for many aspects of civil and political life as it is expressed in the 
lived experience of the people beyond consideration of purely empirical capitalist 
principles. I was drawn to Gramsci after encountering his thoughts as to the establishing 
and perpetuation of cultural hegemony. For Gramsci the State and civil society are 
inextricably interwoven, so too the constructs of civil society, particularly education. 
Education, itself an institution of the State manifested in civil society is representative of 
that to which Gramsci refers as the "ethical expression" of the State, its purpose being to 
perpetuate the State's hegemony. Gramsci ' s work, in this regard, has become the lens 
through which I have viewed and read the Singers, connecting them to modem music 
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education in the U.S.A. I find Gramsci's theories in this area quite intriguing and 
recognize in them a way to understand and codify my earliest experiences with the 
Singers and the questions I have pondered for so long regarding what I have perceived as 
the na!ve conceptualizations of multiculturalism in music education. I understand that 
research of this type is often completed with such a conceptual framework in position 
before it is undertaken, however, just as categories and relevancies emerge within and 
during qualitative research, so too this study; it has developed in such a way as both to 
suggest explanation through the ideas ofGramsci and to embody or be evocative of his 
notions and writings. 
Problem Statement 
Music education, as reflective of trends within general education, has both 
contributed to, and been derivative of, the recognition of difference and practices-both 
pedagogical and curricular-that flow from it. As a result of being disconnected with 
sites of struggle and engaging in an uncritical absorption of ideas and methods, it has 
come to embrace na!ve conceptualizations of difference. These conceptualizations are 
characterized by practices that operate in such a way as to place Western music at the 
center which has the effect of transforming those musics or musical traditions which are 
non-Western into the "Other." This perspective, as it has been inculcated to teachers and 
students via the related institutions of the Western academy and education, has become 
that which is considered "natural," or "common sense." As a result, the musics of these 
non-Western cultures are approached from an ethnocentric perspective that focuses not 
on the diversity of world musics but that which makes it distinct or different, in this case, 
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non-Western or "Other." This conceptualization is reinforced by practices both 
pedagogical and curricular, which tend to be superficial, offering an insincere nod to 
cultural diversity that serves only to highlight difference for difference's sake. These 
unreflective, uncritical practices serve to perpetuate that which is common sense for both 
student and teacher; that is, they are disseminated throughout society, further hardening 
that which is considered natural and thus, the hegemony of the dominant, or the West. 
Purpose 
This study presents an ethnographic case study of the Singers from a perspective 
grounded in the work of Antonio Gramsci. On the basis of Gramsci' s work I have coined 
the term, organicity. Organicity can be understood as a philosophical construct, a 
conceptual framework derived from Gramsci's ideas of and about cultural hegemony. 
The organicity of the Singers can be uncovered and developed in such a way as to 
suggest alternatives for music education as it approaches and represents issues of cultural 
diversity and difference. The main ideas of this thesis statement, Gramsci' s ideas of 
cultural hegemony as they inform mine about organicity, will be addressed from the 
perspective and degree to which they have catalyzed this study and the enmeshed 
subthemes within; to the former I append the anecdotes with which I opened this chapter. 
The Singers have existed for a long period of time and this research has been 
undertaken in such a way as to become familiar with their practices and the intimate 
participation of its members. The purpose of this study is to "read" the Singers via a 
Gramsican conceptual framework, or more to the point, to analyze the functioning and 
practices of the Singers. Such efforts are undertaken to seek to discern that which defines 
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them, both in terms of what it is they do and how such things are understood by the 
members to be representative of the group and its stated aims, particularly with regard to 
its explicit ethnicity. That is, the research seeks to understand what it means to be 
Norwegian in this group and how Norwegian-ness is understood by its members. In 
addition, the non-musical practices of the Singers shall be examined to explore other 
ways in which the Singers may embody Gramsci's concepts. The questions that have 
directly informed this study are: 
1. In what ways can the organization and practices of the Singers be disentangled 
and understood through the concepts and ideas of cultural hegemony, folklore and 
common sense as developed and articulated by Italian philosopher Antonio 
Gramsci? 
2. By undertaking a study of the Singers from a Gramscian perspective what 
suggestions can be discerned for contemporary music education in the U.S.A. 
insofar as it seeks to address issues of difference in a culturally-diverse 
environment? 
Organization and Description of the Study 
In Chapter Two I provide a thorough explication of the conceptual framework that 
provides the substructure for this study. This framework is grounded in the work of 
Antonio Gramsci, specifically his ideas that build upon that of Marx and Engels as 
regards the cultural institutions of society and their participation in the dissemination and 
perpetuation ofhegemony. Termed cultural hegemony, Gramsci's concepts provide for 
the exertion ofthat which is ofthe dominant within the lived experience of the non-
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dominant in the present through the institutions of civil society, is projected backward 
through time as pre-history of the same (folklore) and the conditions whereby the 
dominant secures its hegemony for the future, namely forma mentis, common sense and 
consent. In this chapter I introduce the codification of Gramsci' s theories through which 
I will undertake my analysis of the Singers, a neologism, organicity. As explained at the 
end of the chapter, this idea is meant to encapsulate Gramsci's ideas about organic 
intellectuals and to provide a perspective from which the practices and functioning of the 
Singers may be examined and understood. 
In Chapter Three I present an explication of the methodology with which I have 
undertaken this research; I offer a brief historical account as well as a justification for its 
employment. Finally, I present the various challenges faced in such an analysis and the 
ways in which I have addressed them. 
Chapter Four features my analysis of the Singers via this conceptual framework. 
My examination of the Singers addresses four significant aspects of their practice and 
functioning: the reason for the Singers, the relationships between the members of the 
organization, the (non-musical) functioning of the Singers and finally, that to which 
Norwegian-ness is understood to refer within the context of the Singers. This chapter 
features the voices ofthe individual members prominently as a result of my interactions 
with and observations of them over the course of two years. I offer a thick description of 
the Singers, drilling down to understand not only what it is they are doing, but what they 
believe themselves to be doing and why. Furthermore, I endeavor to present this analysis 
within the context of Gramscian organicity. 
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Finally, in Chapter Five I offer my conclusions, detailing the ways in which I 
have chosen to interpret the organicity of the Singers. I also include my ideas as to the 
implications of this research and how the understandings it endeavors to generate might 





The purpose ofthis chapter is three-fold. First, I explore elements ofGramsci's 
concepts that pertain to a particular way of viewing the lived experience of people that 
recognizes the inherently political nature of civil society. Second, I position music 
education and the Singers11 within Gramsci's concepts, discerning from his ideas ways in 
which the practices of music education vis-a-vis cultural diversity may be understood. 
Third, I introduce the term organicity as an analytical construct derived from Gramsci's 
work and intended to serve as a conceptual framework by which the practices and 
functioning of the Singers may be examined to discover the degree to which they may 
embody these ideas. 
This chapter is constructed in three sections. Following a brief introduction to 
Gramsci's life and work, I explicate his ideas about cultural hegemony, folklore and 
festishism. I then proceed to describe Gramsci's notion of intellectuals. Finally, I 
articulate my own notion of organicity. 
Antonio Gramsci 
Antonio Gramsci, an Italian of Sardinian birth, spent eleven years in jail (1926-
193 7) for his radical views and political leanings (Buttigieg 1995). His time on earth was 
11 The Norwegian Singers Association of America and the Pacific Coast Norwegian Singers 
Association of America. 
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marked by struggle, ill health (he was a hunchback) and incarceration. 
His death, it seemed, had brought to an end a painful life of selfless 
commitment to the socialist vision; of great expenditures of energy on 
behalf of the Italian Communist Party (PCI) he helped found; of 
unwavering dedication to the cause of the oppressed; ofbrave, unyielding 
and very costly defiance of the Fascist dictatorship. (Buttigieg 1986, 1) 
Gramsci died in 1937, his funeral attended only by his brother, Carlo, and sister-
in-law, Tatiana Schucht. The legacy of his thought and the tenets of his philosophy have 
been passed to us through a series of newspaper articles, pamphlet entries, thirty-three 
"exercise books," letters and notes, most written while in prison and all preserved and 
eventually published through the persistence of his sister-in-law. 
Marx and Engels' theory of "base and superstructure" is a deterministic 
conception grounded in the nature of the relationship between political structures (e.g., 
education), the dichotomy ofthose that own the means of production (bourgeoisie) versus 
those who physically produce the necessary goods and services (the proletariat), and the 
means by which the hegemony of the dominant may be usurped. This theory of 
economic and social systems is generally referred to as Marxism and it is the antithesis to 
capitalism; its dominant feature being the public ownership of the means of production 
and distribution (Salamini 1974). According to Strinati (1995) this theory posits the 
inevitability of life; human beings are born into this process and it acts independent of 
their will. It cannot be controlled; we can only hope to understand it and to gauge our 
actions accordingly. Salamini (1974) has noted that such a concentration of power within 
dominant classes inexorably results in violence, Marx and Engels' "war of manoeuvre," 
or the only means whereby this hegemony may be usurped. 
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Gramsci's extrapolations of Marxist theories suggest important alterations to 
Marx and Engels' body ofwork and thought. As Lears (1985) states, for Gramsci: 
'"[P]ower includes cultural as well as economic power" (572). Thus, he is generally 
referred to as a neo-Marxist, his extension of orthodox Marxism being located primarily 
in his acknowledgement of the importance of culture in political life. He redefines the 
State and in so doing articulates his theory of cultural hegemony (Finocchiaro 1984; 
Lipsitz 1988). According to Gramsci the State represents "every attempt to crystallise 
permanently a particular stage of development, a particular situation" (SPN, 245). In that 
he cites "every attempt" he points to the intersection of political and civil life. For 
Gramsci, "every attempt" includes "the entire complex of practical and theoretical 
activities with which the ruling class not only justifies and maintains its dominance, but 
manages to with the active consent of those over whom it rules (SPN, 245). As Germino 
(1986) and Gupta (1988) note, this "complex" includes the institutions of political and 
civil life: the Church, schools, the press, associations, trade unions, clubs, etc. From this 
perspective, then, both education and music education are part of these institutions and 
thus, the State. 
The function of these institutions exposes the State's formative and normative 
role in society to "raise the great mass of the population to a particular cultural and moral 
level. .. which corresponds to the productive forces for development, and hence the 
interests of the ruling class" (SPN, 259). These cultural institutions-the "organs of 
society"-function to "enable certain strata of society not only to gain dominance within 
the State but also, and more importantly, to maintain it, perpetuating the subaltemity of 
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other strata" (Buttigieg 1995, 4). From this perspective civil society and its institutions 
are "not some kind of benign or neutral zone where different elements of society operate 
and compete freely and on equal terms, regardless of who holds a predominance of power 
in government" (ibid., 27). Rather these institutions, of which education is a part, 
function in such a way as to exert and maintain the dominance of ruling groups. 
Cultural Hegemony 
Gramsci's Egemonia 
In order to comprehend Gramsci's conception of cultural hegemony one must first 
grapple with the realization that within all of his writings about these ideas no specific or 
unambiguous definition of it exists (Lears, 1985). The closest is his oft-quoted 
characterization of hegemony as "the spontaneous consent given by the great masses of 
the population to the general direction imposed on social life by the dominant 
fundamental group" (SPN, 12). As Williams (1960) notes, through his work Gramsci 
seeks to address the "central ambiguities" in the theories of Marx and Engels, namely the 
"nature and extent of intellectual and spiritual autonomy" (588). 12 Indeed, as Femia 
(1989) has stated, it was impossible for Gramsci "[S]ee human actors as mere place-
holders in the relations of production, programmed to think certain thoughts and behave 
in certain ways .... man's spirit, not brute economic fact, reigns supreme in history" (282). 
Thus for Gramsci the purely empirical ideas and theories of Marx and Engels did not 
provide for the human and socio-cultural aspects that create, support and can possibly, 
usurp, hegemony. As a result, that which was once considered marginal territory-the 
12 See also Forgacs (2000), Green and lves (2009), Hawley (1980), Ives (2008), Salamini (1974), 
Schechter (2010), and Williams (1960). 
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everyday lives of the people-became for Gramsci the "new sun," the center "around 
which the political world revolves" (Williams 1960, 20). 
In bringing together and explicating his concepts of cultural hegemony and the 
function of the aforementioned institutions of the State in civil society (the everyday lives 
of people), Gramsci quotes N ovalis: "The supreme problem of culture is that of taking 
charge of one's transcendent self, of being at the same time oneself and the self of 
oneself' (PPW, 8). That is, an individual must come to know oneself, to honestly 
confront one's self-conceptions in order to uncover their own truth as well as those things 
we mislead ourselves about or choose not to acknowledge. Navalis here is referring both 
to an intrapersonal quest at self-development and implies the freedom within culture to 
undertake it. 
One might assume that amidst the institutions of civil society we ought to be and 
indeed are the most free to seek our "true self." Within the institution of education for 
example, it is possible to assume that more recent practices on behalf of multicultural 
education would result in the abandonment of outmoded ideologies and pedagogical 
reflections of the same. Multicultural education could be expected to de-center the West 
as a defining perspective within curricular materials, for example. Within music 
education, a focused, historical approach to the African American spiritual, for example, 
exposes a wide array of related topics and issues that provide context for the material and 
a counterpoint to sanitized versions of their history that avoid depth and emphasize 
entertainment value. If a purpose of education is to help each individual discover and 
"take charge" of oneself it is reasonable to expect the conscious embrace of a critical 
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perspective within multicultural education so that it might be a method whereby such an 
idea can become rooted; thus, practices within music education that emphasize specious 
characteristics of the aforementioned African American spiritual would be discontinued. 
Gramsci would view such assumptions with great incredulity for in his view civil 
society and its institutions do not represent the "sphere of freedom" but, rather, 
"hegemony" (Buttigieg 1995). As part of the "real, concrete expression" of the State 
these institutions become a means whereby dominance is reified, manifested and enacted; 
that is, dominance is considered to be active (Coben 1995; Crehan 2002). Hegemony, the 
State's active ethical expression is "an order in which a certain way of life and thought is 
dominant, in which one concept of reality is diffused throughout society in all its 
institutional private manifestations" (Williams 1960, 588). The classroom educator, then, 
is part ofthe State' s expression of itself. Consequently the student within the school is 
not free but confined both by the infrastructure of the State (the school itself) as well as 
the educator's role as an instrument of the State. Thus the student is constrained within 
layers of hegemony and not free to take charge of "their transcendent self." This points 
to that which is near the core of Gram sci's ideas, that education, as an institution of the 
State, is political (Buttigieg 2002; Coben 1995; Forgacs 2000; Landy 1986; Lipsitz 1988; 
Martin 1997; Smith 2010). For example, education teaches and encourages students to 
ask questions; they may seek facts or request clarification. By encouraging their 
questions it inspires the student to conceive of and read the world as a text-as a series of 
systems to be analyzed, relationships to be disentangled or values to be exposed. 
Through education students are taught to insert themselves into the world through the 
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understanding they gain; how might this affect others or me? Students learn to ask 
questions as a way of uncovering that which is hidden and, according to Gramsci, is often 
taken to be natural (Shor 1992). 13 
Common Sense, Forma Mentis and Consent 
Gramsci's concepts of common sense, forma mentis and consent are related in 
that they refer, albeit in different ways, to what Aronowitz (2002) calls "habits of mind" 
(113). According to Aronowitz, these related ideas serve in different analytic capacities 
to describe the ways in which society's population is inculcated with "the knowledges 
and values that are deemed appropriate for citizenship within a given social formation" 
(ibid., 113). They come about because, as Gramsci acknowledges "the state is not 
agnostic but has its own conception of life and has the duty of spreading it by educating 
the masses" (SCW, 191). The State achieves the latter through the infrastructure it has 
established within the institutions of civil life, including schools and that which is taught 
within them (Aronowitz 2002). 
From a Gramscian perspective music education is considered to be a constitutive 
element ofthis infrastructure and ofthe State. For example, in 1994 the National 
Standards for Art Education were presented to the U.S. Secretary of Education, and 
contained an outlining of standards and competencies in four artistic disciplines: music, 
theater, visual arts and dance. The National Standards for Music Education featured nine 
standards that outline the expected competencies for students in the U.S.A. The 
standards were arrived at as a result of the cooperation of many people "which included 
13 See also Giroux (2001) and McLaren (1989). 
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representatives from education, business, government, and the arts." 14 The ninth standard 
reads, "[U]nderstanding music in relation to history and culture" (U.S. Department of 
Education 1994). It is interesting to note that this document, for which the intention was 
to direct and influence the education of all students, grades K-12, in the U.S.A. and which 
contains language pertaining to culture makes no explicit reference to the cultural 
diversity of American society. Absent also is any language that clarifies the perspective 
from which music education should approach issues of cultural diversity. If we are to 
help students "understand [music] in relation to history and culture," from whose 
perspective? In "relation to" whose "history?" I contend that this statement is vague and 
can be interpreted as accepting and promoting an implicit centering of Western society, 
thus implying that that which does not conform as "non-Western" or "Other." 
According to Marx and Engels, "the ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch 
the ruling ideas" (as quoted in Green and Ives 2009, 22). Common sense operates on the 
conscious level, embodying these "ideas" which are the "values, norms, perceptions, 
beliefs, sentiments, and prejudices" that both support and define how things are within 
society (Lears 1985, 569). In this way, then, "educating" of"the masses" within and 
about such values and norms, perceptions and prejudices helps them to become "natural," 
or "taken for granted"; they become the social and cultural values through which 
members of a civil society define and understand themselves (Buttigieg 1986, 1995; 
Crehan 2002; Green and Ives 2009; Lears 1985; Morton 2003). 
14See http://www.menc.org/resources/view/the-national-standards-for-arts-education-a-brief-
history; accessed May 1, 2012. 
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The following are two examples of the ways in which common sense can be seen 
in music education most clearly; first, as it pertains to issues of cultural diversity. Music 
educators are introduced to "world music" and the work of ethnomusicologists the world 
over. However, as shall be demonstrated, outmoded expressions of what this means and 
more importantly, how it is manifested within the music education classroom remain in 
place. As Campbell (2004) notes, "[C]ultural diversity is on the radar screen of music 
teachers and musical diversity is valued in principle, but the curricular infusion of 
musical expressions of the world is yet in its infancy" (13). While music educators are 
aware of cultural diversity, what is less understood is how to make meaningful 
"infusions" of its many gifts within the classroom that contribute to the lived experience 
of the student-what is considered to be common sense-in a culturally-diverse society. 
Secondly, common sense can also be seen as operative in the aforementioned 
National Standards for Music Education. It is interesting to note that the word "culture" 
appears once, in the ninth content standard. It is, in fact, the last word utilized when one 
reads them in order. In that these standards were codified over the course of two years 
(1992-1994) one can assume they were written, edited and presented carefully. When 
one reads the ninth standard I submit that what is unsaid or rather, that to which it refers 
can be understood as non-Western music. That there is no reference in the eight 
preceding standards to either cultural diversity or musical context makes the ultimate 
appearance of the word "culture" significant or "loaded"; in this usage it is emphasized, 
appearing as a covert reference to the non-Western. Otherwise, what can explain the lack 
of reference to musical cultural diversity for educational standards within a society as 
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culturally diverse as that of the U.S.A.? The answer, as Gramsci would provide it, is 
common sense; common sense tells us that naturally the context and perspective with 
which we educate our students musically is that of the West and references to "culture" 
imply that which is non-Western and in so doing a cultural dichotomy or hierarchy is thus 
implied. 
Forma mentis (literally "shape of the mind") is related to both common sense and 
consent but operates at the unconscious level. Gramsci describes this as that which 
supports the views, prejudices, etc. that both inform and reinforce common sense 
(Buttigieg 1995). Thus common sense could be understood as the outward, conscious 
expression of forma mentis. Forma mentis operates on the interior and serves to 
perpetuate an understanding of the dominant as dominant. Together, both forma mentis 
and common sense work to perpetuate hegemony by making it seem natural. As 
Buttigieg (1995) writes, it "translates it [common sense and hegemony] into order or 
better still, makes it appear as orderliness itself' (13). This is to suggest that that which is 
known is natural and thus, most comfortable. The non-dominant is much less likely, in 
this view, to question or contest that which seems natural. 
In music education these ideas of common sense and forma mentis can be readily 
witnessed in the minutes from a meeting in which a discussion took place concerning 
"authenticity" in music, a subject Campbell (2005) has discussed most pointedly. 15 On 
March 5, 2009, during the biannual American Choral Directors Association National 
Convention a "Roundtable Discussion" was held titled "Ethnic and Multicultural 
15 See also Jensen (1998), Lipsitz (1994), Mitchell (1993), Rice (2004), Wade (2000), and Wade 
(2009). 
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Perspectives." 16 This example is important, as the American Choral Directors 
Association (ACDA) is one of the better-known professional organizations to which 
many choral music educators of all levels belong. The biannual ACDA convention is 
considered to be very important and is attended by many thousands of choral music 
educators and conductors from around the world. Viewing documents such as these 
allows insight into how prominent music educators speak about ideas and practices 
(common sense). This offers glimpses into how the profession thinks about and 
conceives of the philosophy, pedagogy and curriculum that are the result (forma mentis). 
Under a section ofthis document entitled "The Discussion" an entry concerning 
"Terminology/Vocabulary" reads: 
How do we talk about some of this music? It's the conductor's 
responsibility to learn a little about the culture from which the music 
originates. When singing music from a culture that is not your own, 
conductors and choirs must be certain to represent that culture as 
accurately and authentically as possible. Conductors need to think about 
the spectrum of authenticity and hold themselves accountable to the 
culture. (2) 17 
While it is reasonable to grant that the comments as represented here were made with the 
best of intentions, this does nothing to allay the obvious contradictions. If we accept 
these comments as they are one might wonder how a music educator might represent a 
culture not their own in an "authentic" manner and at the same time "hold themselves 
accountable to the culture"; how is this accomplished? If the goal as stated is 
16 The minute are available online at 
http://acda.org/files/2009%20Ethnic%20Multicultural%20Roundtable%20Discussion%20Report. 
pdf, accessed April23, 2012. 
17 http://acda.org/files/2009%20Ethnic%20Multicultural%20Roundtable%20Discussion%20 
Report. pdf, accessed April23, 2012 
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authenticity, how then might a music educator achieve this goal when their only 
responsibility is to "learn a little about the culture from which the music originates" 
(emphasis added)? 
Ideas that reflect a devotion to issues of authenticity have been addressed by 
Campbell (2005), who writes, "[W]here there was once an over-emphasis on performing 
'authentic' music 'authentically,' there is a growing understanding that no music is 
frozen in time" (vi). Culture is a topic of great depth and acknowledged fluidity. 
Attempts at "representation" come perilously close to the imposition of a Eurocentric 
perspective and can contribute to the isolation of elements and characteristics that do 
irreparable harm to the culture-bearer in that they can restate and thus, buttress, forma 
mentis and common sense. While Campbell acknowledges that such developments are 
"growing" or emerging, the ACDA comments made above indicate either the prevailing 
of common sense, a lack of familiarity with Campbell's (and others) work or both. 
According to Gramsci' s conception of cultural hegemony, common sense and the 
ingrained forma mentis are not one thing, but rather a complex arrangement that 
"assumes a pastiche-like quality; it contains fragmentary ideas, a collage of opinions and 
beliefs, giving the illusion of a coherent worldview and of acting which is not at all 
coherent and certainly not critical" (Landy 1986, 62). These fragmentary ideas come 
from every institution of civil life and beyond and include "differing philosophies, 
ideologies, religions, folklore, experience, superstitions and from scientific notions and 
philosophical opinions which have entered into common usage" (Green and Ives 2009, 
12). For example, the following is another excerpt from the aforementioned minutes of 
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the ACDA roundtable meeting. The comments as written seem reflective of the 
"fragmentary" nature of common sense and forma mentis in that they suggest a lack of 
understanding of the breadth and depth of culturally-diverse repertoire: 
What do we mean by multicultural? How do we define this music? Do 
we mean anything that falls outside of the Western European art music 
tradition? Let's cut that line in some respect. Everything you have to 
learn about Bach and Brahms, you also need to learn about boogie and 
gospel. Directors need to research any music that they select to teach their 
students. (2) 
These comments appear to be representative of idiomatic conflation, all of which is 
undertaken and accomplished from a wholly Eurocentric perspective. For example, what 
about Bach and Brahms must we also learn about boogie and gospel? What aspects are 
relevant and transferable? In what ways might they relate meaningfully to the education 
of our students? Gospel is a hybridized musical idiom derivative of and influenced by 
many musics brought into proximity through several centuries of the EuroAmerican slave 
trade (Ferris 2006; Lawn 2007; Starr and Waterman 2006). How can we compare them 
to the study of the music of Bach and Brahms? Such idiomatic conflation can be 
considered a manifestation of the fragmentary nature of common sense and forma mentis; 
this is to suggest that it reflects the various "ideologies" and "superstitions" that inform 
common sense and the concretized ideas and categorizations they beget. 
Of course there are exceptions within music education that seek to undermine 
expressions of dominance (hegemony) and to re-form that which is accepted to be 
common sense. In light of the previous example, which places Western musical 
traditions and culture in the center I bring back to the discussion from Chapter One 
Omolo-Ongati' s (2005) suggestion that "we need to clarify that we are teaching music 
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within diverse cultures, not teaching about them" (65, original emphasis). 18 This view 
represents a cognizance of the plurality of contemporary human existence and subverts 
ethnocentricity. Omolo-Ongati' s comment is explicit where the earlier example from the 
National Standards for Music Education is vague. Where the comment regarding gospel 
and boogie versus Bach and Brahms places Western culture in the center, Omolo-
Ongati's comments position music. These ideas, then, can be seen as running counter to 
prevailing common sense. In the wider society however, efforts to subvert common 
sense and re-invent forma mentis run headlong into the final particulate in Gramsci's 
aggregate of cultural hegemony- consent, or his ideas as to how hegemony is 
established and maintained. 
The quotation of Gramsci ' s offered as a definition of cultural hegemony as 
presented earlier alludes to the seemingly counterintuitive notion that it exists and 
continues with the "spontaneous consent" of the individuals in a society (SPN, 12). 
Thus, consent is as it appears: the ruled accept the rule of the ruling. What Gramsci 
earlier referred to as the "organs of society," the civil institutions that are constitutive of 
the State and a reified, expressive instrument of its hegemony create "trenches" into 
which the masses are assigned and consent to their assignation (Patnaik 2004). The 
prevailing forma mentis remains intact, common sensed unchallenged, all serving to 
protect the "fortress state" (ibid.). As Gramsci succinctly writes, "[C]ommon sense, 
fatuous as usual, teaches it is better to enjoy your egg than hope for a chicken tomorrow" 
18 See also Campbell (2004), Drummond (2010), Dunbar-Hall (2000), McCarthy (1999), 
Schippers (1996, 2005), Wade (2004), and Wiggins (2009). 
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(PPW, 19). In short, the ideas ofthe ruling class indeed become the ruling ideas and 
consent is given by the non-dominant because that is what seems natural. 
Consent can be understood as operative within music education each time music 
educators purchase instructional materials such as, "multicultural music." The online 
catalog of a well-known and widely-used music publisher, for example, contains a 
section entitled "Multicultural Choral Music." Below is the review of a musical work 
arranged for three-part mixed choir entitled Artza Alinu, which reads: 
Here's an invigorating cross-cultural number that will make everyone want 
to dance! It's a joyful Israeli dance song, incorporating the popular round, 
Toembai. With Hebrew text, lots of "tra la la la la" passages and English 
subtext on the verse, this has all the minor-key ethnic flavor you could 
want, right up to the final shouted 'Hey! ' 19 
One wonders exactly what is meant by "minor-key ethnic flavor?" Also, the usage of the 
word "ethnic" is troubling in that it suggests a referent; that is, there is an implied 
perspective from which this music is considered "ethnic"; such a positioning infers that it 
is "other." Moreover, "ethnic flavor" in this context seems vaguely and uncomfortably 
anti-Semitic. 
Yet another choral work, entitled Harambee!, is highlighted in the same section. 
It is arranged for four-part, mixed choir; its editorial review is as follows: 
"Harambee" is a Swahili word that literally means 'let us all pull 
together.' This original piece has a distinctly African beat and feel, with its 
rhythmic vocal writing creating a sense of passion and call to action for 
performers and audiences. The mostly-English text makes it easy to learn, 
and the hand claps help everyone to get in the feel-good groove! 20 
19 http://www.jwpepper.com/10192384.item, accessed March 24, 2012, original emphasis. 
20 http://www.jwpepper.com/10274412.item, accessed March 24, 2012. 
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In that the African continent is not a monolithic whole but rather a collection of fifty-
three countries, cultures and sub-cultures, each with their own history and myriad ethnic 
and cultural components, traditions and practices as well as many different languages and 
even more numerous dialects it is easy to be baffled by the reviewers comments 
regarding its "distinctly African beat and feel. " This description stresses its rhythmic and 
dance-like qualities. In light of its conflation of pan-African culture and musical tradition 
are we then to assume that all "African" music exhibits these qualities? As this review is 
structured it appears that its author attempted to skirt around stereotypes and was not only 
unsuccessful but their writing could be interpreted as having strengthened them. 
When music educators make such purchases they offer tacit consent to extant 
iterations of common sense and thus, the rule of the dominant. These materials are part 
of the music education marketplace, itself a constitutive element of the State. This 
economy has as its purpose to generate instructional materials for another State 
institution, the classroom. These materials are then ultimately paid for by the State. 
Schools and their budgets consist of money from the State, which is then spent on 
materials created by a State apparatus (capitalist marketplace). This circular construct, 
also of the State, reforms the consent of the non-dominant, further cementing its 
dominant position. 
Folklore and Fetishism 
The ideas of forma mentis, common sense and consent are all simultaneously 
products of and contributors to Gramsci' s concept of "folklore," which he defines as a: 
conception of the world and life implicit to a large extent in determinate 
(in time and space) strata of society and in opposition (also for the most 
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part implicit, mechanical and objective) to 'official' conceptions of the 
world (or in a broader sense, the conceptions of the cultured parts of 
historically determinate societies) that have succeeded one another in the 
historical process. (SCW, 189) 
The Gramscian idea of folklore sets forth a conception that is both "official" and 
historical. First, as Gramsci asserts, "the State is not agnostic" and thus expresses certain 
values and beliefs; it is normative. Therefore the institutions of the State are conceived in 
such a way as to embody and reinforce that which is "of' the State; this posits its ethical 
expression as educative or formative. Therefore folklore, as of the State, is understood to 
be "official" but this is not its most important feature as it, in this sense, is inactive. 
Folklore is both related to common sense, forma mentis and consent, but it is also 
different in that it contains a historical function. To begin, Gramsci confirms the 
complexity of the everyday life by confirming that folklore does not act upon a "blank 
slate": "in reality, the state competes with and contradicts other explicit and implicit 
conceptions" (SCW, 191 ). This "slate" is everything that comprises the lived reality of 
the people, the non-dominant. Within the civil institutions that comprise the 
infrastructure of society folklore "has always been tied to the culture of the dominant 
class"; it is official, and it "has drawn from it the motifs which have then become inserted 
into combinations with the previous tradition" (SCW, 194). This hints at the active 
capacity of folklore, that it "becomes inserted" via the moves of the dominant classes 
backward into the past, into the pre-history of the non-dominant group. Folklore is 
constitutive of everyday life and common sense in that it is of the dominant group and is 
projected backward into the history of the non-dominant further reinforcing that which 
seems natural (forma mentis, common sense and eventually, consent). 
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When music education engages the non-Western musician or musical practice, as 
in the previous two editorial reviews of choral literature, the subject takes on a formative 
role in the lives of students; it proffers for the students a "conception of the world and 
life" constructed from the cues present in the material. A student may be unaware of the 
biased perspective a certain arrangement of a piece manifests; they only know that "this 
is African." The music educator, a person of authority with a role defined and codified 
by the State selects the material and the student is expected to diligently study and 
assimilate it. A young student does not understand the concept of folklore, its impact on 
history or what it means for the people and cultural traditions they are studying. The 
student, under the tutelage of the teacher, is in a non-dominant position and thus may not 
be aware or inclined to question the philosophical moves implicit within such curricular 
and pedagogical practices. Thus, the habits of mind engendered by materials and 
employed by the teacher contain the potential to be transmitted to the student: "this is 
African." Folklore is thus active and activated by the teacher for and within the student, 
perpetuating the hegemony of the dominant. 
Gramsci's claim that folklore has "become inserted into combinations with 
previous traditions" infers this historical quality, a projection of folklore backward 
through time and manifested within the non-dominant's conception of themselves as non-
dominant and the dominant as dominant (SCW, 194). As he posits modem 
consciousness (forma mentis and common sense) it is grounded in "folkloristic 
distortions" that retain some element of its "rural pre-history" as well as the "counter-
knowledge rooted in and dominated by" the processes of modernization of the dominant 
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(Apitzsch 1993, 140). "Folkloristic distortion," or what Gramsci refers to as "fetish," 
occurs when a group's identity or sense ofitselfbecomes hardened into a series of 
characteristics that serve to define the group for itself as well as the degree and manner 
through which it expresses itself within society. Because folklore is of the dominant and 
functions in a historical capacity to inflect the non-dominant's understanding of its 
historical self as non-dominant-what Apitzsch (1993) refers to as "philosophical 
folklore"-it both reinforces and legitimizes the hegemony of the dominant. 21 Thus, 
folklore is, in the Gramscian view, to be approached with great skepticism. 
In Chapter Four I offer my analysis of the Singers, in part, by seeking to discern 
the reason for the Singers. By this I mean to discern the motivations of the participants 
that have contributed to their continuing participation. In this way I engage ideas of 
folklore as it pertains to the Singers. I seek to uncover what the reasons may be for both 
their continued participation and more importantly, the participation of so many non-
Norwegians and the role folklore plays, particularly with regard to the explicit 
ethnocentrism of the organization. 
Within Gramsci's ideas about cultural hegemony he articulates the necessity for a 
critical perspective with regard to "fetishism." As mentioned earlier, fetishism can be 
generally understood as the oversimplification of a group's cognition of itself. It can 
occur when "the products of social activity take the form or appearance of being natural 
phenomenon" (Kiely 1995, 87). As Gramsci has written: 
A collective organism is made up of single individuals, who form the 
organism in that they have given themselves a hierarchy and a determinate 
2 1 See also Bohlman (2003). 
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leadership which they actively accept. If each of the single components 
thinks of the collective organism as an entity extraneous to himself, it is 
evident that this organism no longer exists in reality, but becomes a 
phantasm ofthe intellect, a fetish. (AGR, 243) 
In discussing this idea, Gramsci's language is quite strong. He clearly defines "fetish" 
and indicates that fetishism is contrary to the idea of a group and to the group itself as it 
becomes a "phantasm of the intellect," having become objectified and suffered a loss of 
perspective. 
For example, the Singers are a "Norwegian" group; this connotes a clear ethnic-
specificity. Their Norwegian-ness is what precipitated their founding in the U.S.A. over 
one hundred and fifty years ago as Norwegian immigrants sought to establish musical 
traditions with which they were familiar and in so doing, provide for themselves an 
explicit connection to their homeland (Knudsen 1989). As time has passed the 
Norwegian-ness, that is the overt ethnic-specificity of the group, has diminished 
significantly; most members are not Norwegian, nor do they have any ancestral 
background to suggest they ever were. To the extent the association overvalues, that is, 
considers any aspect of the organization as defining, they enter into what Gramsci defines 
as festishism. If or when the Singers exalt their Norwegian-ness these ethnocentric 
qualities of the organization come to be understood as fetishized. 
Gramsci 's conception of folklore points out its official and historical functions . 
As folklore is of the State and functions within the pre-history of the non-dominant it is 
viewed as a backward projection of the State. Therefore, that which is common sense 
about this history is viewed also as of the State. Thus, Gramsci suggests that fetishism 
cannot be subverted if uncritically absorbed; instead it becomes reinforced (Kiely 1995). 
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Thus, if the Singers were to embrace a fetishized sense of tradition this would be, 
according to Gramsci, uncritical. Such a perspective within the institutions of the State-
education-can only serve to reinforce common sense and forma mentis, which in tum 
garners consent for the rule of the ruling. This can be seen in music education and the 
earlier examples that assert the necessity of "authenticity." The multicultural musician or 
musical tradition has become fetishized, "frozen in time," subverting cultural diversity 
and reinforcing hegemony, the Eurocentric perspective of the dominant and maintaining 
the non-dominance ofthe ruled (Campbell2005). 
Stokes (1997) confronts the presentation of"static, symbolic objects," or that 
which has become fetishized. These are powerful entities in that the allure of 
multicultural music is strong within the discipline. Music educators, as Campbell (2004) 
has written, understand the notion of cultural diversity and its reality in contemporary 
society. However, by seeking ways in which to imbue the education of their students 
with the richness of global musical diversity within the institutions of the State and in 
ways that coincide with or are sympathetic to its direction, conflicts inevitably arise. The 
market for multicultural music is considerable, however unless undertaken from the 
standpoint of the music and not of the "difference," risks are inevitable that makes the 
fetishization of the non-Western a reality. 
Within Gramsci ' s ideas there exists an idea to account for the dynamic and 
processual nature of people and their interactions with one another. In addition to 
extrapolating his own conceptions of folklore and fetishism, through this concept he 
further develops his ideas of and about the role of intellectuals. Specifically, he provides 
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an example whereby an individual may selectively and alternately define themselves 
beyond formal categories, which are considered folkloric and of the State. He remarks, 
"[V]erbal expression has a strictly national-popular-cultural character: a poem by Goethe, 
in the original, can only be understood and fully relived by a German (or by one who has 
'become German')" (SCW, 122, emphasis added). To what is Gramsci referring by "one 
who has become German?" Is not a person German, Brazilian, Japanese or something 
else? Gramsci provides no definitive answer but it is in this way that he alludes to his 
ideas about the role of intellectuals-discussed in the next section-and with regard to 
how people understand and construct "who" they are as well as the possibilities for 
voluntary association. As Padgett (1980) states, "[T]here is a growing consensus among 
social scientists interested in defining the parameters of ethnicity that ethnic identity is 
largely voluntary, grounded in self-ascription and subject to situational context" (55). 22 
This contemporary notion that relates to Gramsci's idea is situational ethnicity. This 
perspective is forwarded as re-defining ethnicity as not being reified in terms of hard 
lines of demarcation that separate but rather as a "new stage of acculturation and 
assimilation" (Gans 1979, 1). This is to suggest that ethnicity implies its "practicing," 
specifically among "third-generation ethnics," of which the Singers are nearly entirely 
comprised (Hakenbeck 2007). This idea can be seen as adjacent to the earlier reason for 
the Singers. If explicit Norwegian-ness is no longer part of the reason for the Singers 
then perhaps the notion of"being Norwegian" has been altered by the organization; I will 
22 See also Lyman and Douglass (1973) who refer to situational ethnicity in practice as evoking a 
"plurality of identities and saliencies" (349). See also Gans ( 1979) for a discussion of how 
"saliencies" are employed and the criterion for doing so via degrees of assimilation. 
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address this in my analysis in Chapter Four. 
In recalling the participation of the Cuban gentleman with my grandfather's 
chorus so many years ago one might reasonably assume that from this perspective he was 
as "Norwegian" as any other member in the chorus. The Singers may not have fetishized 
their tradition-they may not be defined by what they have done or who they were, but 
what they do and who they are now-and perhaps, in "the doing" they have both re-
defined themselves as well as what it means to "be Norwegian" and to "become 
Norwegian." Perhaps the organization, as a collective of individuals, may also be 
understood as having re-defined themselves beyond fetishized notions of ethnocentrism 
and tradition. In so doing they may be considered to have usurped the hegemony of 
ethnocentrism. It is from this perspective that we may encounter Gramsci's ideas about 
the role of intellectuals and their potential within the civil institutions of society, 
including music education. 
Gramsci and the Role of Intellectuals 
All men are intellectuals, one could therefore say: but not all men have in 
society the function of intellectuals. (SPN, 9) 
Gramsci ideas about the role and functioning of intellectuals are important 
because they directly correlate to and help to explicate his ideas concerning education, its 
formative role and its normative aspects as an institution of civil society and thus an 
expression of the hegemony of the dominant. He conveys his ideas about the functioning 
of intellectuals as a dichotomy; the first is grounded in the extant hegemony, the 
professional intellectual, and the second the non-dominant, the organic intellectual. 
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These designations are most important as regards their origin and manner of functioning. 
Gram sci's multi-stratified model of society is complex; what follows is not meant to be 
exhaustive but serves rather to further explain the conceptual lens through which the 
practices and functioning ofthe Singers have been analyzed. 
The Professional Intellectual 
As Gramsci articulates his theory of cultural hegemony, the notion of common 
sense as being imposed from "above" or "exterior" to non-dominant groups is that which 
serves to "reinforce feelings of inferiority and passivity" in them (Green and Ives 2009, 
23). These feelings inspire and influence forma mentis and fortify common sense, 
contributing to the consent of the ruled. Gramsci locates as a source of common sense 
the professional intellectual, a member of the intellectual elite in service of the dominant 
group who "transmit[s] stable, stagnant knowledge" to both "establish and maintain the 
status quo [hegemony]" (Tickle 2001, 159). The role of such an individual is one of 
"knowing," which as Gramsci posits, is diametrically opposed to and uninformed by (as 
it is removed from) the "feeling" of the non-dominant. Such a perspective inhabits a 
space entirely factious, devoid of the "feelingful-ness" of the "elementary passion of the 
people, comprehending and so explaining and justifying them with the laws ofhistory, 
with a superior concept of the world, scientifically and coherently articulated" (Williams 
1960, 592). That is, the professional intellectual is "of' the dominant group and wholly 
removed from the lived experience of the non-dominant. This goes beyond mere 
physical proximity to suggest the utter absence of connection between the two. The non-
dominant is alien to the dominant, or "other." Furthermore, this perspective connotes a 
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relationship based on dominance. The dominant rule the ruled and one way this is 
accomplished is through the dissemination of the natural among the non-dominant. From 
the perspective of the professional intellectual this can only be accomplished from the 
dominant to non-dominant because the intellectuality of the non-dominant is not 
recognized to exist. Within this defmition we can infer, or locate, the Gramscian 
concepts of folklore ("the laws of history"), common sense ("explaining and justifying") 
and forma mentis ("superior concept of the world, scientifically and coherently 
articulated"). The extant hierarchy is created, defined and the circumstances for its 
dissemination to, or absorption by, the non-dominant are manufactured. Gramsci's ideas 
represent a thoroughgoing concept ofhegemony at the cultural level. 
That such practices persist in music education as they pertain to issues of cultural 
diversity is discussed by Drummond (2005), who commented that "in 2005 it is quite 
common to find schools ... providing education only in western classical music, or 
allowing multicultural elements but privileging the European tradition. Still others 
include multicultural materials ... but discuss them from an entirely European perspective" 
(2).23 Within the civil institution of education, the teacher, raised and trained within the 
infrastructure of dominant groups, can be understood as the professional intellectual. 
As Gramsci has stated, the "State is not agnostic" (SCW, 191). Therefore, 
dominant groups must continually organize their hegemony and this occurs through the 
institutions of the State, including education. Music educators receive their training 
23 See also Clementz (1990) and Hawthorne (1997). For a detailed analysis of current practices 
towards multicultural and popular music in American music teacher education programs see 
Wang and Humphreys (2009). 
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within the Western academy, itself part of this infrastructure and thus beholden to and 
expressive of the normativity of the State. The curriculum through which music 
educators receive their training as well as the method in which it is delivered is codified 
and determined by those who shape the course of study in the academy; thus the music 
educator is imbued with that which is "of' the State in both educational and musical 
philosophies. These philosophies include that which is considered natural-common 
sense, as well as the notion of philosophy itself, or "intellectuality"; this too is considered 
only in terms of or as possible for, those of dominant groups. This in turn reinforces 
forma mentis, which makes that which is natural seem all the more so; thus, the State' s 
hegemony is buttressed. 
Gramsci discusses the development and spread of common sense through the 
institutions of civil life ("philosophical current") as "sedimentation": "Every 
philosophical current leaves a sedimentation of 'common sense': this is the document of 
its historical reality. Common sense is not something rigid and stationary, but is in 
continuous transformation, becoming enriched with scientific notions and philosophical 
opinions that have entered into common circulation" (SCW, 421). Thus, the teacher is 
not a professional intellectual only as a result of how and where they are trained. 
Gramsci discusses the "continuous transformation" of common sense, which becomes 
more significant when we consider that intellectuality, in the view of the dominant, is 
only possible for the dominant. Thus, the teacher as professional intellectual is so 
because of their continued activity (transformation) as dominant. This, I submit, is in 
part of what Drummond (2005) refers to in discussing the current state of music 
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education and the continued existence of Eurocentric practices that privilege the 
dominant and perpetuate the notion of the non-Western as non-dominant. 
It is not as if more nuanced philosophy and materials are not available; as 
articulated in Chapter One, those working within CDIME, for example, advocate for the 
music educator functioning in such a way as to create an environment not only less 
Eurocentric, both in terms of organization and style, but also one that reflects the 
increasing cultural diversity of life within twenty-first century society. I bring this back 
to the discussion so that I might offer a foil for current practices as CDIME represents an 
approach that emphasizes the intrinsic value of the world's cultures, and seeks to promote 
musicianship that transcends the Western classical paradigm (Campbel12004, 2005; 
Drummond 2010; Dunbar-Ha112000; McCarthy 1999; Omolo-Ongatie 2005; Schippers 
1996,2005, 2010; Wade 2004; Wiggins 2009). 
In that he positions intellectuality as the "specific intellectual activity of a 
particular category of specialists or of professional and systematic philosophers," 
Gramsci's ideas about the professional intellectual have been referred to by those familiar 
with his work as elitist (SPN, 323). Thus, from the perspective of the dominant, 
intellectuality and philosophy are possible only for and within dominant groups; the non-
dominant intellectual does not exist. This is a notion Gramsci directly contradicts when 
he remarks, "non-intellectuals do not exist" (SPN, 9). It follows that through the 
institutions of civil society, the infrastructure of the State-in this case, education and the 
teacher-the professional intellectual imposes the intellectuality of the State upon those 
within, exerting the formative nature of the State through the professional intellectual, 
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thus exposing its normativity as well as denying the intellectual capacity of the non-
dominant. 
As referred to earlier, Gramsci suggests that intellectuality is possible for all and 
not merely just those of the elite or dominant group. He further alludes to this when he 
writes, "[H]aving first shown that everyone is a philosopher, though in his own way and 
unconsciously" (SPN, 323). Later he acknowledges intellectual capacity as latent or in 
need of activation, addressing his positioning of what is to come in a series of questions 
about personal destiny and agency: 
[I]s it better to 'think' without having a critical awareness, in a disjointed 
and episodic way? In other words, is it better to take part in a conception 
of the world mechanically imposed by the external environment, i.e. by 
one of the many social groups in which everyone is automatically 
involved from the moment of his entry into the conscious world? Or, on 
the other hand, is it better to work out consciously and critically one's own 
conception ofthe world, and thus ... choose one's sphere of activity, take 
an active participation in the history of the world, be one's own guide, 
refusing to accept passively and supinely from outside the moulding of 
one's personality. (SPN, 323-324) 
Gramsci's ideas about the organic intellectual can best be introduced this way as they 
address agency and self-determination from the perspective of the non-dominant. This is 
a worldview that presumes intellectual potential and acknowledges the role of the non-
dominant in creating a new reality or conception of the world and life not defined by 
outside groups or, the dominant. 
Through this concept he recognizes the inherent dignity and intellectual capacity 
of all as well as the counter-hegemonic value of intellectuality. He suggests this is 
possible via the direct confrontation of common sense and a critical approach to folklore 
to create this new reality. This is the crux ofGramsci's "war of position"; it is grounded 
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in a non-violent philosophy whereby dominance can be confronted and usurped and is 
diametrically opposed to Marx and Engels' "war of manoeuvre" (Buttigieg 1995; Lears 
1985; Schecter 201 0). It is through his ideas about the organic intellectual that we can 
begin to unravel that which is oppositional to it. 
The Organic Intellectual 
Gramsci ' s notion of the organic intellectual connotes an individual but, as shall be 
explored, can be expanded and considered in terms of a group. Gramsci uses this term 
organic intentionally to emphasize its fundamental arid structural nature (Crehan 2002). 
Positioned from within non-dominant groups the organic intellectual has the unique 
perspective of being connected to the feelingful-ness of the group; the organic intellectual 
operates from the interior and is thus acculturated to the condition of the group. As part 
of this group the organic intellectual can more feasibly gain perspective on the social and 
cultural values, or the " ' trickery, the untruth of societal constructs" (Williams 1960, 593). 
Gramsci suggests that the organic intellectual is uniquely positioned to engage folklore 
without fetishism, to disentangle the fragments of common sense, re-inflect forma mentis 
and begin to deny consent, thus contributing to the development of "good sense" and the 
usurping ofhegemony (Coben 1995). 
That the organic intellectual is able to understand the condition both physically 
and socially ofthe non-dominant is but part ofGramsci's conceptualization. There is 
embedded within his theory an inference of action or the intentional embrace of 
intellectuality. Gramsci ' s idea pivots on the notion that intellectuality, common to all, 
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must be actively embraced and consciously developed. He animates this idea by 
describing it in comparison to "muscular-nervous effort," positioning it as having a 
kinesthetic quality: "[I]ntellectual activity that exists in everyone at a certain degree of 
development, modifying its relationship with the muscular-nervous efforts towards a new 
equilibrium and ensuring that the muscular-nervous efforts itself. .. becomes the 
foundation of a new and integral conception of the world" (SPN, 9). Organic 
intellectuals share non-dominant status but intentionally acknowledge and galvanize their 
own intellectuality, endeavoring to define themselves beyond the parameters imposed by 
hegemonic groups through folklore and common sense. The Singers, in this way, can be 
understood as consciously and intentionally resisting strictly ethnocentric conceptions 
(fetishisms) ofNorwegian-ness. 
If the only reason for the continued activity of the Singers was to be their explicit 
Norwegian ethnicity one would expect a high percentage of those participating both 
currently and historically to be mostly or completely ofNorwegian ethnicity. If they are 
not, something else must be at work within the organization; Norwegian-ness must point 
to a broader interpretation or indicate some modification of how it is understood. If this 
is so one could reasonably assume it were the result of a conscious decision. Ethnicity 
can be a point of divergence, a line between people and groups of people. This is not a 
characteristic of a group that could simply fall by the wayside; it must be put there, 
consciously and repeatedly. 
For the organic intellectual, instead of"assuming their circumstances are the 
result of some sort of natural or spiritual determination or inferiority," Gramsci seeks to 
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posit a conception of intellectuals who embody a "new 'common sense' that provides the 
foundation from which to transform their condition" (Green and Ives 2009, 12). In this 
case "natural" is understood to refer to common sense and "spiritual determination" to 
the Church, another institution of the State that participates, along with education, in the 
organizing and dissemination of hegemony according to Gramsci. Gramscian organic 
intellectuals do not accept the State or that which is of the State as natural, be it 
ecclesiastical or educative. Rather, they recognize that the State seeks to "limit the 
thought of the popular masses in a negative direction" (SPN, 420). This recognition leads 
away from common sense and toward "good sense" which leads to further interrogation 
ofthat which is ofthe State and the development of a conception ofthe world and life on 
their own terms (SPN). 
The ways in which Gramsci posits the oppositionality of the organic intellectual 
contains two points germane to this thesis. First, the non-dominant must embrace 
intellectuality or the capacity for those of the group to be intellectuals and to seek to 
embrace a worldview that is not subjective or imposed but rather, critical and objective. 
One sees evidence of organic intellectuality operating within the Singers. Beginning in 
1910 with Ravndal's statements welcoming all ofNordic descent, the Singers seem to 
have made a conscious decision to not engage in ethnic fetishism and instead embrace a 
new and wider conception of their tradition, their Norwegian-ness and their relationship 
to it. 
Next, this critical outlook, this organic intellectuality, must be manifested 
intrapersonally and engage with folklore directly and critically. This self-criticism, if it 
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will contribute to the development of organic intellectuality must be "pitiless," offering 
and exploiting dramatic self-actualization rather than merely proffering "fine speeches 
and pointless declarations" (SPN, 255). As has been discussed, Gramsci's ideas about 
the organic intellectual depend upon action; they are not passive. As he seems to imply, 
he takes speeches and declarations to be indicative of inaction, a representation of the 
State's positing of intellectuality as only possible for those of dominant groups. Thus, the 
articulation of organic intellectuality which presumes active engagement moves beyond 
such statements which are themselves inactive and thus are inculcated with and re-form 
folklore and common sense. 
In thinking about "pointless declarations" I am reminded of the 2009 choral 
festival at which I was an attendee, and the discussions I had with colleagues about the 
selection that juxtaposed the African freedom song beneath the Christian hymn. I heard 
few specifics and each from the perspective of the educator, the professional intellectual. 
Not one engaged this material or the idea from the position of the non-dominant, nor did 
any even recognize such a perspective existed. The comments that were made came 
exclusively from the perspective of the professional intellectual, and were constituted by 
generalized and impassioned testimony as to how such music was "good" for the 
students. Gramsci posits these "pointless declarations" as self-criticism having become 
"parliamentarised," an empty form of protest he considered synonymous with common 
sense (SPN, 255). This is again inactive intellectuality and thus not organic. Practices 
and perspectives such as this can be conceived of as representative of professional 
intellectualism; they are uncritical and fetishize the non-Western at the expense ofthe 
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same, thereby reasserting the hegemony of the dominant. That which is of the State 
reinforces the State. 
The intrapersonal capacity in which the non-dominant organic intellectual moves 
through folklore toward opposition is predicated upon a conception of folklore as a 
political construct and not as history. Adherence to tradition as derived from history is 
understood to connote a nostalgic backwards glance (fetishism) that reifies a 
hegemonized version of history (Crehan 2002). The organic intellectual must critically 
engage such romanticism in order to avoid it being fetishisized (Landy 1986). So too 
must one forego a perception of folklore as something to be "collected and studied"-
what Gramsci refers to as "picturesque elements"-as such a conception of folklore 
represents a dominant-group reification that must be "rooted out" (ibid.; SCW). This can 
refer to the "museum" perspective from which music education can conceive of and 
represent the non-dominant musician or musical practice. Such a perspective allows the 
dominant to frame and present the dominant from the State's perspective rather than its-
the non-dominant's-own. 
Gramsci acknowledges that folklore, when approached consciously and with 
pitiless self-criticism-eschewing romanticism-is an exercise in counter-hegemonic 
activity: "It is only in folklore that one fmds surviving evidence, adulterated and 
mutilated, of the majority of these conceptions" (SCW, 188). Crehan (2002) writes, 
"[A]s these are implicit rather than explicitly worked out, the most we can hope for are 
glimpses" (108). That is, folklore, when viewed as pre-history can only be understood as 
of the dominant and thus devoid of oppositional potential. It must be understood for what 
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it is, a "confused agglomerate of fragments of all the conceptions of the world and oflife 
that have succeeded one another in history" (SCW, 194). For Gramsci folklore is not 
"primordial tradition" passed into the present through history (Crehan 2002, 1 08). 
Rather, as Crehan (2002) states, the "key relationship is between the dominant and the 
dominated, not between the traditional and the modem" (108). Thus implicit within 
folklore is the capacity to reinforce common sense and extant hegemonies, but also the 
potential for an individual or a group to embrace their own intellectuality and adopt a 
critical perspective to identify and root out that of the dominant in past and contemporary 
temporal contexts (ibid.). Such is the counter-hegemonic potential of folklore for the 
non-dominant. This idea of engaging folklore and avoiding fetishism figures prominently 
in my analysis of the Singers as embodying Gramsci 's notions of organic intellectuals. 
As has been alluded to, the final piece of Gramsci 's conceptions of the organic 
intellectual suggest that such intellectuality is not limited only to individuals but can be 
developed corporately, or as a group: 
Standard definitions of the intellectual. .. assume that what we are talking 
about are individuals. Gramsci, however, shifts the focus from the 
intellectual as individual to the 'ensemble of system relations' within 
which knowledge is produced, and how this activity is located ... a very 
important consequence of this is that 'the intellectual' in Gramsci may 
well be a group rather than a single individual. (Crehan 2002, 133) 
In this way the discussion ofGramsci's organic intellectual moves from the singular to 
the plural, a position that acknowledges the capacity for intellectuality as residing not 
only in individuals but in groups. 
As his ideas engage the ensemble of system relations from which knowledge is 
produced, Gramsci acknowledges that this occurs within a complex system of social 
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relations. Individuals can function critically and thus, organically, but in the Gramscian 
sense so too a group as it begins to move from "in-itself' to "for-itself' (Crehan 2002). 24 
A group or an ensemble of people can engage with and seek to redefine for themselves 
their notion of themselves as a group, their place in life, and their history. In so doing, 
they take control of their future. This, I believe, is first hinted at in Gramsci's assertion 
that "all are intellectuals." He also suggests that "joining a movement means taking your 
share of the responsibility for the events which are in the pipeline; becoming one of the 
people who are shaping these events" (PPW, 26). Through this comment I submit 
Gramsci is referring to the organic agency of both individual and group; implicit within 
the notion of a "movement" is a group of like-minded individuals. If all who are joining 
a movement are to become "the people who are shaping the events" it implies a shared 
sense of purpose as well as a dedication to engaging events on their own terms, that is, 
from the standpoint of the non-dominant and contrary to folklore, common sense and 
hegemony; it implies agency, or, I contend a group of action-minded (organic) 
individuals. This idea, that organic intellectuality can be reified within the context of a 
group, is central to this thesis. This idea fmalizes the perspective from which the Singers 
shall be analyzed, as a group of individuals who share a sense of organic intellectuality; 
that is, together they embody the Gramscian ideal of intentional, action-oriented 
intellectuality mobilized for the purpose of the creation of a new conception of the world 
and life apart from that of the dominant. 
24 See also Smith (20 1 0). 
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Challenges 
In discussing such ideas ("new conceptions"), it is imperative to acknowledge that 
the Singers are, for the most part, male, older (middle-aged or beyond) and mostly middle 
class. The conceptual framework I have constructed and explicated can be interpreted as 
positioning the Singers as non-dominant, or dominated. The demographic characteristics 
of the Singers then, and this conceptual positioning can be understood as being 
contradictory; how can a group of mostly middle class, older men be considered non-
dominant? 
First, I set forth and acknowledge that the Singers are in no way a perfect 
organization. I chose them as the field for my study not as the result of naive perceptions 
of the group, nor have I selected it as representing a utopian ideal. This group, as with all 
groups, contains inherent conflict and in some ways manifests contradiction. 
Nevertheless, as I endeavor to show, such a study of this group contains value insofar as 
issues of cultural diversity are concerned in music education. With regards to the 
apparent conflict between the Singers being posited as non-dominant and the individual 
members seeming to be of dominant status, such things ought to be considered within the 
context of the group. This is to suggest that apart from the context of their explicit 
Norwegian-ness this organization would seem to be a group of dominant men celebrating 
their white, mostly middle class, dominance. However, in that the organization may have 
come to understand and re-define itself, its explicit ethnic specificity, in ways that 
contradict it, there is, I submit, value for music education. 
Secondly, I acknowledge that the Gramscian conceptual framework and the ideas 
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and notions contained within are also not perfect. Gramsci's work is quite nuanced and 
can often appear contradictory. That he died at a relatively young age and before being 
able to fully edit or bring his papers and the ideas they contain together into a cohesive 
body of work presents for contemporary readers other challenges of continuity and 
completeness. Furthermore, others, as shall be addressed in the following section, have 
undertaken similar studies but differently and have achieved divergent conclusions. In 
undertaking this work I acknowledge these challenges but offer that the value for music 
education in such a study can be located when we engage with issues of power, 
dominance and subjugation from any perspective. The persistent and ongoing 
questioning of pedagogical and curricular choices as well as the philosophy that 
undergirds such things is, I submit, both a necessity and obligation. The Singers, as this 
study examines, may have come to embody a structure and manner of functioning that 
challenges what can be viewed as ingrained and therefore, fixed ideas, specifically those 
of ethnic heritage and tradition. In so doing, they may have come to re-define who they 
are, what it is they do and most importantly, what it means-within the context of the 
organization-to be Norwegian. In this study I sought to view the Singers and their 
structure and functioning via a Gramscian conceptual lens as a way (not "the" way) of 
understanding such things in the hope that it may provide value in the form of deeper 
understanding for music education. 
Parallels 
The work of Antonio Gramsci foreshadows that of Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002); 
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in fact their work is remarkably similar in important ways that I will briefly outline 
further along in this section. To begin, both were reared amidst rural poverty and were 
the children of local public officials, Gramsci in Sardinia and Bourdieu in Beam in the 
Pyrenees (Buroway 201 0). The entry of each to political life differs somewhat in that 
Gramsci did not finish university but chose to involved himself in political matters in 
Turin during World War I (ibid.). Bourdieu, upon finishing his military service in 1955 
after five years in Algeria, made the university his home, eventually becoming Professor 
at College de France (Grenfell2005; Lane 2000). In this way, Gramsci's proximity, 
politically, to his "protagonists" was much closer than for Bourdieu, whose engagement 
was undertaken from a scientific distance (Buroway 2010). Nevertheless, the ideology of 
the two can be understood as being, in some ways, parallel. 
Bourdieu claimed to never have read Gramsci, consequently rejecting the notion 
that Gramsci served as an inspiration for his ideology and activism; Gramsci died in 
1937, long before Bourdieu began his work; thus, the two never met (Buroway 2010). In 
any event, there are overarching themes within the work of each that resonate 
consonantly with the other. For example, Gramsci's ideas of and about hegemony and 
Bourdieu's notion of"symbolic domination" share a general adherence to the idea that 
social order is maintained not through coercion but domination of culture by the 
dominant (Buroway 201 0; Grenfell 2008). Where Gram sci writes of common sense and 
folklore combining to gamer the consent of the dominated, Bourdieu (1984) richens the 
definition of habitus as "the internalized form of class condition and of the conditioning it 
entails" (1 01 ). Moreover, his ideas about habitus go to something of a greater 
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psychological depth than Gramsci's of consent, dealing with issues of classification that 
operate beyond the level of conscious scrutiny; in this way habitus is somewhat distinct 
from Gramsci's ideas about common sense and consent (Buroway 2010; Grenfell2008). 
Furthermore, Gramsci posits consent as something that is in a way conscious; this is to 
suggest that insofar as consent must be granted, there is an element of intentionality 
within. Thus the engagement, through organic intellectuality, with that which garners 
consent (folklore, common sense), can lead to class consciousness and the usurpation of 
hegemony. Bourdieu's (1997) conception ofhabitus, however, insists that the dominated 
remain unconscious of their domination and that which catalyzes it. Common sense, for 
Bourdieu, is an impenetrable "blanket of bad sense" whereas for Gramsci common sense 
can be engaged, understood and re-formed by the manifestation of organic intellectuality 
within dominated groups (Buroway 201 0). 
As has been discussed, Gramsci devotes much attention to the development and 
discussion of intellectuals, their creation, traits, and roles. Bourdieu engages Gramsci's 
ideas directly and unflinchingly, referring to the "myth" of the organic intellectual 
(Bourdieu 1984). As the common sense of working classes is all bad sense, there is no 
understanding to be had in the lived experience of the working class and as a result, no 
soil from which the organic intellectual may develop (Bourdieu 1984, 1997; Buroway 
2010; Grenfell2008; Lane 2000). Intellectuals cannot exist or operate in such conditions 
and are thus better off defending their own explicit interests, the "universal interests of 
humanity" (Buroway 2010, 11). Gramsci's rebuttal to this challenge would be, I 
imagine, that Bourdieu's codification of intellectuality is deeply rooted in professional 
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intellectuality and thus is delusional in that it relies upon an unattainable sense of 
objectivity, something Gramsci would contend cannot exist in such circumstances. 
The reasons for which I have engaged the work of Antonio Gramsci for this 
project stem from his notions about the political nature of education; that education is of 
and for itself, "of' dominating groups and works to extend and perpetuate hegemony. 
Bourdieu (2000) insists that it is the sociologist, acting objectively as an intellectual, who 
can help populations become aware of the nature and degree of their domination. Thus, 
intellectuality is not possible for those of non-dominant status; this is a perspective I 
imagine Gramsci would view with great incredulity as it is reductive in terms of agency 
and smacks of elitism. Finally, as Gramsci has developed as presented earlier, organic 
intellectuality is not only possible for all it can be developed within and exhibited by, 
groups, it must be a "collective project" (Buroway 2010, 13). This comparison and 
summary ofthe work ofGramsci and Bourdieu is not intended to be exhaustive but rather 
to acknowledge the intersections between the work ofthese philosophers and to set forth 
my rationale for having made this choice. 
Summary 
In dispelling the "mystique of intellectuality" as a realm only to be inhabited by 
the professional intellectual Gramsci indicates that it is possible for the non-dominant to 
embrace intellectuality and in so doing engage with the dominant. Organic intellectuality 
must be cultivated from within, that is, it must be "organic" and it must be intentional 
(Coben 1995). If we are to define our ontological reality only in terms of the "story of 
ourselves" as related to us by either those in positions of dominance over us or by those 
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of us that have come before how then are we to aptly engage such knowledge critically? 
Predicated upon this fundamental belief in the equality ofhumankind, Gramsci's ideas 
about the potential for organic intellectuality are given voice in such a way as to convey 
his " belief that the intellectual function is common to all humanity and therefore must be 
developed, like other faculties, through experience and education" (ibid., 42). As 
Williams (1960) succinctly and eloquently writes, "[T]he salvation of the disinherited lies 
in their own hands" (593). This can be interpreted to include music educators who, on a 
daily basis face choices that have an impact, can either maintain the fortress State or 
contribute to its usurpation. Music educators take the form and exhibit the function as 
instruments of the State within the infrastructure of education; their purpose is defined 
and directed by the State as it organizes and perpetuates its hegemony. This can be seen 
through the training they receive, the context in which it is produced and undertaken, 
instructional materials available to them, as well as in the expressions of common sense 
as articulated by members from within their ranks. 
Through Gramsci ' s ideas concerning organic intellectuality and an analysis ofthe 
Singers it may be possible to consider alternatives for music education as derived from 
within diverse cultures rather than maintaining a perspective that considers them from the 
exterior. For example, music educators can choose to exercise their organic 
intellectuality when purchasing instructional materials and in so doing demand better 
from those who design and market them. The conscious choice to take such a stand is 
powerful as it is demand that drives the market for such materials. Should music 
educators choose to demand better, the market will follow, or, in the Gramscian view, it 
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will be usurped. In this way educators can have a real impact. Furthermore, music 
education as a discipline can exert its organic intellectuality by eschewing vague notions 
of the "cultural" in statements of purpose such as the National Standards for Music 
Education. Music educators must: 
[P]ossess an open reception to the breadth of music's multiple 
manifestations, a sensitivity to cultural uses and meanings of music by its 
singers and players, an earnest interest in students' experiences and needs 
regarding knowledge of their own and other musical cultures, and a 
willingness to balance new global approaches to school music instruction 
with long-standing traditions that have been successfully in place for 
generations. (Campbell2004, 28) 
Cultural diversity can be engaged directly, acknowledging both the diversity and 
musicality of culture without detriment. Gramsci' s ideas as reified within the Singers 
may indicate a flowering of organic intellectuality that may suggest possibilities for 
music education and the non-dominant. 
Organicity 
As a way of analyzing the practices of the Singers and the degree to which they 
may embody Gramsci' s ideas of and about organic intellectuals this organization will be 
analyzed to the degree that it expresses organicity. This neologism is meant to refer to 
his concepts of what constitutes organic intellectuals and is conceived of as a conceptual 
lens through which the practices of the Singers may be viewed and perhaps understood as 
embodying Gramsci's ideas about organic intellectuals. It is not entirely a new creation 
in that an analogue exists within Gramsci's writing when he asserts that, "[I]t should be 
possible both to measure the degree of 'organicism' of the various intellectual strata and 
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their degree of connection with a fundamental social group, and to establish a gradation 
of their functions and ofthe superstructures from the bottom to the top" (AGR, 306, 
emphasis added). Gramsci indicates that organicity (organicism), beyond being 
perceptible ought to be "measurable." In this way he reinforces his ideas as to the active 
role such intellectuality necessitates as well as the intentional confrontation of that which 
is of the dominant. Thus, I have constructed this term-organicity-as an extrapolation 
of Gramsci 's own ideas. It is intended to be used generally, as an indicator of organic-
ness. In this way this construct both informs and guides the analysis. That is, the 
Singers, as an organization and a group of individuals, are analyzed in ways that seek to 
elicit or bring to the surface the elements of their purpose and manner of functioning that 
express organicity. Furthermore, organicity guides the analysis by framing, or serving as 
a Gramscian reference point for, the ways in which the Singers are engaged. 
Thus, the Singers have been analyzed as to the manner and degree to which they 
embody Gramscian organicity, the specific elements of which flow from his ideas about 
organic intellectuals and the characteristics of the same. These are: first, that 
intellectuality is actively and intentionally embraced as a group; this is to suggest that 
decisions made about and for the group are done deliberately and in such a way as to 
reflect the activeness of Gramsci 's organic intellectuals. Secondly, folklore is understood 
within the association as representative ofGramsci' s ideas in that it is considered to be 
official, or derived from the State and that it contains a historical function (its active 
expression) that informs common sense and concretizes forma mentis. Furthermore, the 
relationship between the Singers and notions of folklore within the organization 
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(tradition, the reason for the Singers, etc.) are interrogated from a Gramscian perspective. 
This relates to Gramsci's ideas regarding fetishism. The analysis of the Singers includes 
an interrogation of the ways in which they consider and express that which may be 
fetishized: tradition, ethnicity, etc. 
As mentioned above, the organicity of the Singers will be explored in terms of 
their purpose and manner of functioning. Within this context purpose refers to the 
"reason" for the Singers' long-history and continued practice; this includes exploring the 
intrinsic motivations that further the group and cause them to maintain a regular practice 
schedule, perform concerts, engage in social activities with one another and regularly 
convene Sangerfests. These aspects shall be analyzed from two related perspectives: 
first, the practices of the Singers that contribute to the reasons for which the Singers 
continue to gather, rehearse and perform will be examined. These include various 
manifestations of affinity for music, or music making with one another in the context of 
the Singers. Additionally, the bonded-ness of the Singers shall be explored. The 
relationships between members of this organization are often long-term. As such the 
individual members' ideas about the relational aspects of the association as it pertains to 
the reason for the Singers will be examined. 
Secondly, the analysis seeks to discern the ways in which the Singers understand 
and reify their tradition and their proximity to it. The Singers are a "Norwegian" group 
in name, which denotes a specific ethnocentrism. The analysis examines the ways in 
which Norwegian-ness is understood by the participants now. This includes the degree to 
which they associate with their Norwegian tradition, the ways in which Norwegian-ness 
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is interpreted within the contemporary organization and the feelings of its members as to 
what it means to "be Norwegian" in the context of the Singers. The analysis includes the 
degree to which tradition and ethnocentrism are or are not fetishized, in the Gramscian 
sense, within the group or embodied in its practices. Each of these areas has been 
scrutinized to discern the ways and degree that each contributes to the reason for the 
Singers continued existence. Overall, the reason for the Singers pertains to questions that 
engage with Gramscian ideas of folklore and fetishism. The analysis sought to discern 
the prevailing common sense within the Singers, how it contributes to the motivations for 
the continued existence and how Gramsci's ideas about folklore and fetishism can be 
applied to a study of the organization. 
As mentioned above, the Singers have also been analyzed in terms of their 
manner of functioning. This is meant to refer to the ways in which they are structured, 
hierarchically and the how non-musical business is conducted. Gramsci has discussed 
the work of the organic intellectual as a group necessitates that all engage in the "detailed 
work of discussing and investigating problems, work in which everybody participates, to 
which everybody contributes, in which everybody is both master and disciple" (SCW, 
25). This organization, like others, has a defined hierarchical structure. The ways in 
which it is constructed, its functioning and how its members understand it such 
functioning are part of the analysis. Additionally, as with other organizations, the 
business of the Singers entails both musical and non-musical issues. The dynamic in 
which the Singers handle the non-musical business of this organization were also studied. 
Through such practices organicity both defines and guides the analysis. Gramsci's ideas 
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about organic intellectuals and the structures they create, as well as the relation of these 
structures to and within hegemony are also featured in this examination so as to discern 
the form and role of"master and disciple" in the association. 
The purpose of analysis was to uncover ways in which the Singers express a sense 
ofGramscian organicity in terms ofhow they conceive ofthemselves and their tradition 
as well as how they articulate and embody these ideas; that is, their functioning. The 
analysis is intended to generate ideas about cultural diversity in music education and the 
ideas that inform and catalyze pedagogy and curriculum. As quoted earlier, Gramsci has 
written, "[O]ne must speak for a struggle for a new culture, that is, for a new moral life 
that cannot be intimately connected to a new intimately connected to a new intuition of 
life until it becomes a new way of feeling and seeing reality" (SCW, 98). Organicity is 
understood within this context to be an a priori conceptual framework grounded in 
Antonio Gramsci's ideas concerning the organic intellectual. It is intended to interpret the 
Singers in such a way as to suggest alternative practices for music education insofar as it 
conceives of, encounters and represents difference that may aid in the development of a 





From the moment I began to contemplate this research project it was clear to me 
that proximity to the Singers25 would be of paramount important; that is, to learn what 
questions needed to be asked and to find answers for them I would need to spend time 
with the Singers, immersed in what it is they do and the ways in which they do it. My 
decision to employ a conceptual framework grounded in the ideas of Antonio Gramsci 
about cultural hegemony further necessitated a methodology that would provide a means 
to account for what it is the Singers do but also access into the reasons why they 
undertake such practices and what such practices mean to the participants and for the 
group. In short, this research would require perspective and close proximity. In this way 
case study and ethnography appear to embody something of a dissonance; however, as 
the next sections seek to unravel, perhaps they are more similar than not, and as 
employed in combinatory manner they provided an appropriate methodological approach 
for this research. Thus, this study is articulated through an ethnographic case study 
analysis of the Singers with the construction and utilization of a conceptual framework 
undergirded by the ideas of Antonio Gramsci. In the sections that follow I outline the 
25 The Norwegian Singers Association of America and the Pacific Coast Norwegian Singers 
Association of America. 
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specific methods employed in this research as well as various challenges faced and the 
ways in which they were addressed. 
Case Study 
At its most rudimentary the case study can be understood as facilitating the study 
of a phenomenon within its context and through the utilization of a variety of data 
sources (Baxter and Jack 2008). Gerring (2004) has addressed academic discussions 
focused on clarifying various interpretations of what a "case study" is and the 
methodological implications it engenders has resulted in further obfuscation. As 
Flyvbjerg (2011) notes, the adoption of the case study perspective constitutes "not so 
much a methodological choice as a choice ofwhat is to be studied" (301). Stake (2005) 
seems to agree, offering that case study is a "part of scientific methodology" and must be 
paired with other conventional approaches to research (460). 
In discussing paradigmatic research positions, Guba and Lincoln (2005) 
summarize case study as belonging near the conservative end of their qualitative research 
continuum ("post-positivism") and ethnography further along, spanning "critical theory et 
al..," to "participatory."26 Stake (1995) writes, " [C]ase study is the study of the 
particularity and complexity of a single case, coming to understand its activity within 
important circumstances" (xi). Thus, case study focuses intensely, seeking answers to 
specific questions; as Stake (2005) suggests, its key features, and perhaps the clearest 
26 See also White, Drew and Hay (2009) . 
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avenue for understanding what it is, are its boundedness and specificity. 27 Ragin (1992) 
offers four perspectives from which the individual unit of study might be delineated or 
bounded, or in his terms "cased" (217). They are: 
1. Cases are found 
2. Cases are objects 
3. Cases are made 
4. Case are conventions 
In terms of this study the Singers are of the first category; they already exist and thus are 
"found" (ibid.). 
Yin (2003) sets forth three categories for the case study: explanatory, exploratory, 
or descriptive. This study can be considered "descriptive" in that it seeks to describe the 
Singers, uncovering various aspects of their structure and functioning. Finally, individual 
units may be studied in various ways or from different perspectives. Stake (2005) 
differentiates between three types of the case study in this regard: "the intrinsic, the 
instrumental and the multiple" ( 445). In that the intention for this study is to focus on the 
implications of the actions of a group as well as the people within a group rather than the 
people themselves, this project may be considered an "instrumental case study" (ibid.). 
Within such a study, "the case is of secondary interest; it plays a supportive role, 
facilitating our understanding of something else" (Baxter and Jack 2008, 549). That is, 
the intended outcome of this research is that it might be generalized towards there-
conception of pedagogical and curricular practices within music education that concern 
27 See also Flyvbjerg (2011), and Stake (2008). 
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issues of cultural and ethnic diversity thereby re-forming na'ive ideas and the practices 
they generate. This is not to suggest that the Singers themselves are not important; 
rather, a priority is placed on how the individuals of which the group is comprised 
understand and define the group as well as they ways in which the association is 
organized and its functioning. In this way the case study is both descriptive, in that it 
seeks to describe a phenomenon as well as instrumental (Stake 2005; Yin 2003). 
The adoption of this perspective attends some risk, particularly with regard to a 
misunderstanding of the case study, which holds that it contains a bias towards 
verification or a tendency to confirm the predetermined notions of the researcher 
(Diamond 1996). This reservation has been addressed by several prominent researchers 
who report the opposite as having occurred: "[C]ampbell, Ragin, Geertz, Wieviorka, 
Flyvbjerg ... typically report that their preconceived views, assumptions, concepts and 
hypotheses were wrong and that the case material has compelled them to revise their 
hypotheses or essential points" (Flyvbjerg 201 1, 309). Geertz ( 1995) has commented 
upon the power of fieldwork to alter the course of such research as it contains a 
"powerfully disciplining force : assertive, demanding, even coercive" (as quoted in 
Flyvbjerg 2011, 310). Flyvbjerg (2011) comments on this, adding that "like any such 
force, it can be underestimated, but it cannot be evaded" (ibid.). For example, as this 
project has unfolded I have sought to find ways to present that which the Singers do and 
the ways in which they understand themselves and the group in a way that might apply, if 
not directly, then coherently to practices in music education. The issue of the Singers 
being an adult, all-male, volunteer chorus at times proved difficult insofar as breaching 
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this gap was concerned. I could feel something very pertinent to music education and its 
embrace of diversity in such things but lacked a foundational perspective from which to 
contextualize and approach it. It was in discovering Gramsci 's ideas about cultural 
hegemony that precipitated something of a breakthrough. The study of the Singers and 
their practices has exerted a force upon this research that demanded an approach capable 
of both discerning and filtering these practices to the point where they became 
understandable and applicable. This occurred as a direct result of the fieldwork; through 
the course of my encounters and interactions with the Singers the necessity was made 
apparent. 
As stated earlier, case study emphasizes the boundedness of the unit of study, 
which separates researcher from the researched. That is, the case study seeks to exclude 
the influence of the researcher as "somehow tainting the 'data' or 'evidence,' while 
ethnography is more inclusive of the researcher and considers the researcher to be 
formative in the process" (White, Drew and Hay 2009, 21). I shall address the 
confluence of these methodological approaches and the ways in which I have chosen to 
reconcile them as based on precedents in the research literature after outlining and 
defining ethnography and its relevance to this study. 
Ethnography 
A recent shift in the research paradigms employed by the social sciences away 
from primarily quantitative, positivist approach is the result of a challenge to its adequacy 
and appropriateness in addressing questions posed within the discipline (Jordan and 
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Yeomans, 1995). Lather (1986) also speaks directly to the issues: "[S]cientific 
'neutrality' and 'objectivity' serve to mystify the inherently ideological nature of research 
in the human sciences and to legitimate privilege based on class, race, and gender" 
adding that "those committed to the development of research approaches that challenge 
the status quo and contribute to a more egalitarian social order have made an 
'epistemological break' from positivist insistence upon research neutrality and 
objectivity" (64). 28 This shift seems to have occurred in recent decades. "[I]n the last 
thirty years ethnography and other forms of qualitative method have moved from the 
margins of social science towards the center" (Hammersley 1990, 597). Music education 
has not been immune to these developments. As Bowman (1998) writes, "In music 
education growing numbers of researchers are drawn to qualitative methodologies that 
exchange ideals of air-tight controls, utter objectivity, and eternal verities for rich, thick 
description of complex experiential realities" (1 ). Such a shift connects well with the 
philosophy of Antonio Gramsci who found in Marxism the potential for the 
transformation of the lived experience of people. That is, when considering the dogmatic 
nature of orthodox Marxism and its reliance on the "application of logical and empirical 
techniques," Gramsci sought to find a way to make room for culture and its institutions 
(Femia 1989; Germino 1986; Gupta 1988; Schechter 2010; Williams 1983). 
Conventional ethnography promotes the long-term commitment of the research to 
existing with and within the subject group (Bogdan and Biklen 1992; Creswell 2008; 
Gold 1997). I have undertaken such an approach with the Singers; beginning in the 
28 See also Geertz (2000). 
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autumn of2009 I was with the choruses over the course of nearly two and a half years, 
having observed the choruses and members of the Singers in a variety of circumstances 
and instances. Immediately upon having my research proposal accepted I identified and 
began observations of and with four area choruses. 29 I visited thirty-seven separate 
evening rehearsals, nine rehearsals at which the three choruses had gathered in 
preparation for a regional Sangerfest. I attended six concerts, several church appearances 
and shared meals on numerous occasions with either groups or individuals from the 
choruses. I spent many hours before and after rehearsals and concerts visiting with 
individual members-this is a regular occurrence, the men are typically early, sharing in 
an informal "fellowship time" with one another-the leaders of the chorus and spouses as 
well. Finally I conducted four planned, recorded, personal interviews with individual 
members; three from the choruses under observation (each from a different chorus) and 
one with a gentleman from a chorus on the west coast of the United States. I have had 
numerous other interviews I would categorize as "unplanned," having taken place as a 
result of social interactions with the Singers and confluence of happenstance. 
In my social interactions with individual singers outside of planned interviews I 
was often engaged about the nature of this project; individuals asked me what I was 
doing and why as well as what I hoped to learn which frequently resulted in our 
conversation seguing into my asking them questions about their history with the group, 
29 A complete roster of extant choruses of the NSAA can be found at nsaaonline.org and those of 
the PCNSA at pcnsa.org. Also on these websites can be found the names of the existing 
choruses, their locations and contact information. In several instances the listed information was 
incorrect and in two cases the choruses had folded altogether yet their information still existed on 
the website(s). 
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the nature of their participation and other related topics. The Singers seemed genuinely 
pleased about this project and eager to be involved. For example, in the earliest stages of 
my beginning to collect data I was in the midst of contacting area choruses to introduce 
myself, describe my project, its goals and to inquire as to the feasibility of starting a 
regular schedule of observations and visits. Not long after beginning this process I 
received a letter from one of the area choruses indicating that the chorus had been made 
aware that I was embarking upon research about "the Singers." It was written quite 
formally and notified me that they intended to participate and the members of the chorus 
were very glad that "anyone was interested in this special, wonderful organization." The 
envelope also contained a check with an honorarium. As it was explained, the money 
was intended to assist in offsetting the costs of undertaking this research. This particular 
chorus was among the first I had scheduled to visit. Upon making everyone's 
acquaintance and answering numerous questions as to who I am and the nature of my 
work I was introduced to a singer I shall refer to as "Larry." I recognized his name as 
that of the Treasurer of the chorus (as it was his signature on the check) and thanked him 
for it. He replied that they were very pleased to participate in what seemed an exciting 
project and that they were all "happy to share the chorus." He then asked ifthere was 
anything else with which the chorus or its members could assist me. I encountered this 
same inquisitive and generous spirit repeatedly in my research on the Singers. 
I cherished these unforeseen interactions not only because they proved an 
invaluable resource, but because of their spontaneity. This, in my opinion, seemed to 
allow the members to be unguarded and open, the result of which was that they seemed to 
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feel amenable to sharing their thoughts with me without "filtering" or self-editing. Also, 
while I generally did not know these men very well it seemed that they appreciated what I 
was trying to do; that someone was interested in the Singers and valued it as they did 
obviously meant a lot to them. This seems to have gained me some credibility in their 
eyes. The members spoke freely, effusively and often, emotionally, in answering my 
questions. I comment more on these conversations from the context of my analysis in 
Chapter Four. 
The ethnographic approach acknowledges the subjective nature of the research as 
well as that of the researcher as pmticipant, breaking the "fourth wall" of positivist 
research (that of the objective, dispassionate researcher undertaking scientific 
experimentation and observation from some distance): "The culture of ethnography is a 
culture of people studying, writing about, thinking about, and talking to other people" 
(Thomas 1993, 4). The importance of conversation as part of my observations was 
emphasized on many occasions. The Singers enjoy one another's company, likewise 
being a part of the group. Be it a rehearsal, a social event or the "afterglow" of a concert, 
the men share a delight that is palpable. This manifested itself in their eagerness to talk 
to me about the organization. This was clearly a group of people who enjoyed singing 
and being with one another. "[A ]t its most general, conventional ethnography refers to 
the tradition of cultural description and analysis that displays meanings by interpreting 
meanings" (ibid.). As I have sought to understand the association's relationship to itself, 
pondering the ways in which Norwegian-ness seems to inflect both what the group does 
and how it might affect both its sense of itself as well as that of its members I have been 
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grateful for the framework provided in Gramsci's ideas about cultural hegemony. It has 
allowed me to ask better questions of the Singers, and, in light of their eagerness to speak 
about and explore such things with me, to receive better answers. 
Ethnographic Case Study 
In that the case study is posited as inhabiting the post-positivist research tradition 
and this project has been undertaken both within a Gramscian conceptual framework and 
formed out of close interactions between the researcher and researched, it would seem to 
be an ill-suited choice. However, Willis (2007) posits that case studies are "about real 
people and real situations ... [they commonly] rely on inductive reasoning ... [and] 
illuminate the reader's understanding of the phenomenon under study" (239). He 
acknowledges that the data categories within case study research are, like ethnography, 
emergent and that such undertakings beget rich, detailed data best suited to presentation 
via thick description. Furthermore, he posits that case study research, rather than 
eschewing close contact between researcher and researched, is most revealing when 
undertaken holistically, or from within lived social context (ibid.) . Willis further 
contends that ethnography and the case study share more similarities than not and that 
when utilized interpretively "researchers do not seek to find universals in their case 
studies; they seek, instead, a full, rich understanding of the context they are studying" 
(240). Where ethnography has been the primary domain of the anthropologist (and 
within music, the ethnomusicologist), Willis goes on to describe it as "an umbrella term 
for fieldwork, interviewing, and other means of gathering data in authentic 
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environments . . . [that] puts the researcher in the settings that he or she wants to study" 
(23 7). In discussing the case study White, Drew and Hay (2009) refer to it as a unity 
within a wider system and that it must be intensely and systematically studied. The 
combinatory methodology I have employed then, the ethnographic case study, is 
appropriate in that it undertakes to study the case-the Singers-intensively, in the field, 
as it were, and to employ a conceptual framework through the interactions with and 
observations of their practices and functioning. This is to discover, as Stake (1995) 
writes, "both what is common and what is particular about the case, the end results being 
generally something unique" (238). In the case of the Singers that which is unique is the 
degree to which they embody a Gramscian organicity within their practices and manner 
of functioning. 
Participant Selection: Choruses, Observations and Field Notes 
In this section I outline the manner through which I undertook the selection of 
participants for the research and the data collection techniques. The choruses of the 
Singers at one time numbered three hundred and seventy-eight. At the moment there 
remain twenty-six, with several teetering near the brink of disappearing. Observations 
took place over the course of two and a half years with three choruses of the Singers 
located in the upper Midwest. As mentioned earlier, I attended many various rehearsals, 
both of individual choruses and ofthe three gathered together as they prepared for a 
Sangerfest to be held during the summer of 2011, as well as other gatherings of the 
Singers. These choruses were selected primarily due to my proximity to them or via the 
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technique of convenience sampling; all were within a three-hour drive of my home 
(Corbin and Strauss 2007, Creswel12008, Denzin and Lincoln 2000, Kalton 1983). I 
intended to visit and include another chorus in Minneapolis as well, however, this group 
folded shortly after I first contacted them. 
The nature of my participation and observations reflects Lather's (1986) assertion 
that such research, to be real and actionable must eschew "[S]cientific neutrality and 
objectivity" as they "serve to mystify" the inherently ideological nature of such research: 
it must exist with and within the researched ( 64 ). 30 Thus I have observed these groups, 
but passivity was and remains impossible; for those who love singing, joining in is 
irresistible. I found myself being "swept up" into the rehearsal, the singing, and the 
entire milieu of the banter, the joviality, and the discussion. In this way I was a 
participant-observer; that is, my role was not limited to observation from the exterior but 
also from within. I participated in every rehearsal I attended; not to do so, I submit, is 
nearly impossible as music making is seminal to and for the Singers. 
Over the course of this research I was repeatedly given the opportunity to speak 
with individuals both within the context of a planned interview as well as in unplanned 
conversations about the group and they were eager to share their feelings, motivations, 
etc. I asked them questions about their participation, what caused them to join and what 
they enjoyed about being a part of the group. Additionally I attended the gathering of the 
three remaining choruses in preparation for the aforementioned Sangerfest. This event 
took place at a church located in a central position with regard to the three participating 
30 See also Hammersley and Atkinson (1995), and Jackson (1987). 
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choruses. I attended several mass rehearsals for this event as well as the final dress 
rehearsal and the Memorial Service and Grand Concert that followed as its culminating 
activity. 
In all of my observations I took copious field notes. I chose to write in a manner 
that was primarily reactionary, that is I purposefully sought to jot things down as they 
occurred to me with a minimum of intellectual wrangling. This was done in an effort to 
keep my reactions as honest and unfettered as possible. My concern at the moment was 
simply to get down on paper my observations, notions, reactions and ponderings. In 
short I sought to bring my inner dialogue to the page (Emerson 1995; Sanjek 1990; 
Wolfinger 2002). For example, these notes sought to re-create interesting exchanges 
between the leader and the ensemble (or between members or groups of members), my 
own reactions to happenings or comments made by members, or to "paint a picture" of 
the atmosphere of the place, rehearsal or moment. In all I attempted to allow my 
thoughts to the page, unedited and without overthinking. These notes proved to be very 
important for catalyzing the analysis that follows in Chapter Four. 
Points of Entry: Data Collection 
The data for this study was gathered in mostly traditional ways: long-term 
observation of individual choruses, personal interviews, and some archival research at the 
Norwegian/American Heritage Archives, located at St. Olaf College, Northfield, 
Minnesota. In that the population (the remaining choruses of the Singers) for this 
research is scattered around the northern U.S. and that I could not travel and spend 
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significant time with each one I chose to make use of surveys as part of my data 
collection. The following sections explain the various ways I have gathered additional 
data for this study through surveys and interviews, and explain how the data were coded 
and analyzed. 
Surveys 
In undertaking this research I wanted to have contact with as many choruses and 
individual chorus members as possible to gain their participation. These choruses were 
spread across the northern half of the U.S. and south--down the western seaboard-to 
San Diego. I decided very early on that surveys would be the best way to bring their 
participation into reach. 3 1 I sent surveys to all extant choruses, including those local 
choruses that were allowing me to observe them. In seeking to make an initial contact 
with choruses I sent emails in the fall of 2010 to the contact person listed on the national 
organization's website (nsaaonline.org or pcnsa.org) introducing myself, the nature of the 
study and asking for their participation. My hopes were not high at first. Having grown 
up in a Norwegian/Swedish household and with paternal and maternal grandparents who 
were immigrants themselves, as well as being surrounded by a large, extended family of 
Scandinavians, I knew them, generally, to be a rather shy and reserved people. They are 
not typically inclined to talk about themselves and possess somewhat of a suspect nature 
about strangers who may appear to "want" things from them. Nevertheless, I persevered, 
sending out over two hundred surveys. In the end I received eighty-six finished surveys, 
31 Though not typical, the utilization of surveys in ethnographic research is not unheard of. For a 
review and explication of existing precedents and their merits see Gamoran and Berends (1987). 
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most having extensive comments written on them. There were three other choruses that 
promised to participate but never returned completed surveys; emails and telephone calls 
to these choruses went unanswered. 
The surveys themselves were constructed to be completed with pen or pencil on 
paper and in such a way as to gather information concerning each singer's self-
identification of ethnicity, experience singing in the Singers (or other choruses unrelated 
to them), as well as their reasons for having joined and remained, and what they believed 
to be the appeal of the groups for non-Norwegians. The survey's final question inquired 
as to what each participant believed the future held for the Singers and what they thought, 
if anything, ought to be changed (see Appendix A). The gathered data is presented in 
Chapter Four. 
The survey gathered several types of data: first, ethnic data; the construction of 
this portion of the survey was based on the forms utilized by the U.S.A. Census and 
contained all categories employed therein. Other questions were intended to uncover the 
amount of experience each participant had both with the Singers and with other choruses 
as well. The majority of the survey questions were constructed in such a way as to allow 
for the intellectuality of the respondent; this is to suggest that research ostensibly 
grounded in a conceptual framework based on the ideas of Gramsci ought to embody the 
spirit of these ideas. As Johnson (2003) writes, ethnographic practice ought to be 
constructed in ways that "liberate it from the assumption that the informant is a fixed 
object and therefore inferior to the ethnographer. Instead, the informant is recognized as 
a thinking, theorizing, and culture-processing human being" (1 0). Thus, I opted to set 
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forth questions in ways that allowed participants the latitude to respond as they wished 
and also welcomed their philosophizing. 
Interviews 
In attempting to gain entry and to move within the Singers I requested of the 
choruses volunteers who might sit with me and participate in an individual interview. In 
selecting the four interviewees I sought to achieve a cross-section of the Singers or 
maximum variation sample (Corbin and Strauss 2009, Creswell2008, Denzin and 
Lincoln 2000). Thus, I interviewed one leader of a chorus, one former President of a 
chorus, a Singer with a significant history with the chorus (over thirty years) and an 
individual for whom their choice to become involved was fairly new (less than five 
years). As I constructed this research I intended to give more planned interviews, 
however it became clear immediately that the Singers were very interested in this project 
and eager to participate. As a result, my interactions with other individual members 
became significant; that is, I had many interactions, or interviews, that I would 
characterize as unplanned (discussed in the following section) with the Singers that have 
contributed richly to this study. 
With regard to the planned interviews, these were invariably protracted affairs, 
taking place over the span of, on average, two hours. The protocol I designed and 
utilized can be found in Appendix B, however none of the four interviews went exactly as 
the protocol might indicate. Indeed, each interview was far-ranging as the conversations 
went off in unanticipated directions and often became emotional for the interviewee as 
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they recounted their experiences in the chorus, with other choruses, or with fellow 
smgers. 
The interview protocol itself and the questions utilized to facilitate and guide the 
discussion were developed in such a way as to obtain information about the interviewee's 
understandings of their ethnic background as well as their ideas as to the Norwegian-ness 
of the organization. Furthermore, the participants were asked to discuss their ideas and 
feelings as to what the group represented and how they might change it, if at all. The 
interview questions were constructed after similar questions found in Bradley (2006) and 
were intended to provide direction for the interview while remaining general enough to 
allow the respondent the necessary latitude to answer as they felt necessary; follow-up 
questions were different for each interview and varied widely. 
In all cases, interviews were recorded using audio equipment only. The 
participants were reminded that at any time they could request the recording device be 
turned off if they felt uncomfortable; none chose to do so. All recordings were 
transcribed by a paid professional into a paper document and in the interest of member 
checks, given to each interviewee for their perusal. In all cases members made further 
comment or expounded on the topics discussed and comments made during the interview. 
In each case the amended transcript was the iteration employed in the data analysis. 
Unplanned Interviews 
Numerous such interviews occurred during the data collection phase of this 
research. Many opportunities arose for me to have non-recorded, and at times, quite long 
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and in-depth conversations with individual members of choruses or their leaders. These 
occurred primarily before or after rehearsals (both regular weekly rehearsals and those in 
preparation for concerts or the aforementioned Sangerfest) during rehearsal breaks, at a 
banquet given by the local chapter of Sons of Norway (there were roughly four hundred 
attendees) in recognition of the annual Norwegian Constitution Day celebration 
("Syttende Mai," May 17 each year) and in one case, at an area church where I randomly 
encountered a member of a participating chorus and had a lengthy visit with him about 
the Singers, his involvement, and this study. The creation of transcripts for these 
unplanned interviews was impossible as they were not recorded, but I did take careful 
notes immediately afterwards and, if I was able, and made further notes later as well. I 
found these conversations to be both enlightening and in that they were unplanned and 
spontaneous, the singers seemed to need less time to relax and become comfortable with 
the direction of the conversation. In my analysis I have created a pseudonym for each 
person I spoke with in any event. 
Data Coding and Analysis 
The completed surveys, interview transcripts (amended) reflexive journal and 
field notes that I gathered in undertaking this research were reviewed and coded using 
Goetz and LeCompte's (1982) "Constant Comparative Method" which in practice: 
[C]ombines category coding with a simultaneous comparison of all social 
incidents observed. As social phenomena are recorded and classified, they 
also are compared across [emphasis by the author] categories. Thus, the 
discovery of relationships .. .. begins with the analysis of initial 
observations, undergoes continuous refinement throughout the data 
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collection and analysis process, and continuously feeds back into the 
process of category coding. (58) 
For example, as I gathered, began reading, and coded data from the surveys I received, I 
simultaneously kept my field notes and interview notes nearby as a point-of-reference. 
Data gathered in each method is constantly referenced between and with the other in an 
effort to constantly compare them, providing a broader field of vision and a greater 
homogeneity to the work. 
As can be inferred from above, the process of data collection and analysis in the 
qualitative paradigm happens, in many cases, simultaneously. Categories began to 
emerge at once and were in a state of near-constant flux. The process of coding the data 
in this way revealed itselfto be fluid and dynamic, a reflection of the subject and topics 
under investigation. Beyond the ethnographic and age-related data (including the amount 
of experience each member had with the organization) I identified and coded sixty-six 
broad categories, each presenting and enveloping a certain and (to varying degrees) 
delineated section of the gathered data. These sixty-six related subcategories, through the 
process of comparing them together and identifying related and significant themes, 
necessitated the creation of three larger, over-arching categories into which the data was 
organized; these categories are featured in Chapter Four as defining the areas through 
which I present my analysis of the Singers. The first of these categories "The Singers 
and Singing" overarches comments made by interview participants, survey respondents 
or observed by me through other interactions with the Singers that speak to or otherwise 
indicate the importance of singing for and to the participants. The second, the 
"Functioning of the Singers" refers to the musical and non-musical functioning(s) ofthe 
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Singers as well as the ways in which the members think about and discuss such things as 
they relate to the organization and how it is perceived and understood. Finally, the third, 
"Norwegian-ness," encompasses comments made or observed that deal with issues of 
Norwegian ethnicity and the Singers; the degree to which participants consider the 
Singers to be explicitly Norwegian and the ways in which this identifier may have 
changed over time. 
During the course of this participant-observer-based research I kept the data from 
surveys, interview transcripts, field notes as well as my reflexive comments close at hand, 
referring to the repeatedly and often, each time gleaning further evidence and adjusting 
the categories with which that and further data might be identified and coded as well as 
the relevance data seemed to represent through and between sections. 
Potential Problems for the Ethnographer 
The following section is intended to outline the challenges I have both 
encountered and borne in mind as I have conceived of and carried out this study. 
Data Reduction 
Data collected (via ethnographic research) "need to be reduced and classified for 
interpretation and presentation; this involves a process of abstraction and analysis, which 
too often is only an art form in the mind of the skilled anthropologist or field sociologist" 
(Goetz and LeCompte 1982, 51). Data collection and to an extent, coding, is an ongoing 
and immediate process within the qualitative research paradigm. As contact with the 
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research subject is immersive and thus, constant, observations are ongoing, and the 
researcher is nearly always seeking to make sense of them and apply them to an ever-
changing schemata; field notes are being taken, reflexive comments being entered and the 
experience, experienced. As other methodological instruments beyond observation are 
likely being employed, this data too must constantly be sifted, coded, ruminated upon and 
re-coded. The task can feel overwhelming, yet the dedicated researcher must remain 
steadfast and open, deftly fielding the evidence as it emerges, shunting it to one section 
and not another all the while creating and explicating the correlations between them. The 
problem arises not in that the researcher may be incapable of properly handling the 
emergent data but rather the discussion that follows. The efforts of the researcher at the 
point of analysis must be towards a discussion that is grounded in, founded upon and 
constantly referring to, the field data (e.g. , the "Constant Comparative Method," as 
outlined above) (Goetz and LeCompte 1981). For example, for each rehearsal I carried 
with me several important items: a tablet, a notebook (my reflexivity log), pens and a 
folder containing fieldnotes from other experiences with the Singers. As I participated I 
took notes constantly, writing in my log and making notes in the margins. I would also 
keep my folder nearby so that I could refer to other experiences, find and draw parallels 
and overall, richen the data gathered in each area. 
Validity 
As has previously been explained, the ethnographer engaged in case study 
research studies the case simultaneously as researcher and participant. This is, Lather 
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(1986) proffers, a "beginning, but the lack of clear strategies for linking theory and 
research is pervasive" (65). This quotation hints at issues related to validity, or the 
"extent. .. [that] abstract constructs and postulates generated, refmed, or tested by 
scientific researchers [are] applicable across groups" (LeCompte 1982, 43). The 
potential for this to be a problem in this study is not insignificant as I am seeking to read 
the Singers while utilizing an a priori conceptual framework. h1 a post-positivist 
research model this ought not happen without the participation of the researched. As 
Bradley (2006) states, "[T]he meaning of the data is negotiated between the researcher 
and the participants" (1 01 ). Such reciprocity depends upon the nature of the relationship 
between researcher and researched: "the nature of the rapport they have with the subjects 
is critical" (LeCompte 1982, 43). I was grateful then, for the rapidity with which the 
Singers welcomed me and my project. I was able to discuss the research, my 
observations and other data as it emerged and almost from the moment I began. For 
example, one of the frrst conversations I had with a Singer concerned his ideas about the 
ethnic specificity of the group and his feelings about it, what it meant and what it 
communicated to those outside the organization. 
As this study unfolded I employed traditional techniques with regard to validity. 
For example, each interviewee received a transcript and was encouraged to make 
corrections, addendums or otherwise amend the document. These member checks 
allowed participants to contribute their thoughts over and across time. In addition, 
through my observations I have had many conversations- some more spontaneous than 
others-in which similar topics to those investigated through both the survey and 
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interview protocols were broached. I often listened to what the individuals said and 
would ask questions based on or about other things members had mentioned or that I had 
read in different contexts. All data became part of that which I discussed with other 
members. I made use of the data received in each conversation, interview or observation. 
With the assistance of the Singers I was able to compile a great deal of data and nearly all 
of it corroborated, elaborated or otherwise commented upon by other members, thus 
richening the research experience and the subsequent analysis. 
Issues of Power 
A significant issue with regard to this study is the expression and influence of 
power. From a Gramscian point of view, the ethical expression of the power of the 
dominant class lies not in its dominance per se (implying coercion, or violence) but rather 
its hegemonic function on the interior of society. Within the institutions of civil society it 
makes its moves, organizing (disseminating and perpetuating) its hegemony through the 
accretion of influence upon and within the subaltern (consent) (6 Gioll<iin 2007). The 
researcher engaged in ethnography is obligated to confront these issues directly yet must 
contend with issues of power insofar as their relationship with the subject(s) are 
concerned. 
My experience with the Singers is significant and long-term. I am also of 
Scandinavian descent, am familiar with the music, musical traditions and cultural 
idiosyncrasies of the same and in addition am a Western-born and trained music educator. 
My participation with the groups inevitably required me to explain the various catalysts 
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for this research; e.g., my grandfather, the Cuban tenor and the practices I witnessed in 
music education of and about cultural diversity through my career. The members of the 
Singers were well aware of my knowledge of and experience with the organization and I 
quickly realized that the power of my "story" insofar as the association is concerned 
could hold sway over the nature of my interactions with it and potentially, the collected 
data. 
Quantz and O'Connor (1988) address these issues from the standpoint of 
multivoicedness, writing that, "society must be understood as in continuous dialogue and, 
therefore, multivoiced and nonconsensual" (99). Thus I endeavored to bear in mind that 
the corporate dialogue that inflected my data collection needed to be just that, of the 
society, in this case, the Singers. It was incumbent upon me to remember the 
multivoicedness of this group and to be watchful that I was not projecting a nonexistent 
monophony simply as a result of my aforementioned knowledge of the group and its 
traditions, what I believed them to be or my experiences as a music educator. In the 
context of this study, this was manifest nearly entirely as a matter of bias and I addressed 
it frequently in comments towards reflexivity in my field notes. Gramsci would 
categorize this propensity as "sentimentality," or the pining for that which never was 
other than a construct of the folklore of our past (itself a result of the ingrained forma 
mentis as dictated of and through the dominant classes); such things have influence and 
the careful researcher handles them forthrightly and with caution. 
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Theory Construction 
The unfolding of this study has presented many unique opportunities and 
challenges. As I have sought to understand the practices and implicit meanings of what it 
is the Singers do and what their practice means I have wrestled with the issues of 
emergent theory throughout. The Gramscian reading of this organization is a mighty 
task, fraught with peril, not the least of which is the conflation of description and theory. 
As Hammersley (1990) states, 
[W]hile ethnography places great emphasis on description, it claims to 
offer a distinctive kind of description: theoretical description. But the 
nature ofthis distinctiveness is not very clear. On the one hand, 
descriptions cannot be theories. Descriptions are about particulars, objects 
and events in specific time-place locations) whereas theories are about 
universals (relations between categories of phenomena that apply 
wherever those phenomena occur). And all descriptions are structured by 
theoretical assumptions: what we include in descriptions is determined in 
part by what we think causes what. In short, descriptions cannot be 
theories, but all descriptions are theoretical in the sense that they employ 
concepts and theories. (598, original emphasis) 
This study is grounded in the data; it is inductively developed from and in concert with 
the data. My supposition however, that music education has uncritically absorbed ideas 
about diversity that have been manifested in pedagogy and curriculum that perpetuates 
the Eurocentrism of the West and the status of "Other" for the non-Western, suggests a 
set of pre-conceived notions. This creates a tension within the research that is not easily 
mitigated as one might suspect such research to be undertaken in such a way as to verify 
these pre-conceived ideas. My intent has not been to prove anything about music 
education, multiculturalism or the Singers, but rather to read the organization in a specific 
way such as to suggest alternatives for addressing diversity in the music education 
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classroom. 
Bradley (2006) seeks to mitigate related tension in her research through an 
amended understanding of the research paradigm. In an effort at thorough-going 
reflexivity and a nod to the post-positivist nature of ethnographic research, she suggests 
that such research be labeled "emancipatory theory building" (105). She states, 
"Although grounded in the data itself, it acknowledges the particular political, 
philosophical, and theoretical bent that I as researcher bring to this project" (ibid.).32 
This does not damn the research as "purely subjective," but rather celebrates the 
proximity that the researcher can gain to the researched and seeks to mitigate its 
potentials for conflation and projection through consistent acknowledgement of bias and 
inherent subjectivity. As I had constructed an a priori conceptual framework with which 
to assist my analysis of the Singers it was necessary for me to both acknowledge my own 
biases and to ground my participant-observation in the field, the Singers. That is, as a 
music educator I claim insider status with regard to the philosophy and practices that are 
of concern to this research; thus, I was careful to constantly keep issues of reflexivity 
near the surface. I wrote often about such things in my log in an effort to keep my own 
biases and presumptions on the exterior. Additionally, in that I undertook an 
ethnographic case study analysis through a conceptual framework I was careful to utilize 
reflexive tools to maintain the verity of the Singers' voices; by this I mean I endeavored 
to maintain the exteriority of such issues to guard against projecting my preconceived 
ideas and notions onto the Singers, thereby conducting research only for the purposes of 
32 See also Elliott (2002), Phillips (1987), and Smart (1992). 
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verifying them. As mentioned earlier, while working within the Singers I made every 
effort to bear this in mind and to allow the field to determine the course of the research 
and the analysis that flowed from it. 
Summary 
This study has been undertaken as an ethnographic case study. This chapter 
focused upon presenting both an overview of the methodology employed in this 
ethnographic case study research and a justification for its selection. In the sections 
afterward I outlined challenges to research of this type, specifically those that impacted 
this study most directly, as well as the ways in which I sought to mitigate their influence. 
The research design was also discussed and illuminated, as well as the method with 





This chapter gives voice to the Singers. 33 In telling their story I attempt to move 
behind and through the ideas and traditions that undergird the organization, uncovering 
that which concerns and motivates the people that are the Singers. I have created a 
framework from which to engage this organization; it is codified and articulated through 
a conceptual framework formed out ofGramsci's work on and ideas about cultural 
hegemony, specifically the notion of organic intellectuals, folklore and fetishism. Via 
this framework I endeavor to read the Singers and disentangle the characteristics of their 
practices and functioning that illuminate what I call organicity, specifically matters 
related to that which undergirds and defines common sense in the context of the Singers: 
music and music making, the relationships between the members, manifestations of 
leadership and participation and fmally, what Norwegian-ness means within this context. 
Each of these areas participates in the creation of common sense within the group; that 
which is taken for granted-natural. This analysis seeks to move into and through the 
aforementioned areas to discern what is common sense within the Singers and the ways 
in which its manifestation reflects a Gramscian organicity. 
This chapter is constructed in three large sections that are intended to explore the 
organicity of the Singers. Each features the voice(s) of the Singers and my accounts of 
33 The Norwegian Singers Association of America and the Pacific Coast Norwegian Singers 
Association of America. 
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experiences with them. It engages with the aforementioned areas of analysis in a fluid, 
combinatory manner; that is, I have intertwined the ethnographic accounts and my 
analysis of them. This is so because these ideas and areas within the Singers are porous, 
each inflecting the other and the other reacting to it. The ways in which the Singers do 
the things that they do and the degree to which such things may be organic or not are not 
clearly delineated; they do not have hard boundaries between them. Rather, the ways in 
which the participants conceive of the group, make music, relate to one another or 
conduct non-musical business are permeable; their practices are interconnected and 
multilayered, dealing with and reflecting many things simultaneously and thus the 
analysis reflects this striation and attempts to provide synthesis between these areas. 
The organization of this chapter is meant to convey a sense of the feelingful-ness 
of the association and its various functionings: concerts, rehearsals, business meetings, 
informal gatherings and conversations. It is meant to bring the Singers to life for those 
not familiar with the association in such a way as to create a picture of the Singers. The 
first section explores the reason for the Singers; what are the motivations of and for this 
group and how might these reveal what is common sense within? This discussion centers 
on bringing to the surface the participants ' ideas of what the Singers are and what it is 
they "do." Secondly, I explore the functioning of the Singers; that is, the non-musical 
endeavors of the organization, its hierarchical structure and the issues of leadership and 
participation. Finally, I bring together the analysis in order to discern that which may be 
understood as defining the Norwegian-ness of the Singers, what Norwegian meant for the 
group at one time and how this idea is interpreted, understood and reified-what is 
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common sense about this idea-now. 
This data was gathered through personal interaction with the groups and 
individuals, interviews both planned and unplanned, observations of and participation 
within rehearsals, performances, meetings and social gatherings as well as surveys that 
were sent to the wider membership. In illuminating the organicity of the Singers these 
stories are shared from the perspective of the participants and myself as the researcher. 
The nomenclature "researcher" is in truth, a misnomer, as I was warmly embraced, or 
swept up by the groups from the moment of initial contact. I was not treated as either an 
interloper or disembodied observer; there was no suspicion or skepticism; rather, the men 
opened up to me immediately and repeatedly; I was in every way a participant-observer. 
The Reason for the Singers 
In articulating his theory of organic intellectuals Gramsci is explicit in noting the 
capacity for each person to participate in a particular "conception of the world" outside 
their professional activity and that the resultant organic-ness contains the potential to 
modify the world and the ideas about it proffered by dominant groups (SPN, 9). Barz 
(2006) explains that through his ethnographic research he seeks not only to interpret what 
certain structures, ideas or practices signify to the groups he studies, he also endeavors to 
ascertain the "reason" for the group; to find the characteristics or saliencies that serve as a 
catalyst for the group's continuing practice. This idea reflects Gramsci's conception of 
common sense. Thus, the confluence of Gramsci and Barz's ideas can be seen within the 
idea of organicity as undergirding the "reason" the Singers continue. This is to suggest 
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that the Singers have come to embody a Gramscian sense of organicity that contributes to 
the reason-the undergirding common sense-that they remain active. 
This organization has existed for nearly one hundred and fifty years and in truth 
their numbers are dwindling (Knudsen 1989). Yet each chorus continues to actively 
recruit new singers, the members taking great pride in what they do and seeming to both 
contribute something to the organization and gain something from their participation. 
The reason for the Singers is not one thing but rather the confluence of many. In this 
section I engage with the organization from two perspectives, that of the music and the 
nature of the relationships between the members; it is here that we can begin to uncover 
the reason for the Singers and perhaps, their organicity. 
The Story of a Song Well Sung 
As a way of immersing the reader in what it is the Singers do, the impact it can 
have and the depth to which Gramsci's concepts about intellectuals can both penetrate 
and catalyze reflection, the first story relays the performance of a very-familiar choral 
anthem in the Midwestern region of the U.S.A. This event took place during the summer 
of 2011 at a biennial Sangerfest, a day-long happening that features a rehearsal, 
Memorial Service and late-afternoon concert featuring the four area choruses both 
individually and en masse. This story is important because its unfolding laid bare for me 
the stark realities of Gramsci' s ideas about organic and professional intellectuals. The 
ideas that combined to contribute to its unfolding bring to the surface the very real 
dissonances that Gramsci's ideas expose and address. I share it because it still resonates 
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powerfully within me and illustrates the rooted-ness of various aspects of Gramsci' s ideas 
and the gravitas these ideas can have when one makes use of them in self-reflection. 
The Memorial Service that precedes the concert begins promptly 
at 4:30 and is held to honor members of the choruses who have died in 
the intervening two years since the previous Sangerfest. Each of the four 
choruses has lost members during this period and each is remembered 
personally. Scripture is read and a chorus takes the risers to sing "Den 
Store Hvide Flok," by Edvard Grieg. On the altar are flowers in vases, 
one for each fallen singer. Their names are read slowly with a reverential 
pause between them; as each name is read the bell of the church tolls 
once. It is a solemn remembrance; the men seem to move more slowly 
and to speak with a great sense of respect; they are saying goodbye to 
dear friends with whom many have had close relationships over many 
years. The atmosphere in the church is quiet and reflective but not tense. 
Finally, a chorus rises and moves to the front to sing F. Melius 
Christiansen's arrangement of Beautiful Savior, and I am excited; I have 
been looking forward to this moment since I was handed the program in 
the morning. This is a selection with which many of the Lutheran college 
choirs in this area of the country close every concert, including my alma 
mater; I have sung it many times. Each time we began we performed it 
the same way; merely waiting, singing well but without real enthusiasm as 
we were biding our time for the final few bars in which we could fully-
endow the music with a throaty crescendo, reaching a climax that was 
constructed in such a way as to be overwhelming and, one hoped, stirring 
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for listener. I have heard this piece referred to as "money music" as-at 
my alma mater-it is an anthem that has been performed for many years; 
alumni know it, are eagerly waiting to hear it and sawy conductors know 
these things. As well they know that such performances have increased 
the generosity of alumni. I am prepared to be overwhelmed by sound and 
am curious as to how the Singers will handle the significant demands of 
this piece. The leader raises her hands and the church is silent. 
This chorus's interpretation is markedly different. The men begin 
singing with a sense of humility I do not normally associate with this piece 
of music-my curiosity is immediately piqued; what is this? The guest 
soloist, a mezzo-soprano has a fine voice, it is warm and rich; she sings 
the second verse very well, and the men follow that with a performance of 
the final verse that is indescribably deferential. It embodies and projects 
serenity and conveys a sense of integrity that is difficult to describe as it 
feels entirely of the moment; I am immediately surprised by my own 
presumptions and expectations I had for the piece and its performance; 
why would I assume it would be performed as I know it? 
These men are, for the most part, older and the best years for 
their voices are in the past. There is only one singer who I would refer to 
as "trained" among them, yet somehow the combination of these men and 
the conviction with which they deliver this final verse is nothing short of 
breathtaking. It is not polished in the way I would consider the term to 
mean and lacks the youthful fervor that I recall imbuing the piece from the 
tenor section each time I performed it. However, it is honest, as if without 
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pretense and somehow has a greater impact. I have rarely heard such 
convincing singing and cannot help becoming emotional about it, even as 
I write this. There is no applause. The chorus evaporates as quickly and 
silently as it gathered; the men move back into the pews. There is no 
recording of this event. I have nothing but my own stunned silence, my 
inability to understand what I just heard-1 am moved at the memory of it. 
It was not perfect, nor do I mean to imply that their singing was 
sentimental; it was not. It was something else. It was convincing and 
heartfelt; it was communication. As a teacher of college singers I exhort 
them often to move beyond the realm of "pretty noise" to real 
communication, to deliver the text in such a way that it seems the words 
are not merely "on the page" but rather are their own thoughts, as if they'd 
just made them up on the spot. It occurs to me that this is exactly what I 
have just witnessed. This anthem, so familiar and oft-performed, 
particularly here in the Midwest, sounded fresh, as if the many 
performances of which I've taken part and/or heard of it were suddenly 
gone and I was hearing it for the first time. I cannot help but think these 
men gave of themselves to their fallen singers and friends a tribute in the 
only way they knew how, through a well and honestly sung song as part 
of a group which each held very dear. 
My field notes from this experience read: "I have sung this piece many times- and now I 
finally know how it goes." I remain puzzled by my expectations for that performance; 
how could I be so naive as to assume I would hear a performance of this piece as I 
"know" it? 
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As I have reflected upon my expectations and subsequent reaction to the chorus's 
performance I have come to understand that I approached it with an established set of 
expectations or standards. When I first opened the program for the Sangerfest and saw 
Beautiful Savior listed I did not remember hearing the chorus having rehearsed it during 
my observations. What I recognize now is that my initial reaction was a product of my 
considering the music only from my perspective; from this I generated expectations, a 
"bar" for the chorus to clear and projected this on to the ensemble and their performance 
of this piece. This set of standards was reflected my experiences with the piece as both a 
singer and conductor, something that informed my knowledge (common sense) of the 
piece. I naturally assumed that this is what the chorus would attempt to replicate. 
Gramsci has written about such a phenomenon, "[C]ertainly a conception of the world is 
implicit in every prediction" (SPN, 171). Thus, my prediction of the performance 
reflected my conception of the world, not just in terms of my history with this particular 
musical selection, but in terms of how I understood choral performance. A reflective 
entry from my observation log reads: 
I am very proud of my collegiate choral experiences; that choir remains 
highly regarded in musical circles and having performed this piece many 
times while with them I failed to recognize my own bias. My surprise at 
the performance of this piece reflects that I, in hearing it performed before 
actually listening, had projected my own expectations on that which I had 
not yet heard; in so doing I had taken up the position of Gramsci's 
professional intellectual. I knew the music and how it was "supposed to 
go." I alone had the experience and discounted their attempt before even 
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listening to it; I sat in judgment, asserting my expectations and daring the 
chorus to meet them. I had separated myself from the feelingful-ness of 
this organization that I had been observing and participating within for 
some time as well as that which was palpable in the room at that moment. 
I embodied the very thing I argue against. 
I believed I possessed the knowledge, the experience and ability to "know" how this 
piece was to be performed; in every way I was acting in opposition to Gram sci's ideas 
about organic intellectuals. What else can explain the astonishment I had in witnessing 
this performance? I can still remember how I felt immediately afterward and the 
complex of emotions and thoughts with which I regard it now remains undimmed. In 
some ways perhaps there is no greater gift than a song well sung. That day, I too was a 
recipient of that gift, not only of a song but also of witnessing another example of 
organicity, that is, of the Singers doing what they do. I was reminded that work remains 
to be done on behalf of my own perspective; the professional intellectual is difficult to 
root out. 
My predictions were the result of my having embodied Gramsci's idea of the 
professional intellectual or manifesting of dominant ideologies by projecting them upon 
the non-dominant. Lather (1984), in discussing Gramsci's ideas about undermining such 
ideas, emphasizes resistance and stresses counter-hegemony, which she describes as 
"clarifying the structural contradiction at the heart of discontent, articulating ideological 
alternatives and the diffusion of a new ethos" (55). In articulating her conception of 
Gramscian counter-hegemony she advocates the examination of inherent dissonances that 
highlight the nature and degree of conflict in hegemonic structures. In this way organic 
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intellectuals may both confront such structures and in so doing assert their intellectuality 
or organicity. 
As I discovered during my observation of the chorus's performance of Beautiful 
Savior at the Sangerfest in 2011, these structures, as they are covert and operate on the 
level of forma mentis and common sense, can be difficult to illuminate and thus, 
challenge. In fact the nature and source of the perspective that catalyzed my discontent 
as described earlier was not immediately obvious to me, but only after a period of 
reflection; hence my observation that the vestiges of the professional intellectual are 
difficult to "root out." Lather (1984), in discussing Gramsci's war of position and its 
counter-hegemonic potential indicates that it functions incrementally or not all at once; it 
requires the "gradual occupation of all social institutions, many small revolutions, many 
small changes in relationships, behaviors, attitudes and experiences" (59). Lather 
acknowledges that counter-hegemonic action takes place intentionally and over time; it is 
not immediate, but rather the result of slight but meaningful changes, themselves the 
result of intention and desire. These changes, as Lather is careful to delineate them, 
influence not only the infrastructure of hegemony but the interpersonal relationships that 
manifest, in flesh and blood, dominance and their dissemination. Furthermore, she infers 
the intrapersonal reflection required as she enumerates the behaviors and attitudes that 
inflect ideology; these too must be altered. Finally, insofar as hegemony and common 
sense exist at the intersection of political and civil life Lather acknowledges that the lived 
experience of people must also be recognized for what it is, the terrain upon which the 
organization and assetiion of dominance occurs; it follows then that this too is a 
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necessary engagement for the organic to confront and occupy dominance. The exertion 
of organicity within the civil institution of education, then, must also be conceived of as a 
long-term project and its goals achieved incrementally. It was only upon my witnessing 
this performance, this song well-sung, that I had the experience of being confronted with 
the vestiges of my own professional intellectuality and thus, the depth to which such 
ideas and the modes of operation they beget can penetrate; it was only then that I realized 
and experienced the incremental nature of the progress Lather discusses. 
Singing as an Expression of Organicity 
A survey participant who self-identified as non-Norwegian remarked-The love 
of singing binds me to the group even though I am not Norwegian . His usage of the word 
"bind" is intriguing and powerful. As a result of my observations of and interactions with 
the Singers I interpret such a term as indicating a strong sense of interconnectedness, as if 
the two are nearly indistinguishable from one another. From this interpretation it follows 
that to be bound infers a depth greater than merely being connected. It implies a shared 
sense of being and of seeing. Being bound to a person infers knowing not just who they 
are or how they might react in a given situation but how they feel, how they know what 
they know, how they conceive of the world and why. This sense of interconnectedness 
through music is referred to by Bakan (1993) who, in discussing his musical activities 
with Balinese baleganjur writes, "as a culture-bearer [he] remained very much an outside 
to Balinese culture, yet as a musician, [he] felt very closely connected to baleganjur 
music and to some of the musicians with whom I shared musical experiences" (508). 
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Bakan indicates that through the making of music perceived cultural significations are 
breached and substantial connections between people are forged; they become bound 
together through the music. In describing the sense of connectedness he perceived 
musically with his Balinese counterparts he continues, writing that, "in the realm of 
music making, I felt that I had a place and purpose which was very real" (ibid.). Thus, to 
be bound to a group in such a way implies a profound interpersonal connection; that this 
participant (and many others) illuminates the music making as a source for this 
connection is important. 
Among the interviews I conducted was with a female leader of a chorus, which is 
noteworthy as she is the only one of which I am aware; I shall refer to her comments 
throughout my analysis and in varying capacities. Approximately a week after the 
interview "Heather" sent an unsolicited email with some follow-up thoughts concerning 
part of what she considered the reason the members continue to gather, saying, 
I've been thinking about your project and the question of what keeps the 
fellows together. Having been involved with 4 different men's groups 
[three of which were non-Singers affiliated choruses], I've come to the 
conclusion that is [sic] has nothing to do with being Scandinavian. It if 
did, they wouldn't welcome those who aren't. Would they miss the 
Scandinavian stuff very much? Since a lot of them aren 't Scandinavian, 
probably not ... and there are a few who might even enjoy it more if we 
didn't have to sing that stuff but that is what the chorus is based on so that 
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is what we do. It's the singing and the sense of family they have with one 
another that matters. 
Heather's comments about the reason for the chorus indicate that in her opinion, 
Norwegian-ness, in the strictest sense, is inconsequential; she speculates that other 
members may also feel similarly. Yet she makes reference to "what the chorus is based 
on," an idea about Norwegian-ness that shall be explored further along. Her strongest 
sentiments, however, relate to the music making and the "sense of family" as the reason 
the group continues. She makes passing acknowledgement of that which the chorus is 
founded upon but indicates that the reason it continues encompasses other activities, 
other focuses. Above ethnicity and Norwegian musical traditions, it is the singing and 
sense of family that "matters." One might infer then that ethnicity, in the context of the 
Singers, is of little consequence. That a leader of a chorus would indicate such a thing is 
revealing; her sentiments were echoed and corroborated time and again; it is the music 
and relationships that matter. Gramsci has written about other such clubs or associations, 
referring to them as "manifestations of cultural neology" (SCW, 122). 34 In so doing he 
refers to the potential for literary groups or artistic clubs that exist to further 
individualized (professional) and specialized languages that serve to exclude other 
groups. However, I submit that this can also be interpreted, via Gramsci's ideas about 
organic intellectuals, to refer to groups like the Singers that participate in the creation of 
the new; new music, new musical traditions and new ideas about traditions-can this also 
include new expressions of organic identity (organicity) through such traditions? 
34 See also Lather's (1984) "new ethos." 
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A survey participant, in answering a question about his motivation for joining and 
remaining with the chorus wrote the following-Singing is what we do. If you are too 
busy to sing, you are too busy. Another remarked that-We are a diverse group that has 
one thing in common. We enjoy/love singing. Offering what could be interpreted as 
something of a re-definition of the association another respondent claimed that-[ the 
Singers] is an organization of men who enjoy singing. The Singers enjoy what they do 
very much and take their music making seriously. This is not merely a hobby it is a 
passionate avocation for them. Attendance is expected and tardiness is frowned upon. In 
my experience the participants, all of them, tend to show up very early for any gathering, 
rehearsal or performance; this is different from my experiences with other volunteer 
choruses, e.g., church choirs, community and symphony choirs. These members, in my 
experience, tend to come to the rehearsal a few minutes prior to its commencement 
whereas the Singers arrive much earlier, at least thirty minutes or more before it begins. 
During an unplanned interview a member recounted to me a story about bringing 
a friend to a chorus rehearsal for the first time. I offer here a short paraphrase of this 
encounter from my notes: 
I brought a friend of mine from church. I've known him a long time 
and have been telling him that he should come join the [chorus]. Finally 
he came. He didn 't necessarily understand it right away but he sure 
enjoyed it. He had never sung in a choir but is a quick learner. Before 
long he was chiming right in, singing along like he'd always been here. 
We went out for beers afterward and he told me he hadn't heard music 
like that growing up and he didn't understand the words but he sure loved 
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the sound of the music and couldn't wait to hear it again. That was fifteen 
years ago and he's been here ever sinc~he's even been president of 
the [chorus] twice. 
I asked this member what being in the chorus meant to him. He replied, again I am 
paraphrasing-! really enjoy singing with my friends. We sing a lot and we sing pretty 
well. I'm no musician but I think we sound good. I asked him why, what it is about the 
group that makes them enjoy singing so much and what contributed to the sound? His 
answer was simply that-This is a group of guys who care about one another and love to 
sing. That makes all the difference. 
Heather spoke at length about the level of enjoyment the men obtain from making 
music together; numerous survey participants indicated similar ideas and I heard many 
such references in my conversations with the Singers. Singing and the music are very 
important for the Singers; I have come to understand that this is in part representative of 
the "reason" for the Singers. It is an important motivation both for the group and for the 
individuals of which it is comprised. However, that a group of people who participate in 
a chorus of their own volition should claim to enjoy singing would seem obvious. I 
contend that this superficial perspective does not adequately comprehend what the 
Singers do in terms of what it means. Rather, I suggest that such comments, as 
represented by those above, can be interpreted to greater depth, as illustrative of who they 
are, what they are about and that which does not define them or, what they are not about; 
in short we may discern indications of a Gramscian neology, in this case, organicity. 
Gramsci ' s concept of hegemony pivots on the capacity for that which is natural, 
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or common sense, to be manifested and disseminated by dominant groups through the 
institutions of civil life and thereby instilled within the lived experience of people and 
subconsciously as forma mentis. An observation of that which is common sense-as 
represented by the above comments-about the Singers includes the notion that they 
enjoy singing together; as has been noted, alone this could be considered an incomplete 
form of motivation and perhaps, conception. However, Gramsci has also indicated that 
by becoming organic such groups, through a direct confrontation, both intra- and 
interpersonally, with forma mentis, common sense and folklore, may overcome extant 
hegemonies and in so doing engage in an expression of cultural neology, the creation of 
the new. There are several indications in the aforementioned comments about the reason 
for the Singers and what it is they do that point to this very idea. 
First, in articulating their thoughts survey respondents and interviewees have 
utilized the present tense; this is significant. That is, singing is not something "done" in 
the past, rather it happens in the present; in this way the Singers operate musically within 
a temporal frame that serves to define both what they are doing and when; this singing is 
in the present. It follows that if it is in the present it is also of the present. This is to 
suggest that if singing is what they do, it happens not only in but of the moment; the 
music making then is not only for its own sake, it is reflective of the group and the 
individual singers of which it is comprised in the present tense; it can be nothing else. 
Thus, I interpret this to mean that if the Singers consider their singing as both a 
constitutive element of the reason for the ensemble and contextualize this singing in the 
present, it could be said they do not make a practice of fetishizing the past or that which 
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has been done in the past. 
Lather (1984) discusses organic intellectuality within a temporal frame, "[T]he 
role of intellectuals is decisively strategic: intellectuals are to adhere to a 'praxis of the 
present' by aiding developing progressive forces to become conscious of themselves" 
(51). That is, she recognizes and asserts the necessity of organic intellectuals to engage 
hegemony in the present and absent the context of the past. As Gramsci indicates, the 
past is the realm of dominant folklore and projected hegemony as pre-history. For 
example, the Singers are not who they were when they were founded or even when I first 
encountered them many years ago. This organization has changed, ethnically, 
demographically and musically; they have become more diverse in nearly every way. 
Should the Singers uphold their singing as a totem of past traditions or expressions of the 
association it could be seen as entering into conflict with its contemporary iteration. 
Gramsci has written, "[A] struggle to create a new culture is artistic in the sense that a 
new art will be born from the new culture" (SCW, 94). The conflict, or struggle, for the 
Singers is to maintain a sense of who they are and what they do within a legitimate 
temporal and contextual frame. In this case "legitimate" is understood as of the present. 
That they articulate their choice as taking place within such a context can be understood 
as exhibiting Gramscian organicity. 
Secondly, as represented by these comments there is no mention of the singing of 
Norwegian music or singing within a Norwegian choir as a primary motivation or 
constitutive of the reason for the Singers. In this way the Singers draw another boundary, 
in this case philosophical. The by-laws of the organization direct that one-third of 
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repertoire performed at Sangerfests ought to be by a Norwegian composer or in the 
Norwegian language. While this is adhered to, much of the music rehearsed and 
performed by these ensembles would not be considered Norwegian. Moreover, very few 
respondents or participants wrote or spoke of the Norwegian music performed by these 
ensembles as being of great significance to them; the comments as highlighted earlier, 
which were in the majority, make no mention of it. If singing partially undergirds the 
motivation, or reason, for the Singers, Norwegian music seems not to contribute in any 
significant way. While I have observed and been told that the singers enjoy the 
Norwegian music they perform this fact appears not to be a foundational principle for 
their participation; thus, Norwegian music seems not to have been fetishized. Indeed, if 
the Singers seek to sing and to do so in and of the present, to fetishize Norwegian music 
of the choruses as "Norwegian choirs" could be seen as an adjacent area of conflict to 
that mentioned earlier. It would directly contradict the group's temporal frame and run 
counter to its contemporary manifestation culturally, ethnically and demographically. 
Hence, this can be interpreted as a philosophical boundary and an indicator of organicity. 
The singing that appears to be important to the Singers seems not to fetishize 
musical traditions of the group and its past, or Norwegian singing or singing in a 
Norwegian choir but this singing; this singing is music making that is in and of the 
present and that reflects the present-ness of the organization and its membership. It is an 
expression of the Singers and how the group conceives of itself; it lays bare that which is 
common sense within the organization and exposes forma mentis. Furthermore, these 
ideas as to the reason for the Singers serve to bind the participants to the group and to one 
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another. By way of a shared sense of being and of seeing the members create 
relationships of great significance both between members as well as individuals and the 
group. Gramsci might highlight this as an example of the Singers' organic-ness in that he 
posits tradition as something active, not passive; something done for an express purpose 
"as continuity in continuous development... 'organic development'" (SPN, 195). By 
drawing both temporal and philosophical boundaries the Singers have challenged earlier 
conceptions of the organization and in so doing, consciously re-defined common sense as 
it is understood within the association, its motivations for what it does and in so doing, 
re-codified itself within these perspectives. Thus, as I have interpreted and defined it, the 
Singers exist in the continuous development of who they are as encountered in their 
music making. This can be understood as an expression of their ideal self, removed are 
ancillary issues-these are pushed to the periphery beyond the established (and 
continually re-established) temporal and philosophical boundaries. From this perspective 
then, singing has become, in part, definitive of what the Singers "do" and in this way they 
could indeed be interpreted as a cultural neology, a new art, born of a new culture-
organicity manifest. 
The Singers and One Another 
Cohen (1995) has written ofGramsci's ideas about organic intellectuals, 
reiterating his belief that intellectuality is common to all and that it can be developed 
within a group and reified in the ways in which the members of the group relate to and 
inevitably, feel about one another; this is part of that which dispels the mystique of and 
around intellectuality. Organic intellectuals come to embrace their own intellectuality not 
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as a rarified endowment exclusive to dominant groups but rather as typical and uniformly 
disseminated and therefore available to all. In recognizing and asserting the intellectual 
potential of all instead of the few, Gramsci redistributes power and in so doing, 
empowers the many above the few. This egalitarianism, this organicity, contains within 
it the possibility of very significant relationships; that people engaged in organic activity 
can and will forge significant and lasting bonds grounded in their shared intellectuality. 
All share the same power, the same station and are engaged in tasks toward a similar 
outcome, or reason. 
The nature of these relationships and the ways in which the Singers consider and 
speak of them is not necessarily that which indicates the organicity of the association; 
rather, the importance of the relationships between the individual singers as a sign of 
their organicity lies in what they signify about the group, its construction and functioning. 
In this section I will first explore the ways in which the members of the Singers think 
about the relationships they have with one another by foregrounding the ways that they 
speak about them. Following that I will seek to discern the ways in which these 
relationships might be considered from a Gramscian perspective as exhibiting organic 
characteristics. 
During the course of my interactions with the Singers I interviewed someone to 
whom I shall refer as "Karl," a member for nearly twenty years. He discussed his 
experiences with the group and the nature of the relationships between the men. It bears 
mentioning that prior to my interview with him I had had a number of conversations with 
Karl. I found him to be pleasant and friendly yet reserved in conversation, offering 
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succinct and carefully-measured answers; he seemed a thoughtful, introspective person. 
During the course of the interview we began to talk about the reason for the 
Singers, the motivations that caused the participants to continue and the mutual, 
underlying assumptions that informed the group's interactions and guided its course. In 
discussing his relationship to the other men in the chorus Karl first shared that he very 
much appreciated the other men for their shared level of commitment. Our conversation 
then turned to the nature and depth of the relationships between the men and at that Karl 
became quite emotional. I was surprised as this was unexpected; I hadn't seen this side 
of him to this point during my interactions with him. He expressed how much he 
appreciated the chance to--be involved with a bunch of men I respect. He indicated that 
when he joined the group he never expected to become so attached; that he'd never had 
better friends. I asked him why the men were such good friends and Karl answered-
because we know everything about each other. I replied with a request for clarification 
and Karl responded that the men, for the most part, have known one another for many 
years, which has contributed to the deepening of their relationships, drawing the men 
closer to one another. He said that the individuals in the chorus had been through the 
natural perambulations of life together: divorce, the birth of children and grandchildren, 
sickness, the death of parents, spouses and children, fmancial difficulties, etc. He 
expressed to me that through it all the men can always count on one another, that because 
they had been through and done so much together they were able, in dealing with difficult 
circumstances, to bypass the pleasantries and informalities that define less substantial 
relationships, he referred to this as cutting through the baloney. 
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Karl continued his rather impassioned testimony by saying that the men were the 
closest of friends because they could be real with one another. The long-term 
commitment to and participation within the group has the effect of allowing the men to 
come to know one another intimately and deeply; they can anticipate one another's 
reactions and know how another is feeling even before asking. Karl sits in the tenor 
section, therefore I sung sat next to him during numerous rehearsals and enjoyed his pithy 
style of conversation; he has a dry sense of humor. Until that moment I had no idea Karl 
felt as strongly about the group as he indicated during the interview. I have had many 
such interactions with other members during which they shared openly and in many 
cases, emotionally, similar ideas about their feelings for and relationships what have been 
referred to by them as their "brother-singers." 
Heather made a comment during our interview in which she stated that the chorus 
is in every way a family. I asked her to clarify and she replied that the members of the 
chorus had been singing together in many cases, for a number of years and as a result-
similar to Karl's comments-had experienced much in life together. She pointed out that 
they had sung many concerts and taken trips together, both to Sangerfests and regular, 
semiannual excursions to larger metropolitan centers to see theatrical shows, visit 
museums, sing at a church on a Sunday and go to restaurants. Furthermore, as she 
indicated, these men were among the first to respond when another fell ill or needed 
assistance of any kind. They had experienced the normal expansions and contractions of 
chorus membership and the crises the latter can engender. They knew one another very 
intimately and their biological families as well; their children had grown up together and 
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their spouses had known one another and become friends also . A survey question asked 
the members to indicate the number of years with which they had been affiliated with the 
chorus; this data is presented in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 
Years of Experience in the Singers 
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During the course of the interview Heather added that making music together over 
such a long period not only allows but inspires the men to be vulnerable. I interpret her 
comment to mean that it is in this vulnerability that the locus of the familial aspect of the 
chorus may be found. This is to say that the men have actively participated in the chorus 
over the course of many years and that these relationships, forged and re-cast repeatedly 
become stronger, more intimate and thus, more vulnerable. The participants experience 
wide swaths of their lives with and through one another. The many and varied 
circumstances of life that affect the members cannot help but be somewhat contextualized 
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within this organization. The members grow closer to one another as a result and their 
knowledge of one another increases, so too their vulnerability to each other. 
As I gathered data through observation, interviews and surveys, responses that 
referred to the Singers either as a "family" or a "brotherhood" were numerous; I 
encountered and thus coded them frequently; this is an example of data I kept near to me 
and referred to often as I undertook the various iterations of the research such as 
interviews, observations and spontaneous interactions . Such sentiments emerged 
frequently and significantly-We are a large chorus but a very close-knit group of 
brothers-We care about each other and enjoy each other's company-Eve1yone feels 
they are all part of this family-There is genuine comradeship-We are open to all-It's 
about being a "brother" singer-literally. Watching the members interact it is possible to 
see this first-hand; there is an ease and comfort with which these men relate to one 
another. This is not unexpected, as the members have participated, on average, for 
eighteen years as the data in Table 1 indicates. 
The relationships between the Singers appear to be significant and in many cases, 
are considered deeper even than friendships; that is the members consider one another 
family. As I noted in a field journal entry: 
These men choose to participate in this ensemble and over the 
long term. They have chosen to drive to rehearsals and performances. 
They choose to "re-up" each fall and to participate in the non-musical 
business of the group. These choices have been made again and again, 
over and over by these men. They choose to both participate in and 
constitute this group; they choose to invest their time and "themselves" in 
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the milieu of this group. What impact can making these choices again 
and again have over the long term? How might this inflect the nature and 
depth of the relationship I am observing? Is the conscious act of 
choosing to be a member, to go to rehearsals and to put stock into the 
group and the relationships of which it is comprised similar to the exercise 
of a muscle? Does it grow stronger over time and with repeated use? 
(Reflection, October 2010) 
As mentioned above, in observing and working with these choruses and in gathering and 
coding the data from surveys and interviews, I recorded the terms "brotherhood," 
"family" and "camaraderie" many times. I came to understand that these relationships, 
forged over time and through the inevitable joys and difficulties that define the lived 
experience of people have a similar effect to the hardening and tempering of steel. Steel, 
when heated to a high temperature and cooled rapidly, will become very hard but quite 
brittle and prone to failure, thus it must be tempered. Tempering occurs when hardened 
steel is heated slowly and is not allowed to get to the extreme temperature required for 
hardening; it is then cooled slowly. The combined effect of hardening and tempering 
makes the steel both hard and durable. The relationships between the Singers seems to 
undergo a similar process; that is, as these relationships are undertaken over the long-
term and through the many different situations and challenges life presents, they become 
deeper and more significant for those in them. In many cases these are truly "brother-
singers," to use their own term. I myself, as participant-observer, felt the impact and 
repercussions of these relationships as well. As I mentioned at the outset of this analysis, 
I was warmly embraced by the Singers upon beginning my work with them. I 
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participated with and observed them over the course of two and a half years; the 
relationships I have made in that time have also deepened; I too have made good friends 
and witnessed the power of these relationships from the inside. It is a unique bond that 
these men share. However, that such relationships should form and deepen in this 
context is not unexpected nor is it explicitly indicative of the Singers' organicity; rather, I 
suggest that the relevance to Gramsci's ideas lies within the practicing of these 
relationships through time and what this might signify about the group both in terms of 
itself and as adjacent to the larger society. 
In building upon my earlier reflection and the comparison of the practicing of the 
Singers ' relationships to the treatment of steel, I bring back into the discussion Gramsci 's 
quote from Chapter Two in which he explicates his ideas about organic intellectuals and 
the necessity of intention or conscious effort and its ramifications for organic 
development: "[I]ntellectual activity . . . exists in everyone at a certain degree of 
development, modifying its relationship with the muscular-nervous efforts towards a new 
equilibrium and ensuring that the muscular-nervous efforts itself. .. becomes the 
foundation of a new and integral conception of the world" (SPN, 9). In this quotation 
Gramsci asserts in part, that conscious effort is necessary for the organic re-conception of 
the lived experience of people; this can be seen as located within his references to 
"muscular-nervous efforts." In this way he conceives of organic intellectuality as having 
a kinesthetic component; it must be conscious and repeated to the point of becoming 
habit. In that Gramsci asserts the organic potential of groups I believe this can be 
interpreted as pertaining, in part, to the formation and perpetuation of relationships 
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between the members of associations such as the Singers. 
First, I submit that the repeated practice of the Singers over the long-tenn 
exemplify a facet of Gramsci' s "muscular-nervous efforts." That is, he seems to infer 
that this work must be undertaken repeatedly and continually over time. We see this in 
the Singers as they continually and reliably make a choice to participate. This choice is 
intentional which ofitselfreflects aspects ofGramsci's concepts. However, the choices 
made by the members can also be understood as a kinesthetic expression of their 
identification with the organization or an aspect of the exercising of this muscular-
nervous effort. That these members make a deliberate choice to rejoin suggests that in 
doing so they also assert a conscious choice to associate closely with other members 
(themselves having made the same decision) and to align themselves with this 
organization and what it represents; Gramsci ' s ideas about organic intellectuals and mine 
about organicity depend on this. Whereas professional intellectuality is only of and for 
the elite and thus available only for the few it is not an option for the non-dominant. 
Conversely, organicity is not only obtainable to but by definition, of the masses and 
pivots on the repeated activation of the many. Thus, the way in which the relationships 
between individual singers are understood and articulated by the members can be 
interpreted as a manifestation of their organicity in that the men have chosen to maintain 
their participation, to perpetuate and inevitably deepen their relations with their 
colleagues; by extension then, they have also chosen to identify with the Singers as an 
organization and the boundaries within which it exists temporally and that which it 
represents philosophically. The nature of these relationships and the fact of their 
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continued participation can be construed as a continuing embodiment ofGramsci's 
"muscular-nervous effort" toward perpetuating not only the Singers, but what the Singers 
represent and their conception of the world. 
Secondly, the choices the individuals make to participate and the nature of the 
relationships between them can also be understood in another way that is evocative of 
Gramsci's ideas about organic intellectuals. Gramsci further develops his concept of 
organic intellectuality when he writes, "[A ]n orchestra in rehearsal, each instrument 
playing for itself, gives the impression of the most dreadful cacophony. And yet these 
rehearsals are necessary for the orchestra to live as a single 'instrument"' (AGR, 245). 
For the orchestra, rehearsals are necessary to achieve a desired synchronicity; the 
development of a communal song requires repetition and practice. Beyond the obvious 
musical reference his comments are germane in that they acknowledge the necessity of 
action through time. Analogous to the rehearsal practices of an orchestra is the 
development of organicity within people and groups. This too must be nurtured, 
expressed and activated within so that it might live as a "single instrument." The 
embrace of organic intellectuality does not happen all at once or in only one way at one 
time. It happens repeatedly and through time (muscular-nervous efforts) and it is 
strengthened through this process; it must be repeated to become habit or that which is 
natural-common sense. As the earlier comments of Lather ( 1984) indicate, Gramsci ' s 
ideas about organic intellectuality connote an incremental change that occurs over time 
and in part, within relationships. Relationships, behavior and attitudes are all constitutive 
of that which must be altered for organic intellectuality to take hold. This must be done 
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again and again. Thus, the repeated definition of the Singers, the relationships between 
its members and their "reasons" over time function to strengthen each of these 
components and the forma mentis that is inculcated within the common sense that 
undergirds the organization; these practices both establish and strengthen their organicity. 
That effort is required points to another tenet of Gramsci' s belief about organic 
intellectuality; such efforts must have a direction or a purpose. In the case of organic 
intellectuals Gramsci establishes that these efforts must operate in such a way that a 
critical perspective is adopted so that fetishism may be abjured. Common sense, which 
informs consent and folklore, is viewed with great incredulity as a construct of the 
dominant; it is the terrain of ideology upon which people "move, acquire consciousness 
of their position, struggle" (Mouffe 1979, 187). The Gramscian notion ofthe organic 
confrontation of common sense and folklore via a critical worldview then is the ideology 
(new conception of the world), or terrain, upon which is developed the self-ness of a 
group. Self-ness is more thanjust identity, it is the confluence of the group's defining 
characteristics or what it is and what it is not; in the case of the Singers it articulates 
temporal and philosophical boundaries. That the members of the Singers continually 
choose to participate then, can be interpreted as both the alignment with the self-ness of 
the group and the ideas with which it is undergirded and an incremental effort towards a 
Gramscian sense of organicity. Furthermore, as they undertake such efforts and form 
significant, long-lasting relationships, these relationships further buttress the propensity 
of the members to continue their participation, which further reinforces the self-ness of 
the group. Thus, this cycle of alignment and participation through time that both 
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establishes and reinforces the organicity of the Singers can be viewed as the terrain upon 
which rests further manifestations of the same. This is to suggest that the closeness 
expressed by so many of the Singers can be interpreted as indicative of organicity insofar 
as it is a constitutive element of the structure (self-ness) upon which organic 
intellectuality can be practiced and in this case, witnessed. 
By way of explicating the organicity of the Singers in this way, I offer here a 
further account from the 2011 Sangerfest. These accounts are meant to serve as 
connectors between the reader and the observed organicity of the Singers. The following 
section contains both my recounting of another portion of this event as well as the entries 
from my fieldwork and reflexivity logs about it. These entries were written both during 
and some time after the event's occurrence. 
The men, gathered together in front of the altar on the choral 
risers, look very sharp. Every suit is pressed, those wearing hats have 
them at the same angle, and all ties are neatly knotted. They stand erect; 
there is little fidgeting and all pay close attention to the leader(s). For me, 
the last such concert I attended was long ago in Brooklyn, New York. 
And yet, watching the men perform, I am transported; I cannot help but be 
reminded of those concerts of my grandfather's chorus so many years 
ago; so little has changed . I realize it is not necessarily the music, but the 
spirit of the music and what it represents, the energy with which it is 
performed, as well as the way these men perform with one another. 
They are standing as if undergoing a military inspection yet they 
sing directly from the heart. I am brought up, struck by an awareness of 
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the dichotomy in front of me. That is, what I see doesn't match what I 
hear. To look at the men's faces they might as well be reciting names 
from the telephone book. However, the sound .... the sound. True, there 
are better sounding choirs. These men are older, their voices not as 
strong as perhaps they once were; the vibratos are a little wider, but there 
is something else that makes it so special and impactful. This does not 
"feel" like a concert, it feels as if we're being ushered into, or given a 
glimpse of the core of the group. It is as if the men are expressing not 
only what it, the organization, does, but what it is, right in front of us. 
The expressivity of this music is profound. The men sing as if of 
one voice and I real ize that they have been making music together for a 
very long time. It is not only that they know the music very well; in fact I 
believe that has little to do with it. Rather, they know one another 
intimately. Their relationships cannot be separated from the group; they 
are the same thing. Thus this music is an expression of that which is 
fundamental to this group, it is an expression of the group. And this 
group, the Singers, function in a wholly organic way. For example, 
hierarchies are non-existent either in terms of class, race or societal 
standing; here all are equal. 
This, I submit, can be experienced while watching and listening to 
them perform. I believe it is not a conscious set of decisions or ideas but 
rather an accepted group of beliefs, thoughts and organizational self-
knowledge, common sense, that are manifested within the group and 
which become exposed in their performances and interactions with one 
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another. This group has a reason, a set of beliefs and a certain way of 
operating that do so beyond the reach of polarizing issues such as 
ethnicity or stature. Rather, the Singers are here with and for one another 
to sing and make music. In the music making experiences I have had 
with them I find I am drawn towards the choruses. I feel as if I've become 
ferrous, and am being magnetically pulled toward this organization, drawn 
close by the experience of their making music together, forging of lifelong 
relationships and experiences within organicity. 
These men have been singing together for a very long time. You 
cannot "fake" that nor understand the bond it creates between them. This 
can only be accomplished over the long-term. They have been sharing 
something special with one another for a long time, making themselves 
vulnerable, laying themselves bare through the experience of making 
music, and to witness that, and the pride with which they obviously do it, 
is really special, it is in every sense of the word an honor. 
The music is at once an afterthought and the most important 
element. It is the making of music that brings them together but it is the 
building of relationships and their expression through the life of the 
organization and within the lives of its members that so thoroughly inflects 
the music. At once I see the difficulty of untangling what it is I am 
witnessing. It's just another warm Saturday in June in a Lutheran church 
in South Dakota. It is mid-afternoon and a group of men are singing a 
concert of music for a moderately-sized audience; there are many other 
things going on around town and most people in the vicinity are unaware 
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of this event. Yet what I am seeing is anything but a trivial occurrence. 
These men have taken an afternoon to celebrate, yes, but also to grieve, 
to feel, to touch, to lay bare something that seems a constitutive element 
to their own humanity. This seems more than a "club," more than just a 
social gathering, rather it is people, being vulnerable with and for one 
another, expressing their humanity and living their absolute equality 
above and beyond any temporal or philosophical boundary. 
In light of this story it is interesting to note that the men do not speak of the common 
sense of the Singers within its context. That is, the men do not discuss the nature of the 
group, its salient characteristics or their relationships with one another; rather, they live it 
and exist within it; it is active. 
Gramsci has indicated the importance of active-ness with regard to organic 
intellectuality. Thus, great amounts of discussion can be interpreted as indicative of, as 
quoted in Chapter Two, what Gramsci purports to be "fine speeches and pointless 
declaration" (SPN, 255). Organicity is not something discussed at length it is something 
lived. The survey and interview participants, in answering my questions, were giving 
voice to that which they know to be true about the group; they were articulating an aspect 
of common sense that suffuses the group. There is no need to bring such things to the 
surface during rehearsals, performances, etc. because everyone already understands, 
embodies and exists within this bounded, organic structure. 
In bringing this section to a close I offer that which Gramsci has written about the 
notion of good will; he writes, "[L]et us give the means to good will, without which it 
will always remain sterile and barren." From this perspective it would seem that the 
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Singers function in such a way as to do this very thing. "Means" implies action, and 
action, in the Gramscian sense, can be understood as bounded, repeated and continued 
through time. To "give the means to good will" and increase participation in the 
"democratic practice[s]" (SCW, 25), of the organization, the Singers continually choose 
to participate and to devote themselves to the group and one another as they articulate a 
new conception of the world and life. 
The Functioning of the Singers 
As a volunteer musical organization the Singers conduct business both related to 
music and not. The non-musical functioning of the Singers-the manner in which they 
are organized and the ways in which they undertake business-sheds light on other ways 
in which the group expresses organicity. Gramsci has indicated that it is through the 
actions of such groups that organic intellectuals can be observed, their organic-ness 
serving as a model, "[T]he social life of the working class is rich in the very institutions 
and activities which need to be developed, fully organized and coordinated into a broad 
and flexible system that is capable of absorbing and disciplining the entire working class" 
(AGR, 80). The Singers can be understood as part of such social activities and 
expressive of a Gramscian sense of organicity. In this section I engage with the aspects 
of the Singers' organicity that are expressed through the ways in which they conduct the 
business of the group and are structured, hierarchically; I have termed this the 
"functioning" of the Singers. 
This section begins with other aspects of Heather's story. Her ideas and 
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comments have been featured before but it is her story as a female chorus leader in a 
male organization that is interesting, revealing and illustrative of the organicity of the 
Singers. I consider her input to be essential to this study in that I believe it offers further 
evidence of the organicity of the Singers as it exists in the confluence of her participation 
and leadership as a woman in an all-male chorus, itself part of an all-male organization. 
I asked Heather several questions about her leadership of this all-male chorus, in 
particular how had she come into her position. Heather shared that she first worked with 
the chorus beginning in the late-1980s as their accompanist, continuing in this capacity 
until nearly a decade later when the director became ill. At that point the ensemble began 
looking, unsuccessfully, for a new director. One gentleman was appointed to the 
leadership of the group but did not suit the chorus well and his tenure was short. Heather 
made a point that his year in the role of leader had quite a detrimental effect on the 
chorus; membership got down to I 0 or maybe 8 even sometimes. Another gentleman was 
appointed to the position though soon after became seriously ill and was forced to 
relinquish his position-He had [a serious illness] or some such and by May he passed 
away. During this man's illness Heather had taken over rehearsal and musical leadership 
responsibilities. After the new leader had died she stayed on in this capacity, remaining 
their leader to present day. 
I asked Heather about the nature of her interactions with the men in the chorus, 
how they responded to her, how she felt she was treated. She responded first by relaying 
her experiences with another local male chorus that had occurred prior to her becoming 
involved with the chorus ofthe Singers: 
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Ah, well, I played for the [another male chorus] for a time and I was never 
as comfortable with that group-and they were a good singing group-it 
wasn't that at all. 35 It wasn't that it was "less than" quality. Um, I just 
feel/ike this group is ... and I don 't want to put down the [other 
chorus] .... but sometimes it seemed like being in that chorus was an excuse 
to behave like a lout. I don 't know ... it just was different. I would walk 
into a rehearsal down there and they would be coming from the bar, 
smoking and talking loudly- I never liked that and left not long after I 
started. 
She continued: 
/just couldn't take that. /felt like that they were always making subtle 
references; it was very uncomfortable. It's not like the [the Singers], it's 
not like we are prudes by any means, I mean, we have wine or a mixed 
drink together sometimes. It's not that, but we don't mix that with 
rehearsal and the way the men are in the [chorus of the Singers] is 
different too. 
When I asked her to explain the differences, "How do you find that they [the 
chorus of the Singers] treat you," she responded instantly: 
With the utmost respect. They are gentlemen and treat me very well. They 
would never make an inappropriate comment. They walk me to my car 
when rehearsal is over. If it's snowy or icy they clean off my car ... they 
remember my birthday .. . it's the little things, you know, that show you that 
someone cares about and respects you. 
I asked Heather if she felt that, as a woman she wasn't a "full member" of the 
"family" I had so often heard described by the male members of the choruses. She 
responded: No, we are all the same; in me they just happen to have a sister instead of 
another brother. In observing Heather, she is a competent and enthusiastic leader. She 
has finely-tuned musical skills and employs them with fervor and commitment in the 
chorus. The men, for their part, respond very well to her leadership. I have observed 
them to be consistently deferential and respectful. They listen carefully to her 
35 This chorus was not affiliated with the NSAA. 
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instructions and work very hard to achieve the desired result. That, along with the type of 
relationships engendered within the chorus, I believe, contributed to the earlier-
mentioned performance of Beautiful Savior that I recounted. However, this aspect of 
leadership as it pertains to the structure and function of the Singers is important. 
Throughout my interaction with this organization I have heard the person leading 
rehearsals and performances-who might otherwise call themselves or be referred to by 
others as the "conductor"-use different terminology; such a person is generally referred 
to in Singer choruses as the "leader." I have heard individual singers use this term as 
well as the leaders themselves; they tend not to make use of the familiar "conductor," and 
I believe this communicates something significant, albeit subtly. Conductor conveys a 
sense of autocracy, of leadership from without or above. From this one might consider a 
conductor to embody Gramsci's professional intellectual; this is the person who has the 
understanding, the knowledge and thus, the power. Conductors can function this way and 
the term itself can be interpreted to communicate a disconnectedness that I consider to be 
incongruous with a Gramscian reification of organicity. 
The difference in the nomenclature becomes even more significant. A "leader" 
can be understood to be a person in a position of authority however this term can be 
interpreted in such a way as to suggest that this person is part of the group or comes from 
within its ranks, simultaneously providing direction but retaining his or her organic 
status. Such a person, in a Gramscian view, is connected to the feelingful-ness of the 
group, is inculcated with its situation on a deep level and can therefore be trusted to chart 
a course with the interests of the group at the forefront. During my interactions with the 
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Singers I have been made aware of this distinction often. 
Rehearsals, as one might suspect, reflect this difference as well . While the leaders 
engage in many conductor-like practices it was obvious that the dynamic between chorus 
and leader was different from typical chorus-conductor relationship with which I am 
familiar. Autocratic rule is non-existent in the Singers. The members communicate 
easily and forthrightly. All are respectful but every voice is heard that wishes to be. 
Rehearsal techniques are not dissimilar from those in more "professional" ensembles but 
absent is a sense of"rule"; the singers and leader are clearly on the same footing, there 
are no hierarchies in the music making of the Singers. 
Gramsci has written that "[E]very social group .... creates together with itself, 
organically, one or more strata of intellectuals which give it homogeneity and an 
awareness of its own function . .. in the social and political fields" (AGR, 301). This is to 
suggest that as groups begin to exert their organicity they catalyze a "strata" of 
intellectuals within. These individuals function, organically, with a group becoming 
organic, thereby exhibiting the function of "organizing, administering, directing, 
educating or leading others" as such individuals will and which all groups require 
(Forgacs 2000, 300). Delineating a category of intellectuals within a group moving 
toward a more comprehensive realization of its organic potential attends some risk in that 
it can be interpreted to infer a special or elite category of intellectual, thereby discounting 
Gramsci ' s ideas. However, this is rather the essence of the organic intellectual. Such an 
individual rises from within non-dominant groups and is intimately and directly 
connected to the feelingful-ness of the group. Additionally, the organic intellectual 
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acknowledges rather than discounts the intellectuality of others. This is inscribed upon 
the ways in which the Singers understand their leaders and vice versa. This is because, 
according to Gramsci, this individual's task is to organize and lead; it is not to impose 
and govern-herein lies the difference with and for the Singers. 
The leader is one of the individuals of the group. That is, their trajectory reflects 
that of the group and does not come from outside but rather, within. Conversely, the 
conductor, while the term connotes leadership as well, is tinged with authority. Such 
authority does not come from the group but rather from their perceived erudition, itself a 
product of that which is exterior to the assemblage. Such intellectuals "think of 
themselves as 'independent,' autonomous, endowed with a character of their own" (AGR, 
303). This can be understood as a fetishization of personal intellectuality. The Singers, 
by virtue of their manner of functioning and intrinsic structure assign no worth either to 
such ideas or the hierarchies that result. The leader is a member of the chorus both 
semantically and in the manner with which they are regarded and comport themselves. 
Gramsci has written of such individuals that they are created "alongside" and within 
organic groups and as such tend to embody certain "specializations" of particular aspects 
of the activity of the "new social group" (AGR, 302). This is perhaps the clearest 
interpretation of the leader's role and regard in the Singers as well as its most succinct 
definition. 
The relationship between the leader and the ensemble is not the only avenue 
through which the organicity of the Singers may be observed. As previously mentioned 
the non-musical business of the choruses is something to which they attend frequently 
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and diligently, typically holding business meetings between the halves of a rehearsal. I 
offer here an account of just such a meeting from February, 2011. It is important because 
it brings to life the ways in which all participate and illuminates the egalitarianism of the 
Singers. 
The rehearsal began at 7:30 p.m. It is now 8:15 and the men are 
about to take a break. Before they do they attend to the non-musical 
business of the ensemble. Their leader, Wayne, has yielded the floor to 
Bruce, the President. Before the rehearsal began Bruce put an agenda 
for the meeting on the blackboard at the front of the room. He calls the 
meeting to order and I notice that Sam, the group's Secretary, holds a 
tattered, but apparently complete, "Robert's Rules of Order" book. I am 
struck that he has this book, but not surprised. As the meeting 
progresses, these rules are adhered to faithfully. Sam interjects at only 
one point to clarify a point of order. I smile at this; this is very typical of 
the Singers: follow the rules and all are heard, none are left out. That is, 
the rules are not enforced for the sake of having them but rather so that a 
sense of order is written onto the proceedings; it undergirds how the 
meetings will proceed and all are aware of it. 
The meeting progresses in th is way, steadily through Old 
Business and on to New Business. Ted, the Treasurer, offers his report 
and shares a request from [the church where the chorus rehearses] to 
help in the paying a portion of the bill for the tuning of the piano in the 
rehearsal space (the fellowship hall), as well as the installation of a "damp 
chaser" in it. The piano belongs to the church in which the chorus 
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rehearses and is used by both the church and the chorus. There is a 
brief discussion and someone suggests paying the whole bill (a total of 
nearly four hundred dollars), as a token of their appreciation for the 
church not charging them a rental fee for using the space. This motion is 
quickly seconded, discussed, albeit briefly and passed. I am not 
surprised by this as it has been my experience that the choruses are 
generous and appreciative of the support they receive. 
Bruce moves the agenda along through a discussion of the 
upcoming Sangerfest. The rehearsal schedule for the Mass Choir is 
relayed by Gary, another chorus member serving as a liaison for the 
event. Finally, Bruce yields the floor to John, who is planning a social 
outing for the group in Sioux Falls, S.D. following the Sangerfest in June. 
He passes out among the men a paper detailing the available activities, 
including museums, events and restaurant possibilities. These are 
discussed at length among the men and options for an itinerary seem to 
become agreed upon though several options remain; John is left to make 
the final decisions and to make the necessary arrangements, including 
transportation for the entire chorus both to and from the event and hotel 
accommodations for one night in Sioux Falls. 
It occurs to me that this discussion has taken place fairly quietly 
and with great efficiency. It seems to me that nearly every man has 
offered an opinion or this assistance in the various tasks that have arisen 
as a result. There is some disagreement but for the most part the 
meeting has been quick, lasting just 25 minutes, and without significant 
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dissention. Bruce asks for a motion to adjourn, it is given and seconded 
and the men vote to adjourn. The whole meeting has lasted a short time 
and the men take a 5-minute break before rehearsal resumes. While the 
meeting has been taking place Gary is off in the adjacent kitchen, 
popping popcorn for the break, which he does for every rehearsal and 
has done for some time. We all move to the tables behind the rehearsal 
space, popcorn is in bowls on the table as well as other refreshments; 
everyone sits down for a few minutes of conversation before the 
rehearsal re-commences for the rest of the evening. 
I have observed such meetings many times and marvel at both their regularity and 
efficiency. While they are conducted quickly, typically lasting no more than a half-hour, 
the pace has never felt rushed or hasty. Perhaps more significant is the attention to detail; 
each person who wishes to speak is heard and all participate in the non-musical business 
of these choruses. However, what I fmd most striking and representative of the Singers' 
organicity is that every functioning of the organization is overwritten with a sense of 
order and egalitarianism. That is, the musical leader is not responsible for non-musical 
functions; all share the load of work to be done. As these meetings progress, one 
individual rises after another in a seamless progression of volunteers and responsibilities. 
Reports are given, input from the larger membership is sought and offered and another 
singer rises to move the meeting to the next order of business. 
The necessary functioning (musical and non) of the Singers is similar to any 
corresponding ensemble or group; there are many tasks that must be attended to and 
responsibilities addressed. As another survey respondent wrote, members understand the 
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many tasks that must be attended to and pitch in to help where needed-team spirit. 
Or-Leadership and participation in all aspects of the group is noted and expected-
We're a family and just like any family we all have chores to do. Such comments 
highlight the common sense that underlies the non-musical expectations of the members. 
There are those in charge of rehearsals, of the ubiquitous after-rehearsal (or performance) 
refreshments as well as the logistics of the group (travel arrangements, fmancial 
management, correspondence, etc.). Leadership is not something limited to a few people 
but rather a responsibility seemingly felt by each singer; it is shared and every member 
takes on a role-You participate and when called upon, you lead. The positions of 
leadership rotate; elections are held and officers elected. Terms last either one or two 
years and members rotate in and out of them, sharing the responsibility for the non-
business work of the chorus, returning to the chorus proper when their term is completed. 
Nearly every rehearsal I attended had a "business meeting" portion to it. The 
groups would discuss finances, the upcoming Sangerfest(s), plans for outings together in 
the spring, or other such related items. The responsibilities for these things were spread 
throughout the group. It seemed that every member was involved in this aspect of the 
group. Oddly, I never got the feeling that members felt put upon to accomplish these 
tasks, rather it seemed that by incorporating each member into some aspect of the groups 
functioning and eschewing a formal hierarchy, the group(s) seemed to function more as a 
body, an entity or organic whole. This can be observed most readily when the groups 
undertake their necessary business in meetings similar to the story recounted earlier. 
While there are elected officers and each has a specific charge, the meetings of the 
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choruses do not feature merely a long recitation of reports from the various officers and 
discussion on action items. The entire meeting has the feel of a "facilitated discussion" 
with the officers and leaders actively seeking to encourage and incorporate the input of 
chorus members. In this way their role seems almost advisory as they seek compromise 
and promote consensus. 
In discussing the concepts of "new art" and "new culture" Gramsci indicates that 
perhaps it is better to speak of a struggle for the latter (AGR, 395). I take this to mean 
that while art and its constitutive elements may be important, its level of penetration into 
non-dominant culture may not be as thorough. Rather, we ought to seek the ascription of 
a "new culture" as this can speak to the further comers of society and be generated in a 
more systematic and thoroughgoing manner. Perhaps then, by seeking to understand the 
Singers in terms of their non-musical functionings (e.g., the lack ofhierarchies and 
participation of all along with the lack of autocracy held by the musical leader) we may 
then come to a greater perception of their organicity as well as its applicability for the 
institutions of society, including music education. 
It seems that this type of participation and organization binds the singers to the 
groups as well: each member is important and has a responsibility to contribute 
something; interestingly, it appears to be rather joyfully undertaken by the members. 
Gramsci's ideas can be seen as predicting this when he writes about the tendency of 
organic intellectuals to elevate or free others in the non-dominant groups from their 
notions of common sense toward a higher conception of life (SPN, 332). In this way a 
new way ofthinking begets a new way of acting. Within the Singers participation in the 
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non-musical life of the ensemble seems not so much expected as unquestioned; it is and 
shall remain so. I often heard from the men that they had served several terms as 
President, or had once been elected Treasurer or that they fully-expected to be elected to 
some office at some point in the future; another member shared a similar number of 
experiences within the group-Eve1ybody participates in different ways at different 
times. In 25 years I have been President twice, Social Coordinator and have helped plan 
trips to 3 Sanger.fests. A member of another chorus responded, I am an accountant by 
trade and have been handling [the chorus's] finances for almost 20 years. Nobody even 
asks me anymore, they just know I handle our financial business. I do it because I can 
and I want to. It's a way that I can help the group. While this seems unusual it is by no 
means uncommon; the Singers share with one another their talents and abilities as every 
member has a role in the leadership of the ensembles. As explained above, Gramsci's 
ideas about new conceptions are part of what he writes as "the first stage towards a 
further progressive self-consciousness in which theory and practice ... progresses to the 
level of real possession of a single and coherent conception of the world" (SPN, 333). 
Thus, the non-musical practices of the Singers are not only indicative of their organicity 
but of their continued progression toward organicity; this is to suggest that organicity is 
not merely a destination but rather a mode of living and functioning. 
Norwegian-ness: The Story of the Singers 
As has been discussed, the Singers are an organization comprising people from all 
walks oflife and social circumstances. Within the context of the group, be it rehearsal, 
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social gathering, etc. these choruses function with a palpable sense of evenhandedness. 
The organization is structured so that all participate and in varying capacities. Significant 
to what the Singers "do" is to sing, to make music with one another. The relationships 
formed between the men are significant as well ; these are long-term friendships through 
which the men come to encounter one another to great depth and over long periods of 
time. But how does this group understand itself to be Norwegian? 
The Singers Now 
The discussion and analysis now tum to a central issue that motivates and informs 
it, Norwegian-ness and how it is understood, defined and reified within the Singers. This 
analysis has thus far engaged with the "reason" for the Singers, the relationships between 
the members and their manner of functioning, specifically in a non-musical capacity. 
Now I seek to discern how being "Norwegian" is understood and defined for the 
organization and its members. In some ways this portion of the analysis is combinatory 
as it incorporates and alludes to several areas already addressed. 
As mentioned earlier, Gramsci conceives of a new art as expressive of a new 
(organic) culture. By way of defming a purpose for this new art he, "[W]hat remains to 
be done? Nothing other than to destroy the present form of civilization ... to 'destroy' 
does not mean the same as in the economic field . . . It means to destroy spiritual 
hierarchies, prejudices, idols and ossified traditions" (SCW, 51). Here Gramsci says a 
great deal in few words: first he establishes a distinction between Marx and Engels' "war 
ofmaneouvre" and his "war of position." The former depends on violent usurpation of 
hegemony while the latter pivots on the empowerment of the non-dominant and an 
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organic re-defining of the lived experience of the same beyond that disseminated by the 
dominant through forma mentis and common sense. Secondly, Gramsci provides 
explication of this war of position; its goal is the confrontation of the conception of the 
world and life inculcated by the dominant in the present and past of non-dominant 
groups. By winning the war of position in this temporal context common sense then 
favors the dominant, which garners the consent of the ruled, thus securing hegemony in 
the future. The war of position depends on the embrace and activation of organic 
intellectuality of behalf of the non-dominant. Gramsci is adamant that the creation of 
new conception of the world and life rests upon the destruction of "ossified traditions" 
and "spiritual hierarchies"; what he refers to generally as fetishism. This section deals 
with the most obvious possible fetish for the Singers: what it means to be Norwegian. 
Thus, the discussion now turns to uncover what defines Norwegian-ness for the Singers 
now and to fmd indicators of this burgeoning organicity through its history. 
What is Norwegian-ness? Roughly interpreted it could mean how "Norwegian" 
something or someone is, implying issues of ethnic descent, degrees of separation from 
immigration and so forth. It could be interpreted as the degree to which culture transmits 
a feeling ofNorwegian-ness, be it food, literature, music or other aspects. For the Singers 
their Norwegian-ness can be viewed most superficially in terms of their name; they are 
after all the Norwegian Singers Association of America. Within the organization exist 
certain rules that pertain to their Norwegian-ness; for example, their by-laws dictate that 
at least one-third of the music they sing at Sangerfests must be by a Norwegian composer 
(not necessarily sung in the Norwegian language, however). How are these facts about 
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the Singers understood by the members, and to what degree are such things, that is, 
"Norwegian-ness," important to the members? In beginning to find answers to such 
questions I sought to discover the ethnicity claimed by the current membership. 
Through the course of reading and coding surveys I discovered that one-third of 
the current membership claim some degree of Norwegian ethnic heritage with only one 
member self-identifying as Norwegian, that is, by birth. Thus most of those claiming to 
be Norwegian-American are at least one generation removed from their ethnicity; 
complete ethnic data gathered is presented in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Ethnic Self-Identification (U.S.A. Census categories) 
Ethnicity Participants 
American Indian or Alaska Native 1 
Arabic 0 
Asian Indian 1 
Black 1 
















No Response 0 
Total 86 
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At their most numerous, in 1910, the choruses that comprised the Singers 
numbered three hundred and seventy-eight (Knudsen 1989). There are now twenty-six 
remaining and their numbers continue to dwindle, one chorus having ceased function 
since this project was undertaken in 2009. That twenty-six still remain is somewhat 
remarkable and one might expect the concentration of those self-identifying as having 
some Norwegian ethnic derivation to figure prominently, something of an ethnic 
distillation similar to the concentration of liquid in a boiling pot. Nevertheless, the 
survey data gathered do not bear this out, offering a glimpse of an organization far more 
diverse than one might expect to encounter in one explicitly Norwegian. As I read this 
data questions reminiscent of those from so many years ago come flooding back; what is 
a person, self-identified as "Black" doing in a Norwegian chorus? The same question 
could be asked of those that self-identified as Hispanic, Asian Indian or American Indian 
or Alaska Native. If the explicit Norwegian ethnicity or its Norwegian musical tradition 
were of primary importance one could reasonably expect to find little divergence from 
this norm; however, within history of the Singers we can locate instances in which 
questions of ethnicity and Norwegian-ness figured prominently. 
The Singers have at times addressed the concept of ethnicity straightforwardly. I 
re-foreground the comments made in 1910, by Bie Ravndal, then President ofthe NSAA, 
as he wrote in the Sangerhilsen, the newsletter of the organization: "We would recognize 
no distinction between Americans of Swedish, Danish or Norwegian extraction; they 
were all equally interested in Scandinavian Song in America as well as legitimate co-
heirs on an equal basis to any cultural heritage from their 'old countries."' Ravndal's 
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remarks were made as a result of the increasing ethnic diversity in the ensembles of the 
association, specifically Scandinavian ethnicity. His comments are intriguing-
"legitimate co-heirs"-in that they seem to acknowledge contributions to tradition in both 
the past and then-present as well as honoring contributions of and participation by non-
Norwegian members. While there is an exterior solidarity to his remarks, that is, all are 
"Scandinavian," to discount Ravndal's comments as a result would reflect a nai'vete about 
these related groups of people. His comments hint at the conflation of ancestry that 
"Americans of Swedish, Danish or Norwegian extraction" have encountered; that is, 
other Americans of different ethnic background tend to consider Swedes, Danes and 
Norwegians as roughly the same. In my experience, those of Swedish, Danish or 
Norwegian descent are more deliberate in the ways in which such ideas are considered 
and much more specific in their inter- and intrapersonal categorizations.36 In this way, 
the comments made by the President of the Singers in 1910 can be viewed in a different 
light, that they are more significant than they appear. The result of my considering of 
Ravndal's clarification has caused me to wonder, if he were alive today and could 
witness the cultural diversity the Singers now display, would he feel the same? 
Participants in the surveys were given opportunities to offer comments after each 
of the various questions and most did, at times in some length. In addressing the question 
36 I have used the term "Scandinavia" (and "Scandinavian") generally, in the spirit of Ravndal ' s 
comments and as a result of my own experience as an American ofNorwegian and Swedish 
descent; that is , as a result of how such things are understood by other such "Scandinavians" in 
America with whom I have had contact. Neither Ravndal's comments nor my treatment of the 
term "Scandinavian" is meant to conflate the clifference between it and "Nordic," nor do I wish 
my usage of it to infer a gloss on what is an important division. In the United States these terms 
are used somewhat interchangeably, however I am aware of the historic, linguistic and 
geographic distinctions they connote and the debate that they generate. I have employed the term 
in this way to reflect the more general (American) manner Ravndal made use of it. 
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of the ethnocentrism of the organization comments were made that indicated both a 
respect for and appreciation of either Norwegian heritage or musical traditions. We have 
something special that links us-especially the music and the history that is embodied in 
it. This comment addresses a specific sense of ethnicity in a straightforward fashion; 
exactly four other respondents commented similarly. As another wrote-Because I am of 
Norwegian heritage, it seems important to provide a way to celebrate that ethnic 
heritage. To whom is it important? His answer seems to indicate an intrapersonal sense 
of ethnicity that disavows the larger membership. When asked if the ethnic specificity of 
the organization in its name was of importance to them, another survey respondent 
answered-Yes/ The traditions, music and name are all key to the identity of the group 
and cannot be separated! This comment was written emphatically and underlined on the 
page in a way as to suggest fervor; this respondent felt strongly about this point. Gramsci 
would, I submit, argue such comments to be indicative of the festishization of culture or 
ethnicity. Such festishes are suspect in that they overwrite other saliencies in their favor; 
they portray an idea from an a-contextual perspective and are in danger of embracing 
dominant folklore projected as pre-history. That is, explicit Norwegian ethnicity has not 
been a significant characteristic of the Singers for over one hundred years. To assign a 
disproportionate level of importance to something as arrived at through an uncritical 
absorption of the saliencies of a group is the definition of fetishism. If answers such as 
these were typical or in the majority a case could be made that the Singers as a whole had 
embraced a fetishized sense of tradition with regard to ethnicity. In that case one might 
reasonably assume any ethnic diversity in the group would not be encouraged or 
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enthusiastically received. However, responses such as these were surprisingly few; in 
fact I have presented them in their entirety in this paragraph and the Singers, begilming 
with Ravndal, have a documented history ofboth encouraging and embracing ethnic 
diversity that runs counter to that upon which the group was founded. Moreover, the 
remarks of the vast majority of members indicate exactly the opposite to those above, that 
ethnicity is not important, singing and relationships are what of the greatest significance 
as evidenced by the responses. 
When asked in an interview about his feelings regarding the importance of the 
organization being Norwegian a leader of one of the choruses said: It's the music. It 
being "Norwegian" is not important. This is a direct statement that may support the 
notion that ethnic-specificity, while part of the nomenclature of the organization, is no 
longer a defining characteristic. I asked him to clarify so that I understood. Was he 
claiming that the explicit Norwegian-ness no longer mattered? He responded that yes, it 
mattered but not in the ethnic sense. He explained the name of the group from an 
historical standpoint and the musical requirements (as mentioned earlier) but remarked 
that since very few of the men are Norwegian and no one speaks it, it isn 't its being 
Norwegian that matters. Another survey respondent provides a statement that see~s to 
corroborate his remarks, writing-It doesn't matter if you've sung in a choir or are 
German, Russian or Chinese. This is a place for men to enjoy great music and to be with 
one another outside of work and family. His comments seem to indicate, albeit obliquely, 
that issues of experience and ethnicity are of little importance; for this respondent it is the 
making of music that is of comparative significance. Another remarked with more 
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clarity-[We are an] open, inviting people who like the fact that people sing and don't 
care about ancestry. This can be interpreted several ways. Is ancestry a reference to 
ethnicity or culture? Do they "not care" if they are Norwegian or is it a broader reference 
meant to communicate a lack of concern with ethnicity at all; that is, has Norwegian been 
re-defined? The difference is significant as the first assertion implies a context delineated 
by and of the group whereas the second moves away from Norwegian-ness entirely 
toward a fore grounding of non-ethnic priorities. 
Another survey respondent engaged Norwegian ethnicity directly, stating-
Norwegian only gives origin. We are not a Norwegian chorus. It is interesting to note 
that a member of the Singers, an explicitly Norwegian chorus (in name) would claim the 
chorus not to be Norwegian. I believe this can be interpreted more broadly; this is to 
suggest that the Norwegian-ness referred to in this case in not necessarily Norwegian 
ethnicity. By asserting that it "only gives origin" the participant makes a comment that 
can be interpreted to be unconcerned with explicit ideas about ethnicity. Additionally, 
his second comment could be understood as flowing from the frrst, that the chorus is not 
Norwegian in an ethnic sense, thus buttressing his first statement. Outside of further 
evidence these comments could be considered an anomaly. However, many comments of 
this type were collected, a sampling is included here-With the blending of cultures and 
ethnic background I think our choral survival is based on singing, less on old 
traditions-Ancestry is of little consequence, it's the music/culture that appeals to them-
Would probably be the same if it was an Italian or German chorus, I think the ethnicity 
part is over. What does it mean when an explicitly ethnic chorus seems to de-center the 
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same? 
Gramsci provides an answer, I believe, when he shares his ideas about the ways in 
which a movement becomes organic, saying that it "perfects itself, loses its arbitrary 
traits, becomes truly independent" (SPN, 158). Through a Gramscian lens, if the Singers 
have not fetishized ethnicity, instead casting it away in favor of a conscious, purposeful 
redefinition of the same and the priorities it indicates, they can be understood as having 
taken a step toward organicity. These modifications must be intentional and engage in 
the usurping of folklore at every tum. Ravndal's documented comments and their 
implications from over one hundred years ago were in every way intentional; as well, 
they were clear; the Singers are open to all who love singing, Norwegian ethnicity has 
been deliberately pushed to the periphery. According to Gramsci, tradition cannot define 
organic intellectuals, intentional assertion of their intellectuality must; adherence to 
ethnic tradition seems to have not influenced the Singers in that it has not been fetishized, 
thus they can be considered to have taken a further step towards embracing and activating 
organic intellectuality. 
In discussing folklore, fetishism and the organic intellectual Gramsci states that 
the organic must operate from a standpoint free from the "prison of ideologies" and 
"blind ideological fanaticism" (SPN, 344). That, in adopting the "fertile" perspective of 
"pitiless self-criticism," this individual or group must "participate in a particular 
conception of the world ... or modify it to bring into being new modes of thought" (SPN, 
9). This is to suggest that organic intellectuals must adopt a critical perspective that 
loosens the rigidities of orthodoxy in favor of the creation of the new, the organic. In 
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light of the previous discussion it would seem a claim that the Singers have undertaken a 
redefinition of their Norwegian-ness that de-centers ethnicity, replacing it with singing 
and the formation of relationships as well as what these things represent, the context in 
which they are undertaken and what they signify about the organization. 
In exploring this idea and bringing together evidence uncovered in the interaction-
based sites of research with the historical, I again refer to Ravndal ' s remarks regarding 
"legitimate co-heirs." These comments were made in 1910, long before this discussion 
was either conceived or undertaken. However, in that time the ethnic demographic of the 
Singers has changed markedly (Knudsen 1989). Ravndal refers in his comment to other 
ethnic groups considered to be "Scandinavian," yet he offers they are "legitimate co-
heirs" on an "equal basis" and that they "recognize no distinction" between them. This is 
a shift in what the conception of the organization for its members had been, historically, 
to that point. He makes the comment that all are welcome who are interested in 
"Scandinavian Song." 
As previously mentioned the choruses of the Singers at that point numbered 
nearly four hundred; one could reasonably assume that the decline to come was not 
foreseen at this point and if the interest was merely perpetuation, why then choose to be 
more egalitarian? It is true that he explicitly references Scandinavians, but this brings to 
the fore two questions: first, from where comes the need to recognize those who are 
already welcome? I would submit that the Singers' ethnic specificity and the 
increasingly non-Norwegian membership necessitated a formal statement of intention and 
credo. Beyond the formality, was the lack of acknowledgement proving detrimental to 
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the group's continuance? As they were so numerous at this point it a reasonable 
assumption could be made that this was not the case. Of course it could also be 
interpreted that by publishing them in the organization's newsletter Ravndal sought to 
make them a matter of record; this idea begets the next question. One wonders as to what 
Ravndal's and the past organization's response would be now? Would the same 
welcome be offered to the Black, Hispanic, American Native and Alaska Native members 
as was the Swedes and Danes of over one hundred years ago? 
I have sought answers to the questions in the Singers themselves. Ravndal' s 
comments, which I uncovered early on, have been a frequent topic of discussion. I have 
asked members about them on many occasions. I ask first what they think of these 
remarks and secondly, what these ideas represent. The answers I receive are interesting 
in that the men tend to point around the group, highlighting the ethnic derivation of the 
other members, if they know it. Secondly, the participants to whom I have asked the 
question nearly always respond that this is foundational to the organization. They 
indicate no surprise though none of the members I asked were aware ofRavndal's 
comments before I shared them with them. It is generally a point of pride for them as 
they articulate that the Singers main concern is not ethnicity, they are an open group who 
enjoy singing and singing with one another. 
Similarly, I have relayed to many the story of the Cuban tenor from so long ago 
and I ask what they think Ravndal would say about the cultural diversity present within 
the group. Each has responded that they suspect he would pay little mind. Time and 
again I have been told and reminded that this organization is open and welcoming. Its 
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priorities, I have been told and read, are music, singing and relationships, not ethnicity, 
background or social circumstance. According to Gramsci the exertion of organic 
intellectuality (engaging with folklore and tradition) toward the transcendence of 
dominance requires "pitiless" self-criticism; fetishism of any kind is to be avoided. In 
my observations, survey responses and interviews the vast majority of responses do not 
support an adherence to notions that assert the importance ofNorwegian ethnicity as a 
defining characteristic of the Singers. Instead the emphasis is on the singers themselves, 
the individual members, the music and the relationships between them. In reference to 
Omolo-Ongati's (2005) comments as highlighted in Chapter Two, the Singers appear to 
have come to (intentionally) understand and defme themselves as working with and 
within a culturally diverse society and membership rather than celebrating and setting 
forth specific ethnic or musical traditions. 
What Does Norwegian Mean Now? 
I wish to bring back into the discussion the reason for the Singers, specifically 
that which dealt with what it is the association does. Several survey respondents 
indicated that the emphasis of the Singers-what it is they do-is make music together. 
As I have discussed, perhaps in coming to understand the Singers in terms of what they 
believe themselves to be doing as well as their perspective regarding the importance of 
these various elements, we may ascertain a clearer view of the organization grounded 
from within it rather than projected onto it. Thus, if music making is of significance to 
the members of the association, ifthat is what they consider themselves to do we may 
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then interpret their doing it as an expression of the organization and its identity, its self-
knowledge. If specific Norwegian ethnicity is not observed to be festishized by the 
Singers but the act of making music is considered by its members to be of significance, 
might we then undertake a re-definition of what "Norwegian" means in this context? Can 
"Norwegian" refer to anything other than ethnicity? This is to suggest that the Singers 
have come to understand the ascription of Norwegian-ness to the group to refer not to 
ethnicity but rather to the making of music, the relationships between the members and 
the ways in which the group functions non-musically; these are understood to both 
contribute to and signify who the Singers are or, more to the point, to what Norwegian-
ness refers in this context. 
I refer to my discussion in Chapter Two concerning situational ethnicity and 
Gramsci's ideas about "becoming German." The precepts of situational ethnicity submit 
that ethnicity can be understood as fluid and intentional, or "ground in self-ascription" 
(Padgett 1980, 55). IfNorwegian-ness within the Singers no longer refers to specific 
ethnicity, how can it be understood? I again refer to a survey respondent who wrote 
that-"Norwegian" only gives origin. If we consider for the moment that "Norwegian" 
could now be meant to refer to the impetus for the Singers, this participant's answer takes 
on added significance. That is, "origin" refers to the group as it was when it first began; a 
group of recently-immigrated Norwegians seeking to establish connections to the land of 
their birth through musical traditions familiar to them. However, origin also connotes 
distance, that is, to view anything as an origin, a source, we must have moved from it, in 
a philosophical sense. Norwegian ethnicity, at one time, was both origin and defming 
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characteristic of the Singers, but by engaging the Singers as they are now and viewing 
their development over time (e.g. , Ravndal ' s comments) one could come to the 
conclusion that movement away from this origin has indeed occurred, that Norwegian-
ness no longer refers to ethnicity. Rather ethnic specificity has been supplanted by the 
making of music, the forging of significant relationship, the ways in which the 
organization functions and what these various characteristics communicate about the 
group and mean for its members. 
In this way it is possible then, to conceive of a non-Norwegian "becoming 
Norwegian" within this group by adhering to and sharing its contemporary motives. This 
is a clear example of Gramscian organicity as it implies intention, action and the 
abeyance of tradition and folklore . The majority of the Singers seem not to have 
fetishized any aspect of their tradition, rather they have embraced an intentional mode of 
re-ascription, over-writing and re-directing its aims and intended goals. That which is 
common sense about what it means to be Norwegian within the context of the Singers 
now seems to have little to do with being of Norwegian ethnicity; Norwegian now only 
gives origin. Indeed, Gramsci has exhorted the subaltern to transform "their experiences 
into an active and operative consciousness" and this seems what the Singers, from 
Ravndal forward, have done (AGR, 101). To be Norwegian, in the Singers, is to engage 
in music making amidst a group of men with significant bonds and to give selflessly to 
the group and one another. Tradition and ethnicity are not fetishized, rather they are 
considered for what they are worth; it is the people in the group now and their needs that 
define the Singers and chart its course. 
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Summary 
This chapter has presented an analysis of the Singers via four main areas: first, 
what I have referred to as the reason for the organization, specifically singing and what it 
means to and for the group. Secondly, the nature of the relationships between the 
members and what the choices that undergird the participation of the members and these 
relationships can be understood to signify. Thirdly, the manifestations of leadership and 
participation adjacent to the ways in which the Singers function, particularly non-
musically, and what this can communicate about the association. Finally, the ways in 
which Norwegian-ness can be understood within the context of the Singers; that is, what 
it means to be Norwegian and how this is expressed and understood by the members. 
This analysis has been underwritten and guided by a conceptual framework I have 
deemed organicity. This neologism is constructed from and informed by the work of 
Italian philosopher Antonio Gramsci, specifically his ideas of and about cultural 
hegemony and particularly the notion of organic intellectuals, folklore and fetishism. 
By examining the Singers from a perspective grounded in observation and 
activated through interaction the organicity of the association can be ascertained. As I 
stated in the introduction, the ideas and practices of which the Singers are constructed are 
not clearly stratified. This is to suggest the interactions between these avenues of 
analysis exhibit a porosity through which each may inflect the other creating a blended, 
multilayered field of study. Thus an analysis of the Singers cannot be isolated and 
stratified, rather it must allow for and acknowledge this sympathetic quality to the 
interactions between these ideas and practices. Taken as a whole they can be understood 
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to illuminate the organicity of the Singers. 
The Singers, as a whole, enjoy making music together. However, it is not the 
singing of Norwegian music, and the fetishizing of a past musical tradition this would 
signify, that are indicative of their organicity. Rather, the group exists to do what it does 
in a temporal context bounded by the present and grounded, philosophically, in an 
expression of extant iterations of the group; what Singers were is not fetishized, what the 
group is is developed, understood to be developing (per Ravndal' s remarks) and 
celebrated in the present. 
The relationships between the Singers are very close and they hold a place of 
great importance for the individuals of which they are comprised. This does not suggest 
organicity in and of itself. That the members continue to choose to associate with the 
Singers indicates identification with the group and its temporal and philosophical 
boundaries. That this occurs intentionally and over time can be interpreted as evidentiary 
of organic development and organicity. 
This organization functions in such a way as to elicit the participation of each 
member. It encourages and supports rather than denotes and governs. Participation in 
the non-musical business of the association is expected and, as the data suggest, joyfully 
and regularly undertaken. Furthermore, the distinction between conductor and leader 
within the Singers is omnipresent. That is, the musical leader of the choruses is referred 
to as such; of itself this alone does not signify organicity. However, that this person 
embodies the aforementioned distinction in their manner of functioning within the 
Singers reinforces an interpretation of egalitarianism and Gramscian organicity. 
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Finally, this organization was founded as a Norwegian group and intended to 
celebrate Norwegian musical traditions. Over time the membership has come to reflect a 
greater cultural and ethnic diversity. Concomitantly, the Singers have undertaken are-
definition of their priorities that asserts not only a willingness to accommodate such 
diversity but are-imagination of the idea of the Singers in such a way as to re-define 
what Norwegian means for and is understood within the group. This is to suggest that 
Norwegian-ness has become intentionally re-defined as singing or more to the point, this 
singing; that is, music making as understood within a temporal and philosophical 
boundary. Norwegian ethnicity only points to the origin of the group; it can no longer be 
understood as defining the Singers. This organization has undertaken a deliberate and 
continued re-definition of what it does, how it does it and what it means that has served a 
concomitant re-definition of what it is. This can be understood and is interpreted to 
embody Gramsci's ideas about organic intellectuals, here codified as organicity. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction 
As a result of concerns both personal and professional, this study has been 
constructed and undertaken in such a way as to examine the Singers37 through a 
Gramscian conceptual framework constructed from his ideas and concepts as regards 
organic intellectuals and cultural hegemony along with its constitutive elements: folklore, 
common sense and forma mentis. Gram sci's notions contributed to the development of a 
concept intended to encapsulate his ideas about organic intellectuals: organicity. 
Organicity is the degree to which a group of people-in this case, the Singers-embodies 
and exhibits Gramsci's ideas of and about organic intellectuals, specifically that they are 
both individuals and groups who embrace their intellectuality intentionally, come to 
understand their lived experience as derivative of the influence of the State (via folklore 
and common sense), and begin to create their own conception of the world and life apart 
from it. This requires the deliberate adoption of a critical perspective. This is to say that 
organic intellectuals consider nothing to be taken for granted, accept nothing as natural-
not the status quo nor their ideas about their pre-history as individuals or groups. Organic 
intellectuals understand that that which is taken for granted is inculcated with the 
hegemony of the dominant and an uncritical absorption that contributes to what is 
considered common sense and thus the consent of the ruled to the ruling. Gramsci' s 
37 The Norwegian Singers Association of America and the Pacific Coast Norwegian Singers 
Association of America. 
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notion allows for the social organization of hegemony through the institutions of civil 
life, which include schools, churches, the press, etc. Therefore, organic intellectuals must 
engage with this infrastructure of hegemony from a critical perspective as well. 
Education and music education are both part of and contributors to these institutions of 
the State and thus must be considered with incredulity as well. This study was catalyzed 
by two related suspicions, the first as a result of my experiences as an insider and music 
educator and the second, subsequently verified through analysis, about the practices and 
functioning of the Singers. 
This first misgiving relates to contemporary practices within music education 
regarding cultural diversity in the world and is predicated upon my experiences with and 
within music education. I have contended that music education functions in such a way 
as to both accept and perpetuate outmoded and naive assumptions concerning cultural 
diversity. I have presented evidence of these ideas from music educators themselves, the 
music industry that supplies instructional materials, and the political system which 
undergirds both the perspective from which these issues are approached and the goals 
which overwrite the resultant pedagogy and curriculum. The focus of this study has not 
been these ideas and practices but it was necessary to demonstrate a need for that which 
followed. 
This study has presented an idea for a perspective with which to view such 
practices as well as a subject upon which such analysis may be undertaken: organicity 
and the Singers. Through the piecing-together ofGramsci's ideas about organic 
intellectuals I have allowed for a study of the practices and functioning of the Singers that 
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elicits a deeper understanding of what it is they do, how and why that may suggest ways 
in which music education may consider not only what it does but what it could do 
instead; that is, continuing to seek ways to enhance praxis that recognizes the teaching of 
music within diverse cultures rather than about them. The distinction is important as the 
latter connotes an inorganic point of view that can reinforce ideas of diversity that pivot 
on differences, differences as located by placing Western culture and musical traditions at 
the center and all else beyond, outside, and "Other." 
In this chapter I provide some final thoughts on this study of the Singers and 
organicity as it pertains to such practices in music education. First, I provide an overview 
of the course this study has taken thus far. Second, I summarize what I consider to be my 
Gramscian reading of the Singers. Next I include ways in which such a perspective could 
apply to music education and also engage with a common criticism of such neo-Marxists 
ideals, particularly its normative qualities. Finally, I offer some ideas for future study 
and some closing thoughts. 
The Study: A Summary 
In Chapter One I provided an introduction to the study by way of relating several 
anecdotes that served as its catalyst. I demonstrated a need for the study by illuminating 
several contemporary resources and extant practices that expose that which is common 
sense about and within practices pertaining to cultural diversity in music education. 
From this flowed my problem statement and the research questions: 
1. In what ways can the organization and practices of the Singers be disentangled 
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and understood through the concepts and ideas of cultural hegemony, folklore 
and common sense as developed and articulated by Italian philosopher 
Antonio Gramsci? 
2. By undertaking a study of the Singers from a Gramscian perspective what 
suggestions can be discerned for contemporary music education in the U.S.A. 
insofar as it seeks to address issues of difference in a culturally-diverse 
environment? 
Chapter Two contains my explication of the conceptual framework utilized 
within. Grounded in the work of Gramsci, I unpacked his ideas of and about cultural 
hegemony, folklore and common sense as well as his notions of organic intellectuals and 
that which makes them oppositional to expressions of the State and its hegemony. 
Finally I explained the Gramscian-inspired neologism of which I made use in my analysis 
of the Singers, organicity. I offered my rationale for its creation and the means with 
which it would be deployed. 
In Chapter Three I presented an explication of and justification for my chosen 
methodology (ethnographic case study) as well as the philosophical principles that have 
informed and guided this study. In Chapter Four I brought the voices of the Singers to 
the fore, presenting my analysis of their structure and functioning. I offered accounts of 
my observations and details of my interactions with them; I presented many comments 
from surveys and those made in interviews, all of which served to illuminate their organic 
practice or the ways in which they embody and manifest a sense of Gramscian organicity. 
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Organicity and Boundaries 
The mode ofbeing of the new intellectual can no longer consist in 
eloquence, which is an exterior and momentary mover of feelings and 
passions, but in active participation in practical life, as constructor, 
organizer, 'permanent persuader' and not just a simple orator. (AGR, 321) 
Gramsci was adamant about the characteristics necessary for organic intellectuals; 
foremost among them that that they actively embrace intellectuality and that doing so 
required re-drawing boundaries. These boundaries serve as concrete representations of 
the establishment of a new conception ofthe world and life. To undertake such a task 
requires the re-conception of space, both physical and meta-physical on one's own terms 
and apart from those of the State. In my analysis ofthe Singers I have come to 
understand certain reifications of organicity within the organization to be represented by 
the boundaries they have drawn over the course of their history and each time they 
gather; such boundaries are both temporal and philosophical. These boundaries serve to 
denote that which is of the group and its identity as well as how it understands itself and 
its functioning. This next section explores the organicity of the Singers in terms of these 
boundaries. 
Organicity as a Temporal Boundary 
As I noted in Chapter Four, in discussing Gramsci's ideas about organic 
intellectuality Lather (1984) is explicit in referencing the temporality oftheir function; 
that is, they must hold fast to and operate within a "praxis of the present" (51). This is so 
because hegemony has not only a normative purpose, it also functions over time as it is 
sustained by and thus connected to folklore. For Gramsci, folklore, as a catalyst for that 
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which is understood to be natural (common sense), operates on a temporal continuum; it 
is both of the present and projected backward into the past as pre-history or that which 
contributes to the common sense of the present. In this way folklore, as an instrument of 
the State and expression of its hegemony, becomes tradition, or the pre-historic narrative 
of a group. "Philosophy and modem science are also constantly contributing new 
elements to 'modem folklore' in that certain opinions and scientific notions, removed 
from their context and more or less distorted, constantly fall within the popular domain 
and are 'inserted' into the mosaic of tradition" (AGR, 361). Here Gramsci articulates an 
idea of folklore as a product of philosophy and modem science, the exclusive realm of 
the professional intellectual. Folklore, as conceived of and created by the professional 
intellectual exists presently but is projected-"inserted"-backward into what is 
considered to be the pre-history of the group, its folklore or tradition; this underwrites 
and thus inculcates that which is considered to be natural, or common sense. 
In Chapter Two I paired the music educator with Gramsci' s ideas about the 
professional intellectual. As Gramsci discusses, this individual is not of an autonomous 
group but is affiliated with the State (dominant) as a result of their training and elite 
status. The music educator is trained within the Western academy and operates in 
educational institutions, which are also considered to be of the State. Near the opening of 
Chapter One I recounted, briefly, an experience I had at a choral festival in 2009. At one 
point this gathering featured of all the participating choirs in the performance of two 
musical selections, one of which combined a South African freedom song and an ancient 
hymn of the Christian church. I was uncomfortable with this selection and in sharing my 
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misgivings with my colleagues was strongly rebuffed and told that I was overreacting and 
that such music was "good" for students. As I mentioned, Africa is an enormous 
continent of fifty-three nations, with many diverse cultures, languages and practices, 
religious and otherwise. While it is true that within South Africa Christianity figures 
prominently, African Christianity is itself the result of colonization and the exertion of 
Eurocentric hegemony. Thus, this musical selection, rather than celebrating vague 
notions of "Africa" can be considered another example of cultural imperialism. The 
conductor who selected this piece is a well-known music educator working within a 
prestigious institution of higher education. The conductors of the participating choirs 
were themselves respected music educators in their own right. As I have undertaken this 
study of the Singers and in so doing constructed a Gramscian conceptual framework, I 
view this experience as a prime example of the contemporary iteration and functioning of 
the professional intellectual as articulating outmoded ideas about culture, cultural 
diversity and hegemony. This musical selection contains and sets forth ideas about 
African tradition and Eurocentric dominance that appear rife with uncritical absorptions 
of African history and cultural imperialism. I consider this to be the temporal operation 
of folklore to which Gramsci refers. That is, the assertion of these ideas about Africa and 
religion by music educators (professional intellectuals) within the performance of a 
musical selection has the effect of inserting such notions into the present conceptions of 
such things for the student. The history of Africa and religious or colonial imperialism 
becomes overwritten by and of contemporary folklore as presented by the professional 
intellectual thus offering an idea of Africa that is grounded within present ideas of 
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folklore and hegemony. Such historical ideas, or folklore, have a way of becoming 
concretized for the student as that which represents the truth of the past; it supports that 
which seems to be natural, or common sense. This is diametrically opposed to Gramsci's 
conceptions of organic intellectuals and thus, reifications of organicity within this study. 
For Gramsci then, to be organic requires the rejection of folklore at face value and 
a conscious effort to exist within a conception of the world that is of the present. As my 
analysis demonstrates, the Singers have undertaken such a functioning. That is, they 
have resisted the uncritical absorption of notions of tradition and made intentional 
decisions to create a conception of their group based on a praxis of the present. This can 
be seen to have happened historically with Ravndal's comments of 1910 (Chapters One 
and Three). As Knudsen (1989) indicates, the Singers at that time contained far fewer 
explicitly Norwegian members and were attracting more non-Norwegian, but still 
primarily Nordic, membership. Whether Ravndal's remarks were prompted by a desire 
to make public something already understood within the Singers themselves or to make a 
deliberate statement about the future of the group is not known. In any event, at that 
moment the Singers can be seen to have made an intentional choice to step away from a 
fetishized notion of their organization, its practices and functioning. Such a choice 
reflected the then-contemporary iteration of the group and thus a decision for the group to 
not only be in the present but of the present; the Singers chose to alter the trajectory of 
the group so that it would reflect its membership rather than the membership being forced 
to conform to a fetishized sense of itself or its tradition. 
The ways in which the Singers have functioned in this regard, when juxtaposed 
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against the musical selection performed at the choral festival and what it represents with 
regard to the temporal operation of folklore, exposes their organicity. That is, rather than 
seek to perpetuate ideas ofwhat the group was (in 1910) in terms ofwhat it had been in 
the past, the leadership chose to let the then-present iteration of the group dictate its 
identity, its understanding of itself and its trajectory forward; thus I suggest, through the 
interpretation articulated in this study, the Singers, in 1910, chose organicity over fetish 
as defining of their temporal stance. 
My memories of that Singers banquet so long ago, as well as the brief 
conversation I had with my grandfather, remain with me. When I asked him why the 
Cuban gentleman was in the choir he answered by discussing the music they made 
together ("He enjoys singing with us and we enjoy having him"), or rather, he answered 
from the standpoint of what the Singers do in the present. He did not discuss ethnicity or 
refer to traditions of any sort at all. What he was saying can be interpreted to mean that 
the ethnicity of the men in the chorus at that moment did not matter because that which 
members "do" is sing-this singing; it is in and ofthe present. Nor is Norwegian music 
of real consequence; it is this singing that matters, that defines part of who the group is at 
any given moment and how it expresses itself. This idea of the functioning of the Singers 
exposes both different values and perspective than that of the repertoire chosen for the 
choral festival. For the latter it was not music making in the present that informed the 
selection but rather the representation of a concretized understanding of history in the 
past (folklore as pre-history) presented as a nod to cultural diversity; this can only be 
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understood, according to Gramsci' s precepts, as inorganic, or that which does not subvert 
hegemony. 
Organicity and Philosophical Boundaries 
The Singers are by definition a Norwegian organization; it is the first word in 
their name and its by-laws indicate a certain amount of music either by Norwegian 
composers or in Norwegian must be sung at each Sangerfest. However, discerning that to 
which Norwegian refers within the group is not as easy as it appears. This section 
explores the analysis and interpretation of the organicity of the Singers from the 
standpoint of musical traditions, the overarching sense ofNorwegian-ness within the 
group, what is means and how it is understood, and finally, issues of power and structure. 
The Norwegian music the choruses faithfully perform according to the strictures 
of the by-laws appears to be nothing more than an exercise in meeting a requirement. It 
is true the men appear to enjoy the music they sing, but they enjoy all of it and in a non-
hierarchical sense. More importantly, as discussed in the previous section, it is the music 
making in and of the present (this singing) that defines the group; Norwegian music 
seems not to figure prominently. That is, I heard many comments that discounted the 
impmiance ofNorwegian music or musical traditions in favor of the members of the 
group, singing together and the relationships they formed as a result. In this regard, that 
the group was Norwegian seems not to be a significant factor. The Singers seem not to 
have a fetishized idea of music, musical traditions or their relationships to it either 
individually or as a body. Rather, their ideas of what these traditions are and the 
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significance they bear can be seen as evolving. Beginning with Ravndal' s remarks and 
continuing through those of the Singers I received on the surveys, during interviews or 
the many conversations I had, Norwegian music, while enjoyed, is on the periphery, or 
lies beyond a philosophical boundary, in terms of what it means to and for the group. 
In Chapter Two I brought into the discussion two reviews of choral literature from 
the web-based music catalog of a popular music publisher. These reviews are offered as 
a service to the music educator seeking instructional materials and are meant to provide a 
summary of what a given musical selection is, what it is about, how it has been 
composed, for what musical forces , etc. One of the reviews I highlighted was excerpted 
from a section of the catalog entitled "Multicultural Choral Music." For the purposes of 
this discussion I offer the review here once more: 
Here's an invigorating cross-cultural number that will make everyone 
want to dance! It's a joyful Israeli dance song, incorporating the popular 
round, Toembai . With Hebrew text, lots of "tra la la la la" passages and 
English subtext on the verse, this has all the minor-key ethnic flavor you 
could want, right up to the final shouted 'Hey!' 
The review makes two specific references to ethnicity and several inferences to 
that which constitutes its "minor-key ethnic flavor." Within the review there is no 
mention of temporal context however, there is also no distinction between ethnicity and 
religion; the two, "Israeli" and "Hebrew," are conflated as one and the same. Moreover, 
the entire paragraph, in that it provides references both specific and general, if read 
uncritically, can be interpreted to portray or suggest an idea of what it means to be either 
"Israeli" or "Jewish." Instructional materials such as this present ideas about culture and 
music that can be confusing. This is to say that they may function, on the philosophical 
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level, to present hardened characteristics of what it means to be either. A music educator 
seeking instructional materials could purchase this music as a result of this review; thus 
begins a process whereby uncritical and naive assumptions about ethnicity and culture 
begin to be absorbed into the institution of education. The student, of a different position 
with respect to the music educator as professional intellectual, may not have the power or 
know to interrogate such materials. Rather, the more likely scenario is one in which the 
student accepts the knowing contained within these materials, as selected and purchased 
for them by their teacher, as part of that which they consider to be Israeli or Jewish. 
Thus, Israeli-ness is then understood to have a certain "flavor," and to be synonymous 
with being "Hebrew." In this case such materials and the philosophical position that 
informs their creation can be understood to have fetishized that which is purported to be 
Israeli or Hebrew, a philosophical conflation; thus, such a perspective can be interpreted 
as being inorganic. 
This is but a glimpse of how Norwegian-ness is bounded and understood within 
the Singers. Gramsci discusses the ways in which groups can come to understand 
themselves, both in terms of what is (their station) and what could be (a new conception 
of the world and life); he asserts that organic intellectuals must "become conscious of 
their social position, and therefore of their tasks, on the terrain of ideologies, which is no 
small affirmation of reality .... [organicity] is the terrain on which determinate social 
groups become conscious of their own social being, their own strength, their own tasks, 
their own becoming" (AGR, 196). His comments as to "their own becoming" are 
instructive in this case as this infers both the present and future tense of and for the group. 
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That the group is "becoming" implies two related ideas: first, the group is exercising self-
determination; it is seeking to discern itself for and of itself beyond concretized notions 
of folklore and common sense as dictated by the dominant. Secondly, as it asserts itself it 
then exists in opposition to the State and that which is ofthe State. Thus, I understand 
"becoming," in this context, to contain organicity as a duality; that is, a group is organic 
in that it is becoming itself in terms of itself and expresses organicity (becomes organic) 
as it exists in opposition to the dominant. Indeed, Gramsci exhorts the organic to 
confront ideologies on their own terrain, that is, within the institutions of civil society as 
an exercise in their own consciousness. Thus, the intentional embrace of one's identity 
(or a group) and the willing and purposeful re-definition is an exercise ofbecoming, or in 
this case, organicity. That is, the drawing of philosophical boundaries becomes both 
symptomatic of and an exercise in organicity. Similarly, as outlined in the previous 
example, practices and functioning that do not draw or recognize such boundaries and 
instead accept, uncritically, that which is of the State, perpetuates the State through its 
. . 
morgamc-ness. 
For the Singers, then, that which constitutes their Norwegian-ness seems no 
longer tied to fetishized ideas about ethnicity, musical traditions or means of functioning. 
Rather, to be Norwegian is to participate in the group, to embrace this singing, to make 
the conscious choice to continue to participate and in so doing to continue to embody that 
which is representative of the Singers in the present. To be Norwegian is to both 
acknowledge and continue to develop (the becoming) the temporal and philosophical 
boundaries that indicate their organicity. 
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Organicity and Intellectuals 
Gramsci, in articulating his ideas about professional intellectuals, positions such 
individuals as considering themselves to be separate from dominant groups: "[T]hey thus 
put themselves forward as autonomous and independent of the dominant social group" 
(SPN, 7). However, as Gramsci continues to develop his concepts he is quick to note that 
"the State is not agnostic" and while professional intellectuals may seek to draw a 
distinction between they and the State, considering themselves inviolate of the hegemony 
of the dominant, their elite status ensures that they are not associated with the non-
dominant, and thus are in fact, of dominant groups (SCW, 191). Professional 
intellectuals, according to Gramsci, not only hold special status, they have received 
specialized training: "The most typical of these categories of intellectuals is that of the 
ecclesiastics, who for a long time .. . held a monopoly of a number of important services: 
religious ideology, that is the philosophy and science of the age, together with schools, 
education, morality, justice, charity, good works, etc." (SPN, 7). As Gramsci points out, 
they received their status as a result of their juridical ties that made them equivalent to 
landed aristocracy; thus they also enjoyed the privileges of the State connected with the 
ownership ofland (ibid.). Thus, ecclesiastics, in this way, are shown to be professional 
intellectuals as a result of the monopoly they hold on specialized skills and elite because 
of the status this grants them in the hierarchy of society. This understanding of 
Gramsci's ideas about ecclesiastics is important because the Church is considered an 
institution of the State, as is education. Moreover, as the "ecclesiastics" of education-
itself part of the infrastructure whereby the State organizes its hegemony-educators (and 
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music educators) have received specialized training and are considered to have elite 
status as a result of such training and their operation within the institutions ofthe State. 
Thus, they too are considered to embody Gramsci' s ideas about the professional 
intellectual. 
So too the earlier-referenced discussion of the music ensemble conductor: the 
conductor is an individual who has received particular training and is considered to hold a 
monopoly on certain skills. For example, Arturo Toscanini is famously purported to have 
said: "God tells me how the music should sound, but you stand in the way" (Lebrecht 
2001). One can imagine the effect such a retort would have upon a person; how are we to 
consider ourselves when in the presence of someone who considers themself to be in 
direct connection with the divine? Stories and anecdotes about conductors abound. 
Nevertheless, the term itself-conductor--can be interpreted as being loaded. To be a 
conductor is to have a specialized set of skills and to be special. Since the mid-nineteenth 
century the conductor is even referred to in many situations as "Maestro," or "master."38 
Thus, the conductor-and as well the music educator-are in every way analogous to 
Gram sci's professional intellectual. 
The practices of the Singers in this regard are quite unambiguous; the person who 
"conducts" the choruses, who leads rehearsals, organizes concert programs and otherwise 
attends to all matters musical is not referred to as a conductor but rather a "leader." The 
distinction is noteworthy: first, a "leader" can be understood as a member of a group, that 
is, they consider themselves to be and are considered by the other individuals to be share 
38 See Lebrecht (2001). 
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equal status. Such an individual then, the leader, has been given not a new status but a 
different role. As my analysis demonstrates, the Singers share a unified sense of 
responsibility for the business of the organization; each has a role. The role of the 
musical leader is no different in status than that of the other members, it is merely defined 
by the business of making music. Viewed another way, this can be considered a different 
iteration of what it is the Singers do; this is to say that as a salient characteristic of the 
organization and significant part of the reason for the group, it is the leaders who 
facilitate the singing of the Singers, or this singing. They provide, from within, guidance 
and instruction; by embracing their equal role attending to musical matters they assist the 
group in realizing what it is they do. 
Furthermore, the leader is one who, as a member of the group, has a vested 
interest in the direction undertaken and the level of success with which it is attained. Per 
Gramsci ' s definition of organic intellectuals, a leader, as a member of the group, is 
directly connected to the feelingful-ness of it. Thus, their leadership does not come from 
the top-down but rather from within. The leader then can be considered to have a direct 
relationship with the group from which it is derived and by virtue of this connection and 
this person's status as of the group, can be considered organic. 
Higgins (20 12), in discussing the phenomena of and around community music, 
posits a term that may shed further light on both the role and manner of functioning of 
leaders within the Singers; the term he employs is "facilitation." As he defines it, 
"facilitation is concerned with encouraging open dialogue among different individuals 
with differing perspectives" (147). These perspectives, in terms of the Singers, can be 
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understood both in terms of the differing roles inhabited by members and leaders as well 
as the various other inter- and intrapersonal perambulations that define and codify human 
diversity. Higgins goes on to expand this definition in terms of function by positing 
facilitation as a process "that enables participants' creative energy to flow, develop, and 
grow" along routes towards "suggested destinations" (148). These "destinations" are not, 
according to Higgins, the purview of the leader alone but rather develop, organically, as a 
result of the symbiosis between member and leader. Thus, in a very real sense, all have a 
role in the musical leadership of the group. This is to suggest that the musical business of 
the group remains truly of the group rather than that which is relinquished to the 
conductor, the professional intellectual. This relationship, or manner of functioning, 
depends on a less-controlling form ofleadership, hence his term "facilitation" (ibid.). 
The Singers, through my interpretation, seem to exhibit this feature prominently; those 
whose role encompasses the musical guidance of the choruses are part of the group and 
are referred to as leaders and function in such a way as to facilitate rather than conduct. I 
interpret this to be exemplary of another philosophical boundary and an indicator of 
organicity. 
The structure of the Singers as it manifests a sense of Gramscian organicity is not 
limited to the nomenclature with which they codify the roles of its members but can be 
observed in their functioning, particularly with regard to the undertaking of non-musical 
business. This work is attended to regularly, with each rehearsal having a specific time 
set aside to address such matters. The organicity with which the choruses operate can be 
viewed from this perspective in two ways: first, each person participates and secondly, 
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the group makes decisions by consensus. 
As I demonstrated in my analysis, the Singers engage in this non-musical business 
with a shared sense of responsibility. The meetings take place with great efficiency and 
with the participation of each member. Every member has a role within and for the 
group, be it serving as Treasurer and thus being charged with the fiscal oversight of the 
chorus, or Secretary and tasked with keeping accurate minutes and ensuring that these 
meetings are conducted according to an agreed upon set of criteria (e.g., Robert ' s Rules 
of Order). The meetings themselves have a distinctive flow to them; they progress 
swiftly but do not feel rushed; questions are asked, discussion undertaken and fmally, 
decisions are voted on. The tenor of these proceedings is uniformly calm, the individuals 
listen and react to one another in such a way that seems both to express and reinforce the 
egalitarianism that overwrites the framework of the choruses. By this I mean that the 
egalitarianism ofthese groups is not limited to a certain aspect of their functioning but 
rather it inflects everything they do; it is multi-layered as the group is also. In this way 
the choruses are unlike any of which I have been a part. I believe that this is so as a result 
of the fundamental equality with which the individuals regard and interact with one 
another. There is a very strong sense of common purpose and a shared sense of 
responsibility that buttresses this sense of parity. I interpret this as yet another example 




Throughout this study I have described the Singers' openness and inclusivity 
primarily from an ethnic standpoint; that is, this organization seems to embrace all, 
regardless of ancestry or ethnic derivation. Such notions of inclusivity begs the question, 
if the Singers are welcoming with regard to matters of cultural diversity might they also 
be equally tolerant of other forms of diversity? For example, would this organization 
extend equal membership and treatment to openly gay members? 
Such a question lies somewhat outside the explicit parameters of this study but it 
is germane nonetheless; is the appreciation of diversity within the Singers limited to 
matters of ethnicity? I can offer no definitive answer to this question but would offer two 
perspectives on this question and the Singers from which an interpretation might be 
inferred. First, I highlight Heather's experiences of and with the Singers as offering, 
perhaps, a glimpse of what the answer could be. As she herself stated, (quoted in Chapter 
Four), in her they have not another brother but "a sister." The leadership of a female in 
an otherwise all-male organization is significant, I submit. Moreover, its significance is 
heightened as, from my observations and discussions with the members, I observed that 
Heather was treated with a similar level of respect to the other members. Furthermore, 
she was able to operate within the chorus in such a way as to suggest she was on equal 
footing with the male singers. Is this alone an indicator of a more expansive sense of 
tolerance? 
During the course of my observations of and interactions with the Singers I 
quickly learned that certain topics generally were not discussed: politics and religion. 
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Such themes and the issues they comprise contain the potential to engender heated 
discussion, debate and argument. These types of arguments can become divisive and as 
such, the Singers do not generally engage in them. This is not to suggest that such 
conversations are suppressed, rather, from my observations I interpret them to be 
considered not relevant to what the Singers do or that which they are about and thus, are 
avoided. The Singers, in my estimation, seek positive interactions with one another and 
look for ways to deepen their connections, enhance their relationships and make more 
and better music. Discussions of and about politics and religion, as mentioned above, can 
be divisive and it is this potential that makes them undesirable for the membership. By 
this I suggest that the Singers, within the context of the group, choose the areas in which 
they wish to engage one another. It follows then that there are topics in which they 
choose not to engage each other; politics and religion seem to be chief among them. The 
Singers appear to accept that differences of opinion in these areas are natural and 
inevitable and it is better for the group and its purposes if respect for the differing 
opinions and views be manifested silently, that is, extended to all with discussions about 
such things preserved for other avenues and realms of life. Can this be extrapolated into 
an answer to the earlier question? 
I do not mean to state definitively that the Singers would equally embrace an 
openly gay member; I never asked anyone about issues of sexual orientation. However, 
as a result of my observations of and interactions with the Singers I have encountered 
nothing to suggest that they would not; this is to say that I have a hunch that sexual 
orientation would matter little to the Singers overall and while personal differences might 
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well exist, these would be subsumed by the general tenor of welcome that pervades the 
group. Moreover, the Singers themselves have demonstrated a willingness to re-define 
the very foundations of their group. Is it not unreasonable this continues and could 
include such issues? I submit that it is not, that the Singers, as l understand them and 
interpret them within the context of this study, are fully capable of extending the same 
level of regard and membership to all members, regardless of ethnicity, gender or sexual 
orientation. As I have interpreted the data, for the Singers, organicity is the rule, not the 
exception, and therefore it is the guiding principle that undergirds the organization as 
well as the interactions of and between its members. 
Summary 
As quoted earlier in Chapter Two, Gramsci, in discussing the necessity of action 
in the usurpation of hegemony has written, "[J]oining a movement means taking your 
share of the responsibility for the events which are in the pipeline; becoming one of the 
people who are shaping these events" (PPW, 26). In this way he both refers to andre-
forms his comments about the necessity of action for the exercise of organic 
intellectuality and all that it entails. He continues, "[A]nyone who does not follow a 
political discipline is, precisely, matter in a gaseous state, or contaminated by foreign 
bodies: that is, useless and harmful" (ibid.). Thus, those disconnected from their own 
intellectuality and not engaged in pitiless criticism of their lived experience are of and 
exist within the State and its hegemony; this is counterproductive insofar as realizing 
one's own conception of the world and life. "The discipline of politics sloughs off this 
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waste, and refmes the pure metal of the spirit" (ibid.). 
I have employed this final portion ofGramsci's writings in an effort to connect 
this summary to the metallurgical references from my analysis. I have done this because 
I consider Gramsci' s ideas of and about organic intellectuals or, as I have termed it, 
organicity, to endorse the necessity of active confrontation of one' s lived experience. 
Gramsci differs from Marx and Engels in that this engagement is not violent, but rather 
takes place over time, within the very institutions of the State and through the active 
articulation of personal intellectuality. Organicity is akin, I submit, to the hardening and 
tempering of metal or the strengthening of a muscle. Such things require conscious 
action over time and yield results that could not have been achieved otherwise. The 
Singers, as has been demonstrated in my analysis, have been engaged in just such a 
process continually and over a long period of time. They have eschewed fetishized ideas 
about tradition or ethnicity; instead they have embraced an organic, Gramscian idea about 
who they are in terms of what they do and who they are with and for one another. They 
have structured their organization to reflect the absolute equality of each individual and 
to allow each person to draw closer to the group and one another by sharing in the 
responsibilities that such associations entail. They have drawn boundaries temporal and 
philosophical and in so doing have articulated a Gramscian sense of organicity. In the 
following section I begin to move towards the ways in which these ideas and the 
examples set forth by the Singers might be influential upon practices in music education 
directed towards cultural diversity. 
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An Ideal Praxis 
The notion of an ideal brings to the fore a fundamental criticism of neo-Marxism, 
that there exists a utopian ideal which is presumed to . exist, in this case in opposition to 
the status quo as regards ideas of and about cultural diversity in music education. The 
notion or implication of an ideal further implies normativity in that it assumes that 
something "ought" to exist in place of the status quo; this exposes, or indicates, values. 
These values cannot be proven, there is only better according to assorted criteria that are 
also arbitrary and subjective. Through this work I do not mean to suggest such a utopian 
ideal exists but rather adopt a Gramscian position in this regard, that an idea of utopia 
contains a philosophical value: "This is not to say that utopia cannot have a philosophical 
value, for it has a political value and every politics is implicitly a philosophy, even if 
disconnected and crudely sketched" (SPN, 405). 
I do not mean to suggest there is a correct or ideal way for music education to 
function where issues of cultural diversity are concerned, nor do I wish to be interpreted 
as suggesting that such a utopian space exists. However, I would submit that current 
beliefs and the practices they beget are "disconnected and crudely sketched" and function 
to reinforce Eurocentric ideas (common sense) about cultural diversity. That it is 
"crudely sketched" compounds the problem; we seek "world-mindedness" for our 
students, to help them "appreciate diversity" or to be tolerant, but what do these terms 
mean? How can they be reified in a meaningful ways that serve to recognize that we 
teach within diverse cultures? In contrast I posit that a utopian ideal in this case has a 
"philosophical value" precisely because it is political and thus capable of being activated 
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within the subaltern and of usurping that which is extant. I do not seek to explicate 
criteria whereby we might come to a better understanding of, or approach to, issues of 
cultural diversity. Rather, I seek to advocate the development of a philosophical space 
that is cognizant of the dichotomy of "we" and "other" as a deliberate product of 
EuroAmerican ethnocentricity; it is EuroAmericans that have both constructed and 
perpetuated it. This error, I contend, is further compounded because we music educators 
tend to believe we are accomplishing the exact opposite, the destruction of bias and 
undermining of prejudice, catalyzing "world-mindedness" for and within our students. 
For example, simply appending an African-American spiritual near the end of a choral 
concert or programming a piece that incorporates the djembe39 does not make it 
"multicultural" but "multiculturalized," and perilously near to imposing that which is of 
the State. 
The solution I wish to posit seeks to engender within music education Gramscian 
organicity as a basis for developing a conception and approach to cultural diversity. My 
suppositions are grounded in this Gramscian space and are embodied within the 
organization and manner of functioning of the Singers. 
Implications for Music Education 
As a result of the ideas presented in this study, certain aspects of the philosophies 
that undergird the approaches to and representation of cultural diversity in music 
education have been revealed and an explanation for them offered. If education can be 
39 A long wooden drum of African origin. 
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considered an institution of the State and hegemony, common sense and folklore as 
implicit within its structures then music educators, those who train music educators, 
develop instructional materials for music education or develop policies that govern such 
structures and systems must not ignore the influence such ideas can have. The mark of 
the practices that flow from these ideas may seem hidden but in fact are powerfully 
exerted within the discourses and practices that in tum chart the course of music 
education and its unfolding within the lived experience of students, e.g., the minutes of 
the ACDA Roundtable discussion cited earlier. 
Music education, in terms of its extant practices regarding cultural diversity, has 
become what it is over the course of many decades; this will not be unwound quickly. 
Indeed, as Lather (1984) has asserted, such things take time and occur incrementally. 
The value in this type of philosophical work is revealed in the practical implications it 
can have. For example, new music teachers have been trained within the Western 
academy about world musics for several decades. The ideas and philosophical stances 
that are both contained in and implied by the study of world musics are both covert and 
multifaceted. First, that the system of music educator training is itself embedded within a 
self-reinforcing hierarchical Western system predicated not only on the dominance of the 
West but the non-dominance of the non-Western or "Other." The second point flows 
from the first; this is the notion that common sense, folklore and thus, hegemony are 
perpetuated through the approach to world musics predicated on teaching about diverse 
cultures rather than from within them. Finally, music educators may gain a new and 
deeper appreciation for their role in the classroom and conception of the world and life of 
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their students when considering their function in terms of the professional versus the 
organic intellectual; such intellectual wrangling contains both great power and in that 
power, much potential for the betterment of music education. The richening of our 
philosophical understanding of music, the practices with which we teach music and the 
systems that facilitate this teaching can deepen our perspective and lead to the 
development of new viewpoints from which we might create and employ new ways to 
teach within rather than about diverse cultures. 
In an increasingly global society, the continued and increased immersion of both 
current and new teachers within the vibrant tapestry that is world music would intensify 
both the vocabulary of these educators and the facility with which they then manifest 
such things in the classroom for the student. Such practices, as well as the pedagogy and 
curriculum they would generate ought not to be concerned with issues of authenticity as 
these ideas can buttress outmoded ideals and biases. Rather they ought to reflect the 
vibrancy and fluidity that characterize music in cultural practice. Moreover, by 
combining these efforts with the philosophical perspectives highlighted above such 
practices are more likely to increase the musical vocabulary of our students, thereby 
deepening their understanding of and appreciation for the diverse cultural terrain they 
inhabit. 
By advocating a philosophical exploration of music education grounded in the 
ideas and concepts representative of Gramscian organicity, I make the following two 
assertions: first, this can only happen, indeed it must, over the course of many years. 
This is to suggest that meaningful change ought to be undertaken deliberately and 
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thoughtfully so that careful consideration of issues, perspectives as well as the 
ramifications of such decisions can be weighed and discussed. As stated above, music 
education has not come to its current manifestation rapidly, which begets a complex, 
multi-stratified entanglement that ought to be unwound slowly and deliberately. 
Secondly, I am suggesting certain cultural shifts within music education 
predicated on Gramsci 's ideas about professional intellectuals. Often, the music 
education of our students fmds its primary manifestation within performing ensembles. 
In this way, the dichotomy of conductor versus leader is swayed in favor of the former. 
If we can learn anything from the organicity ofthe Singers it is this: it is not the singing 
that matters, that is to say, performance, but this singing. By this I mean the wholly 
participatory nature of the singing of the Singers. This engenders significant 
relationships between them grounded in the singing that they do. Furthermore, that the 
leader of the Singers is considered to be part of the group rather than separate and elite is 
also significant. As we prepare our students for one performance after another we divest 
ourselves of the opportunities we are given to undertake the creation and reinforcement 
of relationships of significance, as well as of music making that matters and expresses the 
group's essence. If we were to stop conducting and begin leading we may find ourselves 
better able to facilitate music making that matters within the lived experience of our 
students. 
In the case of this study of the Singers, ethnographic research has activated a 
perspective of inquiry through which we have gained "access to the mechanics of 
practice" (Higgins 2006, 265). The practices and functioning of the Singers have been 
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cast in the light of a Gramscian lens that illuminates the ideas and conceptions that 
undergird them. This type of philosophical inquiry has value in that it exposes the 
normative infrastructure upon which we both conceive of and construct our own 
conception of the world and life. This thesis could have a significant impact on practices 
in music education as regards cultural diversity in a culturally diverse, global society. By 
engaging in such inquiry, uncovering and acknowledging the covert machinations that 
exert themselves in our lives every day we may take significant strides toward bettering 
not only the music education of our students but our lives as well. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
As stated above, I submit that philosophical exploration of what we do, why and 
how as music educators, has value. By ignoring the ideas of the music educator as 
professional intellectual we continue to risk the unbiased, non-prejudicial education of 
our students. However, from a more self-oriented perspective we also risk diminishing 
the opportunities for advancement sought by those who advocate for music education. 
As music programs come under increased scrutiny, seeing their monetary budgets 
severely cut back and encountering more and significant questions as to its relevancy it 
behooves us to avoid an unsophisticated defense of music education predicated on 
outmoded ideas of its benefit for our students. Rather, we do both our students and the 
discipline a greater service, I submit, if we engage in philosophical discourse that seeks to 
re-cast music education in a way more relevant to the demands of culturally diverse 
society. Thus, I advocate for the continued philosophical exploration ofthe themes, 
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concepts and motivations both intrinsic and extrinsic, that inform and guide current 
practice. Only through honest questioning can such gains be made. 
During the course of this research I encountered just one brief study undertaken 
from a Gramscian perspective and specifically designed for a music education setting 
(Abrahams 2004). I contend that Gramsci's ideas about cultural hegemony, its 
dissemination and perpetuation offer much for the music educator. Gramsci is explicit in 
his conception of education and its germinal role in the production of hegemony; so too 
his notions of and about professional and organic intellectuals. It is my belief that the 
continued development of philosophical interrogatories can lead us to better and more 
impactful philosophical ideals and tools with which to influence the lived experience of 
all of our students in a positive way. I believe Gramsci has much to offer in this regard. 
Closing Thoughts 
Setting aside the ideas of Gramsci and the practices and functioning of the Singers 
for the moment, we must acknowledge that at their most numerous the choruses ofthe 
Singers numbered three hundred and seventy-eight and that there are now just twenty-
five such choruses left. This begs the question, what can be or ought to be learned from 
the study of a group whose numbers are diminishing? In strictly historical terms, the 
Singers have been in existence for approximately one hundred and fifty years; this is not 
an insignificant amount of time. These choruses have been in existence since before the 
Civil War and have maintained an active existence during this time. Furthermore, the 
Singers, if my experience is at all indicative, are not going away in the near future. True, 
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the ages of the majority of their members increases and most are older (see Figure 1 ). 
However, they continue to actively recruit new singers and experience no small degree of 
success. For example, one of the choruses recently notified me that they had recruited 
four new singers during the autumn of 2011. During my last visit with another of the 
choruses, I counted three new members who had joined the previous spring and seemed 
to have become comfortable. These are not high numbers, however each of these 
choruses' rosters contain a regular membership of approximately thirty singers; from this 
perspective these numbers seem more positive. However, I do not believe the strength of 
the case to be made for this study of the Singers lies in their longevity or predictions as to 
their future. Rather, I suggest that the worth of this philosophical inquiry lies in the 
Singers themselves; that is, what they do, how they do it and why. 
The Singers could not be considered garish or extroverted as an organization. 
They are not prone to boasting about themselves or their practices. Instead they function 
more quietly, singing, being and relating with and to one another in a way that suggests 
great ease and tremendous familiarity. The Singers, in this regard, are w11ike a group like 
the Shriners; there are no parade entries or flashy displays of driving prowess in little cars 
for the Singers. Rather, the Singers exist as organization committed to "being 
Norwegian." That is, "being Norwegian" in a Gramscian sense. This is an organization 
dedicated to singing, this singing and what it represents; absolute equality, unquestioned 
devotion predicated upon the ability ofbeing vulnerable with one another and a 
thorough-going dedication to the constant re-creation of an organization representative of 
its members and not the other way around. As I have read the group, when the 
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individuals of which the Singers are comprised come together social and professional 
roles become irrelevant or bracketed out; this is an organization in which there are 
lawyers, janitors, doctors or carpenters, but, within the context of this group such roles 
become subsumed; they are all Singers first; this is what they do, this is who they are and 
more importantly, this defines the nature of their interactions with one another and the 
ways in which the group is expressed within society as a result. There is, I submit, value 
in that for music education. 
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Appendix A 
This singing: the Norwegian Singers through a Gramscian lens 
by 
RUSSELL PAUL SVENNINGSEN 
Survey Protocol 
Thank you for participating in this study. This survey is intended 
to gather data for my dissertation regarding various aspects of the 
male choruses of the Norwegian Singer's Association of America, 
(NSAA) and Pacific Coast Norwegian Singers Association 
(PCNSA), specifically data that concerns the ethnic identity of 
those who participate and the reasons they continue to do so. 
It is hoped that this study will create avenues for discussion within 
the discipline of music education that might lead to a better 
understanding of how musical communities are formed, how 
people come to identify with them and how they influence one 
another. 
Each survey will be treated anonymously. Surveys will be kept in 
a locked cabinet during the study and will be destroyed upon the 
study's completion. 
Please do not put your name anywhere on this 
survey. 
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1. Please check the box that describes your race/ethnicity. 
o American Indian or Alaska Native 
o Arabic, please specify, e.g., Iranian-American: 
o Asian Indian 
o Black, please specify, e.g., African-American: 
o Caucasian (White), please specify, e.g., Norwegian-American: 
o Chinese 
o Filipino 
o Hispanic, please specify, e.g., Cuban-American: 
o Japanese 
o Korean 
o Other, please specify: 
2. Please check the box that most closely matches your generation of descent: 
o first o second o third o fourth generation o Unknown 
3. Age ____ _ 
4. How long have you been involved with this Norwegian male chorus? 
5. What voice part do you usually sing? 
Tenor I o Tenorll o Baritone o Bass o 
6. Experience 
a. How would you classify your experience as a singer? 
o Beginner: this is a new (less than 2 years), experience for me 
o Novice: I have more experience and sing for pleasure 
o Semi-professional/professional: singing is more than an avocation for me 
b. How would you classify your choral experience, outside of school groups? 
o This is the first choir with which I have sung 
o I have sung with several choirs on and off, throughout my life 
o I have sung with choirs of one sort or another, for most of my life 
o Other: please explain: 
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c. Choral Experience, please check all the choirs in which you have participated 
o Community Choir(s): How many? __ How long? ___ _ 
o Church Choir(s): How many? __ How long? ___ _ 
o Semi-professional/Professional Choir(s): 
How many? __ How long? ___ _ 
7. Have you ever participated in any other Norwegian male chorus? If so, where and for 
how long? 
8. Motivation 
a. Please describe your motivations for initially joining this chorus. 
b. What causes you to remain? 
9. In 1910, then President of the NSAA, Bie Ravndal wrote in the Sangerhilsen: 
We would recognize no distinction between 
Americans of Swedish, Danish or Norwegian 
extraction; they were all equally interested in 
Scandinavian Song in America as well as 
legitimate co-heirs on an equal basis to any 
cultural heritage from their "old countries." 
a. Besides its affiliation with the NSAA or PCNSA in what ways is the chorus of 
which you are or have been a member "Norwegian?" 
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b. What other traditions set this group apart from other choruses in which you 
have participated (e.g., traditional gatherings, events and/or songs)? 
10. Since the early-nineteenth century the ethnic demographic of the member 
choruses of both the NSM and PCNSA has continued to expand as singers 
who claim other ancestry, including non-Scandinavian, have joined their ranks. 
a. Why do you think these male choruses hold such appeal for singers 
so far removed from Norwegian ancestry? 
b. What do you think this fact communicates about these Norwegian 
singers associations (the NSM or PCNSA), to people at large? 
c. To your way of thinking, what does it mean to "belong" to this chorus? 
d. In reference to the traditions, missions and focus of this chorus, in what ways, 
if at all, might they be different now than when you first joined? 
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11. Would you invite a person of non-Norwegian ancestry to become a member? 
o Yes o No 
a. Would it make a difference to you if this chorus and/or its overarching 
association (the NSM or PCNSA), bore no mention of "Norwegian" in 
its title or affiliation? 
Please feel free to elaborate: 
12. The Future 
a. In thinking about the future, what changes do you think this chorus should 
adopt with regard to traditions, mission, focus, etc.? 
b. In thinking about the future, what changes, if any, do you think the larger 
organization of which the chorus you are associated with is affiliated (the 




This singing: the Norwegian Singers through a Gramscian lens 
by 
RUSSELL PAUL SVENNINGSEN 
Interview Protocol 
I am doctoral candidate in Music Education at Boston 
University, College of Fine Arts, Boston, MA. The purpose of this 
interview is intended to gather data for my dissertation regarding 
various aspects of the Norwegian Singers Association of America, 
(NSAA). The results will be used as a reference point for the 
current state of the choruses of the NSAA and participants 
ethnicity, reason(s) for participation and identification with the 
group. 
Participation in this interview is entirely voluntary and you 
may stop the survey at any time. 
This interview will last approximately 45 minutes 
You may contact me at any time: 
Russell Svenningsen, Assistant Professor of Music 
Augustana College 
2001 S. Summit Avenue 
Sioux Falls, S.D. 57197 
605.274.5038 
russell .svenningsen@augie.edu 
My dissertation advisor, Dr. Roger Mantie, at: 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston University, College of Fine Arts 
Boston, MA 02215 
617.358.4447 
rmantie@bu.edu 
You may obtain further information about your rights as a 
research subject by calling the BU CRC IRB Office at 
617.358.6115. 
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A written copy of this information can be given to you at 
your request. 
1. Please tell me about the circumstances that caused you to join this chorus. 
2. Please tell me a little about your own ancestry. 
3. Please tell me about other experiences you've had singing in choirs outside of the 
NSAA/PCNSA and school. 
4. What does the "Norwegian-ness" of this group mean to you? 
5. Despite their being labeled "Norwegian," these choruses have long had members of non-
Norwegian ancestry as part of their roster. Why do you think that is so? 
6. Since the ethnicity of its singers represents many non-Norwegian cultures, why do you 
think that it has not changed its name? 
7. How does your participation in this group influence how you think of yourself? How does 
this influence other areas of your life and vice versa? 
8. What do you like most about this experience and what, if anything, would you change to 
make it better for you? 
9. The reason I am undertaking this study is to learn what importance the history and practice 
of the NSAA might hold for music education in general; specifically, how can we as music 
educators, in an increasingly diverse culture, build better communities in our classrooms 
and experiences for our students. What do you think we as music educators might learn 
from the NSAA experience? 
Thank you for your time and honest answers. 
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